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Misogynirsfs All;
a Sfudy in Critical Classification

A. C. Fosrrrr, College of Librarianshi,p, Wales
Visiling Lecturer in Classification

School of Library and Information Senti'ces
Uniaersity of Marylnnil

be aware of the problems.

,'-TLASSIFICATION THEORISTS have always emphasized the impor-
\-u tance of the objective approach in the construction of classification
schemes; the scheme should not reflect the prejudices of its maker, but

should represent some kind of eternal and external truth. However,

when one-begins to examine almost any scheme it quickly becomes clear

that, far from being objective, it is likely to reflect both the prejudices
of its time and thoie of its author. Most library school students are fa-

centered headings which cannot be used in arrangement.

@July f970 A. C. Foskett
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This much the world knows well; what is perhaps not quite so widely
realized is that this kind of prejudice permeaies miny other areas in thi
lewey Decimal classification, and is alio commonplace in other schemes.
In particular, the treatment of woman and Sex in most general classifi-
cation schemes could lead one to believe that the compileri were misogy-
nists to a man, as the following examples may help to demonstrate.

In the l6th edition of DDC,2 as in previous editions, we find a
heading:

390 Customs and folklore
Including habits, conventions thar have become traditional

As one of the subdivisions of this heading, between Etiquette (395) and
Gypsie_s - (aSl y9 find 396 Woman (presumably a habif one should not
try to kick). This anomaly has been-removed in the l7th edition,s but
others remain. For exampie, the general partern of subdivision in Biog-
raphy_ parallels that of the schemd as a whole, with the exception of cei-
tain divisions of 920.I/.8

920.1 Bibtiographers
920.2 Librarians

919.3 _Encyclopedists (so far, so good; this reflects Class 000)
920.4 Publishers and booksellerJ
920.5 Journalists
920.6 Academicians
920.7 Women
920.8 Eccenuics

rn the lTth edition,920.6 and 920.8 are deleted, while 920.2 is changed to
give separate subdivisions for Men and women; but a more satisfictorv
solution would have been to delete g20.7 also, since both ro*.n urrd
men are included in Social organization as Groups. Furthermore, the
change in editor's preference in Biography from ioth to lzth edition
means that it is now recommended that bne should use standard subdi-
vision 092 rather than subdivisions of 920; so to what number should
one add 092 for biography of women? Not 0701

Women were evidently so rarely educated in Dewey's day that he
found it necessary to devote a special place ro this topicj so thL subdivi-
sions of Education run:

370 Education
371 Teaching
372 Elementarv
37t Secondary'
874 Adult
375 Curriculum
376 Women
377 Religious and moral education

There are obviously plenty of opportunities for cross-classification here;
Dut rn any case, when so much of our education nowadays is coeduca_
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tional, should we still be thinking of the education of women as some'

thing worthy of special treatment?
The index also has its oddities. under women one finds the subhead-

ing Liberarians [sic] 023.5. When one lurns to the tables at this class

trn-mber, it is to find that it refers to Library Stafi: of wofnen there is no

mention. Can it be that John Knox was thinking of Chief Librarians

when he sounded the Fi.rst blast of the trunxpet against the monstrous
regiment of women in 1558?

Other schemes reveal similar peculiarities. In the Bibliographic Clas-

sification,a for example, we find- Women considered as Part of Social

Welfare:

a socrAl WELFARE
Amelioration, Women, Socialism, Internationalism

QU Recreation, social and cultural aspects
QV Children, Childhood. ..
QW Women, Woman, Womanhood
QX Socialism, Communism, Fascism, Anarchism, etc.

Fremont Rider seems to have thought along the same lines as Dewey, for

in his International Classification,o we find a heading:

JT Folk lore Etiquet Women

and elsewhere, an interesting comment from the sidelines:

NAV Educational opportunities for women (past history and present fact)
The Library of Congr-eis does treat Women is a social group, but with

some strange bedfellows:G

H SOCIOLOGY
HQ-HT Social groups
HQ Family. Marriage. Women
HS Societies: secret, benevolent etc
HV Social pathology: social and public welfare: criminology
HX Socialism Communism Anarchism

Can it be that behind every crime there stands revealed the hidden hand
of women?

When we turn to Sex, the position becomes even more delicate- Most
schemes reflect an approach to the subject best described as Victorian.
For example, both DDC and Rider have a chronological sequence under
Customs of the Life Cycle:

Birth customs
Family and home customs
Courting customs
Marriage customs
Sex customs

This hardly accords with the permissive society, but in any case, there are
many societies throughout the world where the above h'as neuer been the
chronological sequence. Similarly, when one comes to consider the pejo-
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rative implications of words such as perversion, there are many things
that might raise an eyebrow. From DDC 16:

301.4 Socialorganization
301.42 Family
301.424 The sexes in society, including celibacy, deviations in sex life,

e.g. premarital relations, adultery, homosexuality

In the lTth edition this has become:

301.41 The sexes
301.412 sex life outside marriage concubinage, premarital relations, adul-

tery, prostitution, homosexuality and other perversions

In Rider we find:

JDP Deviations in sex life
Homosexuality Premarital sex relations Free love

Bliss has forebodings of the wrath to come:

9l_ Vice, depraviry, immorality (Sociological aspects)
QLF Menral deterioration resulting from depravity

-a {oreboding shared more recently by portnoy.? When we find in psy-
chology:

I Psychology
IL Abnormal
ILO Mental deficiency
ILS Sexual abnormalities, perversions etc. Eroticism, nymphomania

it is hardly surprising that lower down the same page we find:

ILT Treatment and care of mental deficiency and abnormality
ILTS Sterilization

(and note the two literal mnemonics!) Bliss also appears to regard
homosexuality as synonymous with masturbation and Onanism,
(HHM), a confusion not shared by portnoy.

The Library of Congress Subject Headings list also has some odd.i-
ties, but these appear to be a result of lack of method rather than im-
partiality:

Sexual crimes see Sex Crimes
Sex perversions see Sexual perversions
Sexual psychology sea Sex (psychology)
Sexual hygiene see Hygiene, sexual

Even Ranganathan presents a somewhat strange view of the world in his
seminal mnemonics:8

5 . . . public controlled plan, emotion, foliage, aesthetics, woman, sex,
c r ime . . .

_ ft 
:s_easy enough to find similar prejudices in other subject areas.

Both DDC and LC regard capitalism as economic theory, bui sociarism
as something rarher difierent-in the case of DDC an ideology, in the
case of LC a sociological phenomenon: r am a theorist, you arC an ideol-
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ogist, he is a tool of the Communists, perhaps. Sanford Berman has
pointed oute that the Library of Congress Subject Headings represent a
white racist imperialist point of view which can prove embarrassing in
an African university library. It is more difficult to see exactly what can
be done to iurprove, the situation generally. In some cases it would be
possible to alter definitions to bring the overall sense more into line with
modern ideas; in others, notational problems make it remarkably difficult
to change the existing structure for a more satisfactory one. Perhaps we
should just be grateful that at least one of Dewey's more jaundiced
headings has now disappeared from the schedules since the l4th edition:

183.7 HUMBUGS QUACKERY
Charlatans Impostors Subdiuid,ed lihe main classificati.on

(my italics) Now there was a man who wasn't afraid to speak his mindl

l. Henry Fielding, The Hi.story", t;;:, a Foundling,Book 3, chapter 3. [vari-
ous editions] 1749.

2. Deuey Decimal Classification (l6th ed.; Forest Press, Inc., 1958) .
3. Deutey Decimal Classi.fi.cation (17th ed.; Forest Press, Inc., 1965) .
4. H. E. Bliss, I Bibli.ographic Classification (lst ed., 1940-1953).
5. Fremont kider, International Classification (1961).
6. U.S. Library of Congress, Classification. Class H (3d ed., 1950; reprinted with

supplementary pages, 1959) .
7. Philip Roth, Portnoy's Cotrplaint (New York: Random House, 1969) .
8. S. R. Ranganathan, Colon Classifi.cation (6th ed., 196O; reprinted with additions

1963) .
9. Sanford Berman, "Chauvinistic Headings" (letter to the editor) , Library Journal

94:695 (15 Feb. 1969).
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The Treatment of the American Indian

in fhe Library of Congress E-F Schedule*

Tsorvres YsN-Rex YnH
Assistant Professor of Librarianship and Cataloging Librarian

Central Washington State College
Ellensb urg, W ashin gton

The treatm,ent of the American Indian in the Library of Congress
Classification: Class E-F is inad.equate and out of d'ate. The Ameri'
can Indian is segregated from the United States, the American Indian
history is arranged, with bias, and the American Indians appear

frequently as a sauage people. In the last decade, the ciuil rights
novement has gradually changed the nation's attitude touard mi-
nmities. The E-F Class need.s reasonable revision to reflect this cur-
rent thinking. This reuision could be done in a simple way by add-
ing a feu more classes and changing some wordings.

-l-HE UNITED STATES IS A MYSTICAL melting Pot. Some mi-
I norit ies are assimilated here and have thrived. Some nrinorit ies,

unfortunately, have not been integrated with the majority. To make it
worse, those unassirnilated minorities have long been misunderstood
and impoverished. Atnong the impoverished minorities, the American
Indian has sufiered the most. The stories of the American Indian sufier-
ings are shocking. They are historical facts; the author will not rePeat
them here.

Library classification, as Mr. LaMontagne describes it, "reflects
man's activities and records."l So, it is not surprising to note that in
the Library of Congress. Classification. Class E-F: History: America,
the treatment of the American Indian, exactly reflects the way in which
they were regarded at the beginning of the twentieth century, when
this schedule tuas originated. Class E-F, American History was the first
published schedule of the Library of Congress Classification System-.
The first edition appeared in l90l; the second edition was published

* U.S. Library of Congress. Subject Cataloging Division, Classification' Class E-F:

History: Atlterica. With supplementary pages (3d ed.; Washington: For sale by the

Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Pdnting Office, t965) . This paper
deals with America, U.S. history (E ll-850), and U.S. local history ff l-975) only;
British America and I-atin America are not included. The American Indian in this
paper refers only to the Indians of the U.S.
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in 1913. The latest ong the third edi.tion, first appeared in 1958. Figure
I is a partial outline of the E-F schedule.

AMERICA
E

lFn General
3l-45 North America.
5l-74 Pre-Columbian America.
77-99 Indians of North America.
8l-83 Indian wars.

99 Indian ribes, A-2.
I0I-139 Discovery of America and early explorations.
103-l l0 Pre-Columbian period.
l l l-120 Columbus.
12l-135 Post-Columbian period.
l4l-143 Des<riptive accounts of America to 1810.

UNITED STATES
l5l-169.5 General.

History.
l7l-179.5 General.

173 Sources and documents.

UNITED STATES LOCAL HISTORY
F

l-15 New England.
16-30 Maine.

g75 Central American, West Indian, and other .o.,,,t,i"' p'-
tected by and having close political affiliations with the
United States (General) .

Figure I

Outline (U.S. Library of Congress, Classifi'catian. Class E-F: Hi'story:
America, pp.v-ix).

From this outline, certain observations can be drawn. First, the

American Indian is s€gregated from the United States. Classes Ell-

143 are for the history Jf America Indians of North America, including

the American Indian, are classd here in 877-99. United States history
includes El5l-850. In the Fl-975 schedule of the United States local
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77- 99
8l -  83

99
l0 l -139
103-t l0
I  I  t -120
r2r-r35
r4r-r43
r5l-169.5

r7l-r79.5
r73

Old Outline (U.S.
tory : Arnerica, p.v.)

Volume 15, Number

Om OurrrNr

AMERICA

General.
North America.
Pre-Columbian America.
Indians of North America.

Indian wars.
Indian tribes, A-2.

Discovery of America and early explorations.
Pre-Columbian period.
Columbus.
Post-Columbian period.

Descriptive accounts of America to 1810.

UNITED STATES

General.
History.

General.
Sources and documents.

Pnoposno Nrw Ourr.rt.tr

AMERICA

General.
North America.
Pre-Columbian America.

UNITED STATES

American Indian.
History fto 1900)
Indian tribes, A-2.

Discovery of America and early explorations.
Pre-Columbian period.
Columbus.
PoscColumbian period.

Descriptive accounts of America to l8l0'
United States (General)
History.

General.
Sources and documents.

E

il- 29
3r- 45
5t- 74
77- 99
8l- 8E

99
r0l -139
103-I I0
l l l-120
r2l - r  35
I4t -143

l5 l -169.5

r7 t-179.5
173

t I -
3 l -
5 l -

E
29
45
74

Figure 2

Library of Congress, Classification. Class E-F: His'
and Proposed New Outline.
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do not regard the United States cavalry as a bunch of brutal soldiers,
maybe we can understand each other better. The proposed revision
can best be illustrated by rhe schedules shown in figure 3.

Or.o Scnnour.r

Indian Wars
General works.
Wars of the colonial period (General) .
Individual wars.

Arranged chronologically.
Wars and uprisings in Virginia, 1609-1676 (Incidents ol

1622 and.1641, etc.) see F229.
Pequot War, 1636-1638.
Dutch-Indian War, 1643-1645. Kiefts's War.

8 l
82
83

.63

.65

.73 Natchez Massacre, 1729.

.739 Chickasaw War. 1739-1740.

Pnoposno Nsw ScHnoulr

History $o 1900)
General works.
Wars of the colonial period (General) .
Individual wars.

Arranged chronologically.
Wars and uprisings in Virginia, 1609-1676 (Incidents of.

1622 and 1641, etc.) see F229.
Pequot War, 1636-1638.
Dutch-Indian War, 1643-1645. Kieft's War.

Jg Natchez Incident, 1729.
.739 Chickasaw Wan 1739-1740.

Figure 3

Old Schedule (U.S. Library of Congress, Classification. Class E-F: His-
tory: Am,erica, p.6.) and Proposed New Schedule.

In the E-F schedule, the last mentioned date for the history of the
American Indian is 1898; after that date, there is no appropriate
class number for the current history of the American Indian. For the
purpose of keeping the American Indian history up-to-date, we can
add a new class E88.4, 20th century; and subarranged by subjects
A-2. For instance, E88.4 C5 will stand for American Indian, twentieth
century, civil rights movement. When the time comes, another new class
E88.5, 2lst century could be added. Figure 4 will demonstrate the merit
of the proposed revision.

The E-F schedule was first published sixty-nine years ago. In a
period of more than half a century, no radical changes have been
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Or-n Scrrnour-r
Indians of North America.

Indian wars.
Individual wars-Continued.

Indian wars, 1866-1898.
Fort'Phil Kearny Massacre, 1866; Red Cloud War,

1866-1867; etc.
Biography: George Crook, Nelson Appleton Miles,

etc.
Battle of Beecher Island, 1868.

Chippewa War, 1898.
Captivities.

Indian atrocities, depredations, etc' Adventures' es-
capes, etc., of captives.

General works. Collected narratives.
Individual captivities.

Prefer classification in E83 or E99 if captivity re-
lates to a particular war or tribe.

Biography.
Collective.

Including portraits.

Pnoposro New Scnsour.r

American Indian.
History $o 1900)

lndividual wars-Continued.
Indian wars, 1866-1898.

Fort Phil Kearny Incident,
1866-1867; etc.

Biography: George Crook,
etc.

1868: Red Cloud War,

Nelson Appleton Miles,

Battle of Beecher Island, 1868.

Chippewa War, 1898.
Captivities.

Indian atrocities, depredatibns, etc. Adventures, es-

capes, etc., of captives.
General works. Collected narratives.
Individual captivities.

Prefer clasiification in E83 or E99 if caPtivity re'
' 

lates to a particular war or tribe.
20th century history. By subiects, A-2. e.g. C5 Civil rights'

21st century history. By subiects, A-2.
Biography.

Collective.
Including portraits.

83
.866

.868

.895

85
87

89

83
.866

.868

.895

85
87

88.4
88.5

89

Figure 4
Old Schedule (U.S. Library of Congress, Classifi'cation' Class E F:
History: America, p.8.) and Proposed New Schedule.
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made.5 The schedule needs "extensive revision and perhaps even re-
placement by new schedules."6 One of the topics which requires "ex-
tensive revision" is the treatment of the American Indian. The above
proposed revision will integrate the American Indian history with the
United States history, help change the American Indian's militant image,
and keep the American Indian history schedule up-to-date. The treat-
ment of the American Indian is a good point to investigate further for
future editions.

r. Leo E. LaMontasne, American;;;::::,t cati.on; with speciat Reference to
the Library ol Congress (Hamden, Conn.: The Shoe String Press, 196l) , p.342.

2. U.S. Library of Congress, Classification. Class E-F: History: America, pp.6-8.
3. Wyllis E. Wright, "Preface" Melvil Dewey, Deuey Decimal Classification an'd

Relatiue Index (l7th ed; New York: Forest Press, 1965), l:3.
4. Ibid.
5. I-aMontagne, p.237.
6. Ibid., p34r.

Comments on the Thomas Yen-Ran Yeh Proposals

Eucrun T. Fnosro
PrincipaX Sub j e c t C atslo ger

Library ol Congress
Washington, D.C.

The Library of Congress is grateful for the opportunity to study
Mr. Yen-Ran Yeh's proposed revisions to thar portion of the LC
Classification System which deals with the Indians of North America,
namely, the section, E75-99, of the American History schedule. After
examining Mr. Yeh's paper it is our conclusion, regrettably, that with
the exception of one or two minor points, it is impossible to adopt
any of the proposals offered for inclusion in the present schedule.
While it is true that most numbers and captions of this section were
established in the early years of this century, we feel that they have
borne the passage of time fairly well, certainly far better than many
other portions of the classification system, and that they still provide
a suitable and useful scheme for the shelving arrangement of books on
these Indians.

In the following paragraphs we clarify our position by taking up
Mr. Yeh's proposals item by item.

Indinns as a minority group.-Mr. Yeh's stated purpose in rework-
ing the schedule is to remove from it the stigma of nineteenth century
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thinking, e.g., the notion that Indians are a "bunch of savages," and to

permit it to show the Indians as they should be regarded in view of

current attitudes towards minority grouPs, namely, that they are an
impoverished, sorely abused, minority group of the United States fight-
ing for social justice. We feel, however, that to read such an outlook
towards Indians in the existing schedule is to misinterPret it; and we
cannot agree that current thinking on Indians requires them to be
treated merely as another minority $oup of the United States. It is

quite clear from the tables themselves that the intention of the creatols
of the classification was to treat the modern Indians as remnants of a
vast group of peoples who once populated the entire New World long
before the arrival of Europeans. This conceptualization of the Indians
is still valid today, it seems to us. The primacy of the Indians in the
Western Hemisphere is a fact, and must be recognized in any classifica-

hope to be able to handle all other aspects as well.
Indians and United States Histor).-North American Indians

have been classed as a group close to the beginning of the American

represent the fact that they were the first inhabitants of North Amer'
ici, that today they are still found in Canada as well as the United

States, and that tJrey possessed unique cultures of their own'
The original classifiers could have extracted from the larger area

the IndianJ situated within the present boundaries of the United
States, and classed them with the minority grouPs of the United States
in the El84-185 area (general numbers for elements in the population
of the United States). This would have meant, however, that Indians
of individual states would have been classed in Fl-975, the class num-

bers for the histories of the individual states. Indian archaeology would
have been similarly scattered in other numbers' Many special aspects
of their culture would have been siphoned ofi to other schedules,
such as art in the N, Fine arts, schedule. We are most grateful to our

predecessors who had the wisdom not to fall into such a trap. One of
ihe most delightful aspects of the existing tables for the Indians of

North America is the fact that they bring together all books on these
Indians in one location on the bookstack shelves; we can think of no

other idea more useful to researchers seeking to locate Indian materials.
Nevertheless, for persons who look for United States Indians at E184,
a suitable "see" reference to E75-99 has been prepared.
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Mr. Yeh has proposed that the original effort to class Indians sep-
arately be counteracted by a "paper move" involving the recaptioning
of the section for Indians of North America, so rhat it is included in
the United Shtes History section. Thar is, then, the secrion 875-l4Z
would be also called United States history. We feel this move would not
accomplish much if books are not to be moved at the same time,
since the whole purpose of a classification system is to allow for an
orderly arrangement of books on library shelves. More serious, how-
ever, is the fact that it is impossible to carry through such a suggestion
for the following reasons:

l. The North American continenr (north of Mexico) was intention-
ally selected as the geographic unit. Thus, Canadian Indians are trear-
ed here as well.

2. The schedules in outlining any subject area always progress
from the general to the specific. The general numbers for 

-United

States History have been created in the El5l- area. To move up the
beginning of the history section so thar it began with Indians of North
America at E75 would destroy the inner logic of the schedule.

3. The area between Indians of North America and United States
History, that is, El0l-143, captioned "Discovery of America and Early
Explorations" and "Descriptive Accounts of America," is still a general
section which applies to the entire Western Hemisphere. This would
mean, for example, that Columbus's discovery would be called United
States history, a rather embarrassing situation.

Indians of North America aersus American Indians.-The caption
for E75-99, "Indians of North Arnerica," cannot be changed to "Amer-
ican Indians," for the latter term in our system represents the collec-
tive term for all of the aboriginal peoples of North and South America.
The general section for the entire group, as stated above, is E5l-78.
"Indians of North America" was used because North America (north
of Mexico) is the precise geographic area with which the schedule deals.

Indian wars, Il81-83.895.-Si''ce this section is reserved specifically
for Indian Wars, and listings of individual Indian Wars, it is not as-
tounding that the last entry should date from as far back as 1898. We
have cataloged no book on a war fought since that date. This area was
never intended to represent a general history section. It is true, as Mr.
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numbers and the Cutter arrangement for special toPics, if they pertain
to specific tribes or geographical ateas, but instead are classed with the
tribe or area in E99 or E78 respectively.

Massacres uersus Incidents.--It is an LC cataloging requirement
that when the name of an individual historical event is to be estab-
lished, the criterion for the selection of the name must be that it
represents current usage in the field. That is, events are not named
ac-ording to what it is polite or ideal to call them, but according to
what they are actually called by authorities in the field. Therefore,
the names of special engagements which have been narned "massacres"

mrist stand. We note, as an example, that the 1967 edition of. Encyclo-
paedia Britannica in almost every instance also refers to the engage-

ments we call massacres as massacres.
Special topics under 20th Century.-The proposal was made to

call E81-87 History to 1900, and E88.4, Twentieth Century History, by

subjects, A-2. Such an arrangement is not possible in view of the fact
thai the provision for special topics has already been made in E9l-98.
A second topical arrangement at this new location could only destroy
the logic to the internal arrangement of topics within the entire sec-
tion.

Proaision for ci.ail rights--lt is perhaps possible to establish a
Cutter number for civil rights in the Cutter table for special topics
under E98. This would perhaps meet Mr. Yeh's suggestion that a
topic so crucial to Indians of the United States today be provided for in
the classification schedule. Books on the topic are now being classed
in E93, Relations of Indians with the United States Government. We
have always felt that such works are better classed here since any so-
Iution to the problems of civil rights will require governmental action,
and most of the struggle on the part of the Indians today to achieve
justice is with the government. The note under E93 in the schedule is

instructive, since among other items to be classed here are listed: In-
dian Rights associations, treatment of Indians, etc.
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Acquisifions in l97O

Asnny J. Fmsron
Associate Librarian for Technical Serlices

and.
Rosr E. Myrns

Sp e cialis t in Aut omat e d B ib lio graphy
Uniuersity of Hawai,i Library

H.onolulu, Hauaii

Finances

EIUNDS FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION
^ AND WELFARE for fiscal 1970 were finally appropriated by HR
15931 (PL 9l-204), which was signed by the President in March. This
bill replaces HR lSlll which was vetoed by the President on January
28.1 The new bill appropriates g7l3 million less than HR 13lll. Appro-
priations involving libraries are: ESEA Title II, 942,500,000; LSCA,
$43,266,250; HEA Title lI, $21,626,450.2 Library recipients of funds un-
der ESEA should note that PL 9l-230 allows state and local officials to
spend money appropriated for all USOE administered programs for this
fiscal year, 1970, in the following fiscal year.3

previously voted 289-l 14 (20 more rhan needed) to override the Presi-
dential veto. The bill as passed contains $453,321,000 more than the
President had requested for fiscal 71.4 Some of the library acquisitions-
related funding appropriations are: ESEA Title II, School Library Re-
sources, Textbooks and other Instructional Materials, $80,000,000;
LSCA, $47,801,500; HEA Title II, Part A, College Library Resources,
$15,325,000; and Part C, Library of Congress Acquisition and Catalog-
ing, $6,613,500.5 Overall funding for rhree major library programs is 948
million more than it was for 1970.6 "Full appropriations for formula
grant library programs (ESEA II and LSCA) for FY l97l will be re-
leased, but for the time being only $9.9 million (the President's budget
request) will be released for HEA II-A instead of the $15,325,000.00 ap,
propriated by Congress."z

The Library Services and Construction Act is extended for five years
(through 1976) by S. 8318, passed by the Senate on September 21. A five
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percent annual increase is authorized from 1972 on. The House passed
its amended version of the bill under suspension of rules on December
7, and it was finally approved by the Senate on December l5 and cleared
for Presidential signature.s

The fact that the new LSCA bill does not provide a new source of
revenue for the urban public libraries may be very important since ad-
vanced stages of the recession disease will be felt most acutely at the
state and municipal levels. Li,brary Journal (Ll) rcported in July that
the twin pincers of inflation and budget cuts were beginning to affect
some libraries painfully. Some specific cases of cuts in hours open and
book budgets plus the limited number of jobs available are cited.e In the
October I issue, Z/ reports on a telephone survey of conditions in pub-
lic libraries in the Northeast. They found that some libraries were in
trouble and some were thriving. LI's conclusion was: "If and when re-
cession cuts municipal revenues seriously and that could be next year,
the study could be quite a difierent one."10

Meanwhile, the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education tells us
that all is not well with respect to finances in academe. Their study of
forty-one private and public colleges and universities located in twenty-
one states and the District of Columbia concludes that the gap between
income and expenses at these institutions continues to widen. The report
indicates that colleges and universities are responding to the crisis by
postponing the start of new programs, by cutting back existing pro-
grams, and by shifting funds from lower priority programs to those
with higher priorities. The Commission is concerned that budget trim-
ming will impair the academic soundness of the institutions involved.ll

The Nixon administration, becoming increasingly concerned with re-
election, will be making attempts to buffer the economy, and hopefully,
the results of these efiorts will be felt in libraries before any more li-
braries are forced, as one administrator put it, to pay mandatory wage
increases out of book funds.

Serial Prices

Periodical prices are still rising and the ratio of increase accelerates
each year. "Price Indexes for 1970," in the July issue of Library Jour-
nal, sets the annual increase in periodical prices as ll.8 percent over the
1969 figure, producing an average of $10.41 for 1970 as compared to

$9.31 for 1969. Since the base years of lS57-59, the index for U.S. peri-
odicals has risen to 211.6, with an average annual increase of 9.3 per-
cent.r2 Serial services, combined, rose to $85.44 from $78.79 in 1969 to
reach a new index high of 214.7 fot the year 1970.13

Booh Sales

A Drug Trade Nears annual survey of consumer expenditures in
drug stores reported paperback sales at $127,610,000 for 1969. The re-
port says that this accounts for 4l percent of all consumer expenditures
on paperbacks through all outlets.la
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Portions of a marketing study prepared for Miehle-Goss-Dexter in
1968 by Battelle have been selectively presented to the book producing
industries. Of interest to librarians are the following points, taken from
a summary by Victor Straussls: (l) books will continue to exist in about
the same physical configuration well into the twenty-{irst century; (2)
the projected growth for textbooks is from $701 million in 1968 to $2
billion in 1990; and (3) trade books will exhibit an upward trend until
the 1980s and then level off due to the following factors-home facsimi-
le, CATV, commercial television, video tapes, and increasing travel and
competition for the customer's time from other recreational activities.

Book publishers' estimated dollar receipts were up 6.4 percent for
1969 over 1968. Receipts totaled over $2.75 billion dollars, with increases
in all categories except children's books over $1.00, bibles, prayer books,
missals, etc.16

Price increases are not confined to book trade materials as a perusal
of USBE's new price (or rather, handling fee) schedule shows. Even
with these increases their material is still altargain.Tz

Copyright Reaision
The Senate Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights

reported out a bill on December 10, 1969, containing complete prbvisions
for CATV as well as photocopying.tt In a letter to the editors of Pub-
lishers' Weehly, Verner Clapp, signing as Chairman, Copyright Commit-
tee, and Stephen McCarthy, signing as Executive Director of the Associ-
ation of Research Libraries (ARL), ser forth the objections of ALA
and ARL to the bill. "The position of the library associations on S. 543
is: l. Section 108 (d) (l) in its present form is unacceptable: 2. Section
108 (d) (l) should either a) be deleted; or b) amended by the addition
of the following clause: 'or has certified in writing to the library or ar-
chives that such copy will be used in accordance with Section 107.' "rs

Dan Lacy, signing as Chairman, Copyright Committee, Association
of American Publishers, in another letter to the editors of Publishers'
Weehly, makes the following point: "Any copying a library may legally
do now under the doctrine of 'fair use' or otherwise, it can continue to
do under Section 107. Section 108 is additional authority to do copying
which would not already be justified under the doctrine of 'fair use."'20
The library-publisher debate is not the prime reason for the failure of
the Senate to come to grips with copyright revision; CATV is still the is-
sue which remains unresolved. On December 7, 1970, the House ap-
proved SJ 230, which extends the present copyright for another year, the
sixth such extension. Representative Celler (Dem., N.Y.), noting that
the House has already passed a revision measure and is awaiting Senate
action, stated that this is to be the last of the extensions.2l Celler was re-
ferring to HR 2512, passed in 1967 by the House, and then referred to
the Senate where action was deferred after extended controversy over
CATV. S. 543 dies with the Ninety-first Congress but Senator McClellan
has promised to introduce a successor bill in the new Congress.22
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Approual Plans and Blanhet Orders

The literature presented more discussion and brought more evidence
to bear on the question of approval and blanket order plans. Roscoe
Rouse, through the auspices of. College b Research Libraries (CRL),2g
shared with us the paper that he read at the Second International Semi
nar on Approval and Gathering Plans for Large and Medium-Size Aca-
demic Libraries. Rouse's paper won little approval; rather, it stimulated
seven pages of critical comment, published subsequently in CRt Sep-
tember 1970.24 The response to Rouse's article indicates that those who
have persevered in the development of their approval plans seem satis-
fied with them.

A survey by Norman Dudley on the use of approval plans and blan-
ket orders by ARL libraries revealed that the chief advantages perceived
were: (l) prompt receipt of materials; (2) broader, more consistent cov-
erage; and (3) elimination of individual order preparation. The chief
disadvantages perceived were: (I) too much unwanted material; and
(2) storage and handling problems created by the volume of material.2s

Robert Wedgeworth, in "Foreign Blanket Orders: Precedent and
Practice," after a lengthy introduction covering such plans in general,
sets forth the result of a survey attempting to answer the question,
"What are the characteristics of blanket orders?" The survey "attempted
to identify American and West European booksellers who provide for-
eign publications on blanket order plans."26 Although the survey deals
with the subject only from a dealer's point of view it contains valuable,
practical information for any acquisitions librarian contemplating such
a plan.

Another article, by Betty J. Meyer and John T. Demos, examines an-
other facet of the subject of approval plans. The authors discuss the
place of approval plans in a university with very large budgets and con-
clude that on the whole approval plans are worthwhile and that faculty
members must be convinced by librarians of the value of such plans.2?

Faculty, librarians, and book jobbers were compared in terms of
their ability to select titles which would match the actual needs of users
in a reseatch project conducted by G. Edward Evans.28 The major hy-
pothesis was that the group with the greatest number of patron contact
hours would select the highest percentage of titles actually circulated.
The findings rank librarians, faculty members, and book jobbers in that
order.

Marion Wilden-Hart, in a thought-provoking article on approval
plans, discusses all aspects of such plans, including bibliographies and
the long-term efiects of approval plans. The author concludes that "the
time is now ripe for research to be taken into: (l) which approval plan
method is most suitable to special types of libraries; (2) what methods
are used to follow up approval plans by bibliographers; (3) the econom-
ics of approval plans; and (4) the long-term effects of approval plans
on the nation's resources."2e A tall order, but certainly in order.
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Reprints

The reprinting of books continues apace. Carol Nemeyer, Columbia
doctoral student, identified 269 reprinters and estimated that at least
85,000-100,000 titles have already been published in reprint form.3o In
his article, "Purchase of Out-of-Print Material,"31 Felix Reichmann writes
that forty-nine libraries (75 percent of those responding to his question-
naire), report that they check reprint catalogs before giving an order or
a search request to an O.P. dealer. Complaints about the prices of re-
prints continue. In addition to Reichmann, Stanley Crane, writing to Lf-
brary Journal comments on the problem, citing specific publications re-
flecting "markup over printing costs that is indefensible in the ex-
treme."32 Furthermore, Crane predicts that continuation of the inflated
prices can only lead to trouble. Certainly, problems in academic library
funding will have an efiect on the reprint market.

Criticism of the book trade by librarians seems to have been aimed
primarily at the reprinter during the last few years, but another profes-
sion has some complaints. The activities of the Special Committee on
Law Book Publishing Practices, formed by the American Bar Associa-
tion, will be of interest to all librarians. The committee will investigate
undesirable law book marketing practices. Among the most commonly
criticized practices are "falsely advertising old books as new; reselling
old books disguised as new ones, with changed titles and fresh bindings;
including the same book in different sets; failing to issue needed supple-
ments, or overpricing them; using unnecessarily expensive bindings on
books which are soon out-of-date; and failing to advertise prices of the
more costly works."33 Textbook publishers too will be interested in the
activities of this committee, particularly with the criticism on using un-
necessarily expensive bindings on books which are soon out-of-date.

International Standard B ook N umbers

International status was conferred on Standard Book Numbers dur-
ing the twelfth plenary session of the International Standards Organiza-
tion, Documentation Section, held in Stockholm in October 1969.3a Six-
teen major book publishing countries recommended and later adopted
ISBN.36 There is or will be, in each country, an agency responsible for
coordinating the assignment of ISBN's to publishers. In the United
States this organization is the Standard Book Numbering Agency, a col-
laborative efiort of the American Book Publishers Council, the Ameri-
can Educational Publishers Institute, the American Standards Associa-
tion-Committee 239, the Library of Congress, and the R. R. Bowker
Company.so In an editorial published in Septembet, Publi'shers' Weehly
reports: "By now, every title in the British National Bibliography has a
standard book number and it is expected that 70/o of. the titles in this
year's edition of. Boohs in Print, the U.S. bibliography, will have
ISBNs."8? A working group from International Standards is to prepare
a manual for the universal application of International Standard Book
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Numbers. This should help standardize the application in each nation.
ISBN should become a bibliographic Esperanto. The Library of Con-
gress, at the request of the Standard Book Numbering Agency, will corr
vert SBN's appearing in books into ISBN's. For American, British, Ca-
nadian, Australian, and New Zealand publications this will mean that
on catalog cards the prefix ISBN will replace SBN and an initial zero
followed by a hyphen will precede the SBN number appearing in the
book.38

More Numbers

It is fitting that math books should have more numbers on the verso
of their title pages than books about other subjects. The American
Mathematical Society has requested that authors classify manuscripts ac-
cording to the AMS subject classification scheme, to assist the Library of
Congress in the precise assignment of LC and Dewey class numbers.
Thus one may find on a verso, a SBN or ISBN, LC card number, and the
AMS number which would be formatted as follows: AMS (MOS) 1970
Subject Classifications 14C05, l4Cl5, 14C30.3e

Association of American Publi,shers

A new publishing industry organization known as the Association of
American Publishers resulted from a merger of the membership of the
American Book Publishers' Council and the American Educational Pub-
lishers Institute. Many large firms were formerly members of both or-
ganizations, and the merger was natural since there had been consider-
able joint and overlapping activity.4O

Theft of Boohs

A new twist in acquisitions was revealed in an article in Publishers'
Weekly commenting on a story in the New Yorh Times of December 2,
1969. "Sorne New York City booksellerc," Publishers' Weekly Soes on to

say, "actually place'orders'with accomplished thieves who go out and ac-
quire these tiiles at other local bookshops in the city. Cy Rubin, p-resi-
dent of Bookmasters quoted in the article, said, 'I'd say that at least 90/o
of our shoplifting losses . come from professionals who have been
sent out by dealeri with specific orders to steal books or . . . professionals
who know which dealers are in the market for which books."'4 Charges
were brought against a second-hand book dealer on 23rd Street and an-
other against a 42nd Street bookstore. It is to be hoped that ownership
stamps, bookplates, call number labels, and similar devices will protect
library books against such depredations.

Stechert-Hafner

In 1970 Stechert-Hafner began to concentrate almost exclusively on
its foreign book and periodical subscription activities and no longer ac-

cepted orders for American books published in the United States. It will,
according to Publishers' Weekly, "continue to accept orders for Ameri-
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can serials and continuations . . . and provide publications from devel-
oping countries and foreign reference and scholarly works from all over
the world."a2

Preseraation of Library Materials

A Preservation Research Office has been established in the Library of
Congress to carry out research in the preservation of library materials.
Located in the annex of the Library of Congress, the laboratory will in-
vestigate problems of the preservarion of paper, adhesives, bookbind-
ings, microfilm, magnetic-tape, and motion picture film. The laboratory
will also test and evaluate materials, equipment, and methods used in
preservation.as

College Boohsellers

A new list of 40,000 books to serve as a core collection for college li-
braries will be available in 1971. Selection of titles will be made by
Choi,ce reviewers under the supervision of Peter Doiron. ALA will pub-
lish the book catalog, with the assistance of funding from the Council
on Library Resources where the project was developed. "The new list,"
says ALA, "may lend itself to production, by commercial book jobbers,
of package library programs which could be delivered ready for shelv-
ing, either complete or in a phased program. The latter feature would
be made possible by assigning titles to four categories representing rela-
tive importance."44 This type of collection building is, of course, anarhe-
ma to the collection building purisr, but it will probably be a godsend
to many a poor devil starting one of the new college libraries springing
up throughout the country. With the core collection an accomplished
fact, the librarian of a new college can then devote his time to deaelop-
inghis collection.

Corporate Mergers and Sales

Gobbling up of book- and library-oriented firms continues apace
this year with "the sale of Atheneum, a prestigious and apparently pros-
perous general trade book publisher to Raytheon, a giant electronics
firm"a5 . . . and the sale of Simon and Schuster to Norton Somon, Inc.,
California conglomerate and owner of, among other things, Hunt Wes-
son foods, Canada Dry Corporation, McCalls" Redbooh, Saturday Re-
uieu, and a recently launched book division of McCall Corporation.
Publishers' Weekly in June 1970 reported the acquisition of Baker &
Taylor by W. R. Grace and Co., an international industrial concern.46

Book Production and Pri,ces

The February 9 "Annual Summary" issue of. Publishers' Weekly
showed 29,579 titles published in 1969. This figure represents a decrease
of 806 titles from the total of 30,387 in 1968. Publishers' Weekly rc-
ports that "a plateau in the outpur of book titles by American publish-
ers appears to have been reached and sustained over the past two or three
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years." The decrease in the total number of titles was, unfortunately,
not matched by a similar decrease in price Per title. The average price of
a selected hardcover book increased 10.6 percent in 1969 (from $8.47 to

$9.37). The previous year's increase had been only 6 Percent. The mass-
market paperback average price increased to $.9I, and the trade paPer-
back increised 16.8 percent (from $3.05 in 1968 to $3.58 in 1969).rz

Taxes on Unsoli,cited Reai,ew Books

tion.a8 This may mean a decrease in gift books to libraries.

Small Orders

A bookdealer reported to Publishers' Weehly that certain publishers,
upon receiving single-copy orders from a dealer, refuse to accePt- such

oiders and return the orders with a comment such as "this order is too

dle.

P h o t o c o py in g- C o pyri ght

might play a different tune.

Media

cBS and Time-Life are among the more prominent entries into the

video tape production market. Numerous companies have announced
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plans to produce a variety of video player sysrems. A Library Journal
editorial suggests that the Library Technology Program or some orher
ALA agency concern itself with the standardization of video tape equip-
ment now, before there is a plethora of difierent systems on the mar-
ket.61

USOE continues funding for the Educational Media Selection Cen-
ters program, designed to identify, develop, and evaluate existing centers
that provide teachers, librarians, and others responsible for education,
from preschool through adult level, the opportunity to examine and pre-
view, prior to selection and purchase, both print and nonprint materi-
als.62

The University of Toronto Press announces plans to publish new ri-
tles and editions simultaneously in standard microfiche and hard copy
form. Prices will be the same for either medium.

Presumably readers will soon see book pages massaged on to the
screens of their TV sets. CBS, in concert with a number of other compa-
nies, including publishers Librairie Hachette and Mondadori, is devel-
oping a system of reproducing the printed page on the television
screen.53 One wonders if the price will be the same for cassette and hard
copy.

C ataloging i.n Publication

Si gnificant Publications

Of interest to serials librarians and searchers is the publication of
t};.e American National Standard for the Abbreuiation ol Titles ol peri-
odicals. This publication was prepared by Subcommittee 3 of Commit-
tee 239 under the chairmanship of James L. Wood. It is a revision of
the 1963 standard, Periodical Title Abbreaiations, and culminates a two-
year efiort by the joint American National Standards Institute-British
Standards Institution to develop an Anglo-American periodical title ab-
breviation standard.66

Congratulations are in order for the editors of. Boohs in print (BIp)
for their concise reporting of their error sampling of the 1969 Books in
Print. Running items taken randomly from Publishers, Trade List An-
n_ual (PTLA) against BIP, they found a range of Z.l-B.l percenr error
due to omissions of authors and titles. They also checked fbr author er-
ror, title error, date omission, date error, price omission, price error, and
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miscellaneous. The total of all types of errors was calculated to be 8.8

percent of their sample of 2,000'iiems from PTLA'1I It is to be hoped

ihat the computer/piograrn-er can be kept under control in the future.

Postal Rates

In passing HR 17070 (PL 9l-375) Congress creates an independent

U.S. Postal Sirvice, eliminating political influence over rates and classes

of mail and postal operations. Libraries will not experience any.immedi-

ate changes since the bill did not include any of the postal rate increases

which hid been requested by the President. Congress retains the right to

authorize public s.tUsiay for reduced mail until at least 1984, and must

appropriate the funds required to make up for the lost revenues.os IJni-

f6rm inailing rares, tegaidless of zone destination, are important to li-

braries. It afpears thai they will remain uniform but will eventually in-

crease. If the-Postal Service is ultimately to become self-supporting, as is

the intent of HR 17070, both special fourth-class book and educational

materials rates and special fourth-class library rates will certainly be i_n-

creased. should congress decide to subsidize them, libraries may be

insulated from the effects of these increases until 1984.
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Serials' A Review of 1970

Mnr.v PouNo
Chief Catalog Librarian

The Uniuersity of Texas at Austin
Austi.n, Texas

with serials work. "Publications of the Counter Culture" by John
R. Douglas, Wilson Li,brary Bulletin (December l-970), introduces

"tribal literature" with an annotated list of periodicals/newspapers

complete with addresses and prices. ameri,can Li,brari,es (January

l97I) covered this literature in "Anima Rising: Little Magazines in the

through 1967.,, Micropublication of over 200 underground newspapers

has b[en undertaken by Bell & Howell, with the cooperation of the

Underground Press Syndicate.

Management ol Serials
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serials control system at the New York State Library received atten-
tion in two articles in the July 1970 issue of The Bookmarh. lJnder
development since 1966 and with a redesign phase complered in 1969,
the project can now boast that "conversion of records in machine-read-
able form was completed in May 1970 for the State Library's 1O000
currently received serials (exclusive of government document serials)."

Bibliographic Data

"Progress Toward a National Serials Data System" by Scott Adams,
Library Trends (April 1970), gives the background of systems develop-
ment important to the recording of serials data and raises questions
of concern to the future of such programs, e.g., "Do we want a national
system for purposes of locating serials holdings?"

Current attempts at the recording of serial information were dis-
cussed at the June 1970 meering of the RTSD Serials Section Discus-
sion Group for Large Research Libraries. A review of this meeting
can be found in the Library of Congress Informati,on Bulletin, August
6, 1970; of special note is the progress of the National Serials Pilot Proj-
ect reported by Donald Johnson. "Applying the MARC Serials Formar
to data from the Canadian (Jnion List of Serials and Index Medi,cus,
information on scientific and technical serials is being gathered, veri-
fied, and input into a central store of machine readable data."

Serials Lists

The second edition of the Union List of Serials of the Consortium
of Uniaersities of the Washington Metropolitan Area6 includes the
current and retrospective holdings of serial publications in the li-
braries of the American University, Catholic University, George Wash-
ington University, Georgetown University, and Howard University.
The cutoff date for recording of holdings was August 1970.

The second edition of The Intermountain (Jnion List of Serials.T
representing the participation of forty-one libraries, has beLn issued
with out-of-Arizona distribution ser ar $40 per copy. All sales receipts
go into project funds for the production of a supplement and the con-
tinued maintenance of the data.

The library catalogs of the Ffoover Institution on War, Revolution,
and Peace, Stanford University, representing holdings of the Western
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language serials and newspaper collections, was issued in 1969 by G. K.
Hall, Boston, in three volumes.

Also available: Serials Hold.ings List of the UCLA Biornedical Li-
brarye and the fifth edition, (lnion List of the Scientific and Techni-
cal Serials in the Uniuersity of Michi,gan Library.s

Illinois Libraries, June 1970, is devoted to "Newspapers in the Illi-
nois State Historical Library," with a break-down as to Illinois papers,
out-of-state papers, and various interesting but smaller categories such
as soldier and ordnance papers, campaign newspapers.

Production Factors

"Newsmagazine size is fast becoming the 'standard' size for the in-
dustry," (of periodical publishing) reported Newsueek in the January
18, 1971, issue. Cutting costs of paper used will hopefully save some
magazines from demise. The projected rise in postal rates for second-
class mail (based primarily on weight) has prompted editorials in
media publications. I cf. "Postal Rates and Periodicals," Saturday Re-
ur'ear (November 14, 1970).]

Foreign Serials

The Law Librarian, bulletin of the British and Irish Association of
Law Librarians, has just been added to the literature according to Li-
brary Journal (July 1970).

Sanford Berman continue$ his coverage of "African Magazines for
American Libraries" in Li,brary lournal (April l, 1970) by including
annotations and order information.

Compiled by the African Section of the General Reference and Bib-
liography Division, Library of Congress, is Sub-Saharan Africa: A Guide
to Serials.ro This guide includes 4,670 entries representing serials
published before 1969 in western languages and in African languages
using the Roman alphabet. Most of the titles are held by the Library of
Congress and other American libraries represented in the National Un-
ion Catalog.

Indian Periodicals: An AnnotatEd, Guide was compiled and edited
by N. N. Gidwani and K. Navlani with publication in Jaipur, 1969, of-
fering "the most complete picture of the present Indian situation in the
field of journal publishing in English."

The Serial Division, Library of Congress, has published in six vol-
umes James B. Child's Spanish Goaernment Publi,cati,ons After JuIy
17, 1936 To Date.

One thousand serials published outside of the Soviet Union in Rus-
sian are listed in Part I of a bibliography Half A Century of Russian
Serials, 1917-1968: Cumrilatiue Index ol Serials Published Outside of
the USSR, Michael Schatofi, compiler; N. A. Hale, editor.11

Standards

The Library ol Congress Information Bulletin (|anuary
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reports "The Mini$ry of $cience and Technolqgy of the German
Dimocratic Repirblic has approved standaids concerning short titles
of periodicals in the Roman and Cyrillic alphabets, to be applied in
the Sribject Group 152: Informatio& Documentation, and Libraries
(TGL . . .20 969, Gruppe 571).

Aneriaan National Standard for the Abbreaiation of Titles of Pe'
ilod,ica,ls,tz a revision of' the 1963 standatd Petiodical Title Abbreuit
tions is the result of a twoyear joint efiort on the part of the Ameri'
can National Standards Institute and trr'e British Standards Institu'
tion. Jarnes L. l{ood, Iibrarian at Chemical Abstracts Service was ehalr-
man of Subcomrnittee' 3 of Committee 239, American National Stan-
dards Institute whieh prepared the publication.

Acquisitions

Tbe January l97O issue of Library Trends entitled "Problems of
Acquisition for Research Libraries" includes a lengthy contfibution
from Williarn H. Huff on serial$ acquisitions which points out some of
the concerns of this area, due to "the increasing numbers published,
rising subscription coss, and the generally heightened complexities
in handling and processing this form of publication."

A news release from the R. R. Bowker Co. remarks that the 1970
Siu\Plenxent to Ulrich's International Periodieals Directory contains
information on over 5,000 periodicals, with an increase in coverage of
scientific and technical periodicals from Japan as well as I-atin dmeri'
can periodicals. There is a separate listing of 300 periodicals which have
ceased publication or changed title since the base volumes of the lSth
edition were issued in December 1969.

A three;year curnulative edition, 1966-1968 of New Serials Titles
was issued in March 1970 by the Serial Record Division, Library of
Congress. The "outside library entries were increased to 4,148, and
many of these described important periodicals which were listed in
NST only a lew months after they were published." The decennial
cumulation, 196l-1970, is forthcoming, as reported in the Report of
the Library of Cangress to the Association of Research Libraries. . . .ts
"low bidder was Rowman & Littlefield. The curnulation . . . should be
available late in 1972,."

S pecialize d Publicetions

Subtitled "the story of specialized publications," Magazine's for Mil'
Iions by Jarnes L. C. Ford is a recenr publication of Southern Illinois
University Press and Fefier & Simons. The "reguisites to the birth of
a publication" are concisely noted in a foreword by Howard Rusk Long.

A Cheekti:st of American Musical Periodicals, 1850'190A by Williarn J.
Weichlein, issued by Information Coordinators, Inc., as Detroit studies
in music bibliography, 16, point$ out that "music periodical literature
of the nineteenth century was one of the first sources of rnusie educa-
tion.l'
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Early I iterary Magazines of Texas,,14 by Imogene B. Dickey 'is a
regional, historical oveiView of forty magazineS published in Texas
from 1858 to 1929 (from over three hundred studied).

The American Library Association published in the falt of 1970
Serial Publications in the Britis:h Parliarneh't;art Papeis, 1900'1958: A
Bibliographl by Frank Rodgers. An ALA advertisement states that
'rit is the only complete guide to the full range of material issued by
various goverRment departments for p'resentation to the House of
Cominons."

Cosfs

"Price lndexes for 1970: LI.S. Periodicals and Serial Servic€s," '2t

published in Library Journal (july 1970; periodicals try Helen W. Tut'
tle; and serial services by Norman B. Brown and lVilliam t{. Hutr)
again indicates rising prices for serials. "'The average price of U.S. pe-
riodicals for 1970 rnade a phenomenal leap of $l.l0 over the average
price for 1969. To emphasize today's accelerated i'hflation two
figur€s can be quoted. First, the percentage increase of 1970 prices
(average $10.41) over 1969 ($9..31 average) is ll.8 percent, some 2.5
percent higher than the average annual increase for the past decade.
Second, the index for 1970, if computed on the base years 1967-1969,
is 120.2, while the 1960 index, computed on the base years 195/1-1959,
is only lo8.l. That is,'comparitrg the two years in terms of their thtee
preceding years gives 1970 a l2.l percent greater increase than 196O.
Serial services hive fo,llowed the sirnc path, with the 1970 index at
214.7, more than double the base ftgure. With the average price of the
services at $85.44, the situation for libraries is indeed alarrrring."

Beginni,ngs:

A selection of serials which began publication during the past
year, sorne reflecting social concerns, and sorne totally new 'afeas of
human int€rest are the following:

The Press i,n Europe---<urrent data on rnor€ than l,'?00 publica-
tions, rn-ost of which are newspapers, in thirty difierent ,European
countries (R. R. Bowker).

tournal of Bioenergetics-v.1, no.l (Plemrm Press).
Journal of Interd,isciplinary Cycie Research---v"1, Mav l97O ,(Swets

& Zeitlinger).
The Science Fiction HaIl ol Fame-cllrosen by mernbers of the

Science Fiction Writers of America (Doubleday).
lThe Dreiser Neusletter-v-I, Spring 1970 (Indiana State University:

English Dept.).
New Slauic Publications: A Guide to Selection an'd Acquisition in

the Sociql Sciences and Humamities (Slavic tsibliographic and Docu-
menfation Center of the Association of Research Libraries).l5

Chi,corel Theater Index to Plays in Antholagies, Peri'odicals" D.iscs
b Tapes (Chicorel Library Publishing Co.).
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Studies in Black Literature-v.1, Spring 1970 (v.1, Summer 1970,
includes a bibliography of Afro-American fiction, 1853-1970)'

A d.aanc e s in Li,brarianship-v.1, 1970 (Academic).
Arnerican Reference Books Annual-1970- covering 1969 imprints'

(Libraries Unlimited, Inc.).
Metallurgi.cal Transactions-v.1, January 1970, a merger of. Trans-

actions of the Metallurgical Society of AIME and Transactions Quar-
terly of the American Society for Metals, with both societies sponsoring
publication.

CIS/Index: Index to Publi,cations of the United States Congress-
monthly, March 1970- (Congressional Information Service, Washing-
ton, D.C.) intended as a master index to the working paPers of the
U.S. Congress.

LIST 1971: Library and, Information Science Today-a registry of
library and information science research.

NLA Quarterly.'voice of the Nebraska Library Association.l6
What They Sai.d, in 1969-first of a projected series subtitled, The

Yearbook of Spoken Opinion (Beverly Hills: Monitor).
Resemch In African Literatures-v.1, Spring 1970, semiannual of-

ficial journal of both the African Literature Committee, African Stud-
ies Association of America, and the Afican Literature Seminar, Mod-
ern Language Association.l?

In Surnmaty

Strong interest in serials has continued through the past year as
evidenced by both the professional and lay press. Continuance of the
more familiar items of serial literature has been scrutinized, making
necessary in several instances, changes in format. The news of these
changes must be taken along with the announcement that Kids, a
monthly children's magazine, will be produced by school children, aged
5 to 13, thereby introducing the next generation to one level of
serials. An older group perhaps will be looking forward to the June
l97l return of a quarterly Saturday Eaening Post,Ls complete with
Norman Rockwell iover illustration. Two Standard Serial Numbers,
pleasel

1. Norman Horrocks, "A Glance 
", 

,fffi;.und Pres," PLA Builetin (Pennsyl-
vania Library Association) July 1970, p.22L26.

2. Jack A. Nelson, "The Underground Press," Freedom of Information Center, report
no' 226 (August 1969) . Available for $'25 from Box 858, Columbia, Mo' 65201'

3. Und,ergrounil Press Directory,4th ed. Available from Mr, William Lutz, Editor,
Box 549, Stevens Point, Wisc. 54481 for $3.@.

4. Alternatiae Press Index. tssued by the Radical Research Center, Carleton College'

Northfield, Minn. 55057 (subscriptions $30.00; $10.00 to individuals) .

5. Serials Publications in La'rge Libraries, no. 16 in the University of Illinois Grad-

uate School of Library Science's Allerton Park Institute series. Available from

Illini Union Bookstore, 715 S. Wright St., Champaign, Ill. 61820 for $4.50.
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6. Distributed by the Catholic University of America Press, Washington, D.C. 20017,
the print-out, paperbound lisr is available for $20.00.

7. Otder from Arizona State University Library, IMULS Project, Tempe, Arizona
8528r.

8. Address: Mrs. Nancy Brault, UCLA Biomedical Library, Center for the Health
Sciences, Los Angeles, Cal. 90024 and enclose a check for $5.00 payable to Regents
of the University of California.

9. Address: Business Services Division, Technical Services Dept., University Library,
The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104 for 910.00.

10. Available from U.S. Superintendent of Documents for $5.25.
IL Published by Russian Book Chamber Abroad; the paperbound bibtiography sells

for $13.85.
12. Available from American National Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway, New York,

N.Y. 10018 for $2.75 per copy.
18. Report of the Library of Congress to the Association of Researeh Libraries meet-

ing in Los Angeles, Cali,fornia, January 17, 1971, p,14,
14. Published by the Steck-Vaughn Co., Austin, Texas, for g5.95.
15. Issued by the Slavic Bibliographic and Documentadon Center of the Association

of Research Libraries, 1527 New Hampshire Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
The first three issues were distributed free; v.2, no.l- Sept. 1970- are priced at
$5.fi) for individuals; 910.00 for institutional subscriptions.

16. Free to members; subscriptions 95.00 from Louise Shelledy, Editor, NLA Quarterly,
3420 So. 37th St., Lincoln, Neb. 68516.

17. Free to individuals; libraries may receive it on an exdrange basis from Dr. Bernth
Lindfors, Editor, Research in African Literatures; African and Afro-American
Researdr Institute, 2609 University, No. 314, University Station, Austin, Texas
78712.

18. "Nostalgia Revisited," (editorial) The Houston Post (14 Nov. 1970; p.l6AA.
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The Year's Work in
Cataloging and Classification

Prrvlrts A. Rrcrruotrto
Sthool of Library Science

Case Western Res,erae UniaersitY
Cleveland. Ohio

'TrH$ HAS BEEN THE YEAR OF EXASPERATION' The mara-
I thon membership meetings at the Deuoit convention of the Amer-

ican Library Association severely curtailed the prograrns and rsork
sessions of the Cataloging dnd Classification Section along with most
other sections and divisions. It was exciting to have the opportunity
to stand up and be counted, to watch one's roommate cancel out one's
own vote, io join interminable discussions at every turn, and to see how
democracy works to achieve consensus (the mills of the gods grind
slowly and howt-but they do grind exceedingly fine), but it was not
a time for that intellectual stirnulation that usually comes from good

sions were made by "us" and not "them." Undoubtedly there will be
more of this at Dallas as we decide our priorities and directions for the
next decade, but hopefully the goings-on will be kept within more
reasonable bounds so far as time is concerned.

graphicat representation standards for machine-readable book and norr-
book materiab. fne Canadian cataloging guide for nonbook materials
has been accepted as an interim working manual until a joint

AI-A/CLA committee can consider what, if any, revisions or additions
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need to be rnade. Needless to say, as with the Information Seience and
Autornation Division, the Cataloging and Classification Poliey and Re'
search Comrnittee recommended that the "type of activity" division be
continued in the Assqciation. The thought of being cut off from cata'
logers in types of libraries other than the one with which a person is
associated is gruesome.

Another change this year has been the arrival of the buyers' mar-
ket. The employer now interviews the prospective employee insteacl
of vice versa. At least one recruiter has been heard to equate all types
of master's degrees when hiring professional librarians, thus confirm-
ing what many have suspected: the library degree does not confer that
much of an advantage over another type of degree in a working situa'
tion. A rethinking of goals and methods is especially necessary in the
field of cataloging and classification because so many management-
oriented administrators are questioning the need for care and thor'
oughness at input. The computer saying, "garbage in, garbage out,"
applies to our field as well; also, a corollary, "nothing in, nothing
out." Ten cents saved in the Catalog Department can be ten dollars
lost in Reference.

As always, the library schools welcome constructive suggestions on
how to teach fundarnentals painlessly for students going into a wide
variety of library situations. Very little appears in the literature on
what is a rninimal acceptable performance for new and inexperienced
catalog librarians. The students rebel at learning the bare bones and
nitty gritty, while employers virtually froth at the mouth because the
new graduate cannot "do anything." Is an internship year the answer?

On the research side, most of the very original and interesting
work has come from England. The publication of the first two research
pamphlets of the Library Association is a milestone. (Laying hands on
them is also a milestone since orders sent to England end up at the door
of a distributor in Illinois who, so far, has not been too lively at dis-
tributing.) The pamphlets are being reviewed for this journal so that
only bare mention will be made here. Library Association Research
Pamphlet No. I is called Classification and Information Control: Pa-
pers Representing the Worh of the Classificati.on Research Study
Group during 1960-1968.r Its 130 pages include proceedings of the
1963 conference in London on "Some Problems of a General Classifi-
caLtion Scheme," nine studies by Helen Tomlinson undertaken under
ttre direction of the Group beginning in 1967, and five papers by Derek
Austin who was released part-time from his work at the British Na-
tional Bibliography. The work was supported by a granr from the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The purpose was to "test and
demonstrate certain principles on which a general classification scheme
might be constructed by using material from limited areas of knowl-
edge." Among other things, the new scheme aimed at abandoning
traditional main classes. Both writers, and especially Austin, examined
the theory of integrative levels. They worked constantly with members
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of the Group, as the CR.G Mi.nufes show, and, as a result, some new
views on classification have been forthcoming, quite different from
those displayed at the London conference.

Library Association Research Pamphlet No. 2, by Douglas J. Fos-
kett, is entitled Classification for a General Index Language: a Re-
aiew of Recent Research by the Classi,fication Research Group,2 lt is
essentially a clear and very interesting explanation of "where we are
now." The author notes in his introduction that this is a short and
simplified introduction to the reports of Pamphlet No. l. It is recom-
mended that the reader begin here and read No. 2 before No. l.

Other important work from England includes the British National
Bibliography MARC-inspired indexing system, PRECIS. Precis, a Ro-
tated Subject Index System, by Derek Austin and Peter Butcher,s is
designed to add more and deeper subject indexing to that provided
by Library of Congress subject headings because the BNB indexes to
greater depth and does not want to lose this capability in the Process
of automating. The result is a special kind of permutation and is very
impressive. An article describing the background for this work may be
found in the ASLIB Proceedings for October 1970.a

Finally, from England, there is the culmination of years of practice
and operation of a faceted classification at the English Electric Com-
pany. Thesaurofacet; a Thesaurus b Faceted Classification for Engi-
neeri,ng and, Related Subiects, edited by Jean Aitchison and Patricia
Day,5 is a most interesting hybrid. The "traditional" faceted classifi-
cation has been abandoned for a combination with more search power.
"The terms in the system appear twice, once in the thesaurus and once
in the schedules, the link between the two locations for the term being
the notation or class number. The information given about tfle term
in the thesaurus is additional to that given in the classification sched-
ules, and in the same way, the information about the term in the clas-
sification is additional to that in the thesaurus. The two parts of the
system are complementary, and if used separately, incomplete."o The
system is not difficult to use if instructions are followed. A most at-
tractive feature is the inclusion of a special category in the thesaurus
(A) meaning "auxiliary or additional hierarchy" alter broader terms
BT or narrower terms NT. This catches terms in parts of the classi-
fication schedule other than the main scheme for a given subject, and,
in fact, is a way of treating cross-classification. It should be noted that
Library Association Research Pamphlet No. l, PRECIS and the Thesauro-

f acet have the imprint 1969, but for all practical purposes, belong to 1970.
In this country, the second edition of the MARC II ManualsT in'

troduces a number of significant changes and improvements as a result
of experience. Everything in the computer field is moving so fast that
one may expect a new edition every year or so. The major changes are
in the character set, bibliographic notes, some tags, some mnemonic
codes, the LC control number, "other subject headings," and so on. Any-
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one following the system would have to have the manual and also the
mimeographed changes which come around between editions. The
third volume, "Transcription Manual: MARC Typists," has been re-
vised completely for use with a Magnetic Tape Selectric Typewriter
(MTST) instead of a Dura Mach l0 Tape Writer. The hardware sec-
tion has also been updated. Most of the changes add explanatory mat-
ter or cover omitted problems. A few delete things found by experience
to be unneeded. Catalogers should keep an eye on this work because
this is the input which eventually will be the source of data for all of
us. Recently a friend mentioned that an identical item was cataloged
one way in MARC format and another in the letterpress Library of
Congress standard cataloging. Any catalogers who come across such a
situation would be well advised to make it known because it would be
rather unfortunate to have the old National Union Catalog type of
careless entry or cataloging widely disseminated through the MARC
tapes.

It is assumed that the readers of Library Resources b Technical
Seruices read each issue and note the articles significant for the areas
of their own special interests. For an assistant editor to single out and
evaluate the merits of one article over another seems unfair since all
are carefully considered before acceptance. Therefore, in this year's
discussion references will be limited to the most informative articles
in a selection of other journals which the reader may not have seen,
as well as books.

A thought-provoking article, "Opinion Paper: Towards a Meta-
science of Information: Informatology," places cataloging and classifica-
tion in a general schema, which most catalogers probably would not
accept.s Alternatives are needed.

Several articl,es on classification and/or indexing have appeared,
notably, Nancy Brodie, "Evaluation of a KWIC Index for Library Li't-
€rature";e Douglas Foskett, "Classification and Indexing in the Social
Sciences";ro Eric Coates, "switching Languages for Indexing";ll and
Theodore Hines, Jessica Harris, and Martin Colverd, "Experimentation
with Computer-Assisted Indexing."rz The Brodie article suggests
bringing out a KWIC index to Library Literature as "an experimental
basis for a fast announcement service." An adverse comment on this
article appears in a letter to the editor of the Journal of the Ameri,can
Society for Information Science,r3 but this is based on material not in
the open literature and one can scarcely fault any writer for not read-
ing what is unavailable. Foskett gives an interesting exposition of new
views on an old subject. Coates discusses an Intermediate Lexicon for
interconverting different subject indexes, the purpose of which is to
eliminate duplication of effort wherever possible. There is an interna-
tional cooperative effort underway for this purpose. ffines, Harris, and
Colverd make further advances in the process of semiautomatic in-
dexing with manual assignment of subject terms and using the Hines-
Harris computer filing code developed a few years ago.
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An article on the retrieval usefulness of material in a catalog entry

other than author, title, and subject by William S. Cooperla ranks

other items in terms of apparent value. It seerns rather unlikely that

a user could manage to forget all three major points of entry, the

remainder being called a "sand casrle catalog" by John Howard of

we are acquiring a sound basis for theory-building in spite of ourselves.

Other articles with a mathematical basis to some extent are "f{ow

readable form.26 Librarians who feel they cannot afford MARC-type

automation *hould take a look at this.
Two articles cohcerned with teaching have appeared' The first, by

Pauline Ather.ton and Karen Miller,z7 covers experimentation with

MARC I as a data base for various kinds of technical processing and

searching. The data base was also used for research proje.cts by stafi

and students. In a different vein, Anthony Foskett describes a two-

course sequence for teaching classification and subject cataloging,28

the first c&erittg the organizaiion of knowledge (the universe of knowl-
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edge) and the second covering the organization of knowledge in lL
braries. Considering' the great variation in backgrounds of library
school students and the introduction of information seience (includ-
ing a good deal of nonlibrary-oriented subject approach methods),
this looks like a logical sequence.

Cooperative cataloging and shared cataloging also receive their
share of attention. .foseph Nitecki describes an experiment involving
university and special library cooperation,2e while Onsi and Pelosi
tackle cooperation in several medical libraries.so The medical situa-
tion in particular bears watching as much is being done here on a re-
gional and national scale that could serve as an example to other types
of libraries. Conformity to national standards does not seem to be
very much greater than in ordinary libraries in spite of much in-
creased financial allurements.

A preview of the sweeping changes to be made in the Colon Classi-
fication has been giverr by S. R. Ranganathan in "Colon Classification
for Library Science."sl All the main classes in the whole system have
been restirdied and a much larger number will be included. This is
probably the first time an important classification system has ever made
such wholesale changes in its MAIN classes.

A long review article by Jack Mills, "Progress in Documentation:
Library Classification,"sz is wide ranging informative, well written,
and interesting. Incidentally, the British, in retaining the term "docu-
mentation," have not become confused with computer and informa-
tion science as has beerr the case in this country. The kind of informa-
tion science a computer-type person talks about is very different from
that of a librarian or documentalist even the terms library and
c omputational lin guistics have different meanings. Fairthorne's warning
about "public words with private meanings" has turned into a quag'
mire of multiple public meanings.

1970 saw the publication of the first volume of Adaances in Librar-
i,anship.za Three review chapters are especially significant for catalog
librarians: "The Machine and Cataloging" by George Piternick

ip.l-35); "Mechanization and Library Filing Rules" by Kelley Cart-
wright (p.59-9a); and "standards for Technical Service Cost Studies"
by Helen Welch Tuttle (p. 95-lll). It should be remembered that
annual reuieus always cover the preceding year, and the longer the
work, the longer it takes to get if through the press. Even this trrief
review, for example, will not include any 1970 publications that havc
not yet arrived, such as the November or December issues of journals
from abroad, or books with lg70 imprint actually released in 1971.

Two more programmed texts have appeared. One is on the Univer-
sal Decimal Classification, by Hans Wellisch.l+ This appears to be a
serviceable tjook. It could be put into machine-readable form and used
for dialogs with a computer by adding the actual UDC schedules al-
ready in machine-readable form as a result of the Freeman.Atherton
project for the Arrierican Institute of Physics. The other text, by John
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Boll,35 is the first of a set on cataloging. This looks as if it mighr help
take some of the routine work out of teaching and allow more clasi-
room time for thought instead of imparting basic essentials.

Last but not leasr, the revival of the ill-fated Cataloging-in-source
experiment in a more modern dress as Cataloging in publication seems
at last to be reaching the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. One

On the cheerful note thar there is nothing so powerful as an idea
whose time has come, we close this essay. With MARC II perking
along, with PRECIS soon ar our fingertips, and with the hope of Cata-
loging in Publication, the furure looks considerably brighter than it
did a few years back.

r. crassification Research .'""0, 
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Developrnents in Photo Reproducfion
of Library, Materials, 1970

Ronrnr C. Surr,rveN
Assistant Chief , Photoduplication Seruice

Library of Congress
Washington,D.C.

A REVIEW OF l 'HE DEVELOPMENTS relating to l ibrary micro-
.CL forms becomes a more formidable task with each passing year.
The trends reported in recent years remain much the sime blut' the
pace quickens and the volume of literature reporting these develop-
ments multiplies. The reproduction of library materials is big business
as evidenced by the following patterns:

l. Microform research blossoms.
2. Micropublishing grows.
3. Legislation stalls (by virtue of its complexity).
4. Literature abounds.
5. Prodtrcts, equipment, and services diversify (with emphasis on

computer-ou tpu t-microfi lm).
6. Professional activities expand.

Microform Research

The biggest news during the year has been the results of research
sponsored by the Office of Education (OE). Libraries are fortunate
that the funding by OE for microform research has continued, for the
prospect of its continuance in such sizeable amounts in future years is
not encouraging. Last year's article referred to five research projects
in microform technology supported by OE. The status of these (all
of which were funded by OE into lg70), as well as of three new
projects, is as follows:

Association of , Research Libraries (ARL).- (l) Determination of
the Environmental Conditions Required in a Library for Effective
Utilization of Microforms. (2) Determination of an Effective System
of Bibliographical Control of Microform Publications.

The ARL Microform Technology Project originated in the summer
of 1968 when ARL was awarded an OE contract for a study to identify
the chief problems inhibiting the full and effective use of microforms
as instructional and research tools in libraries, especially college and
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university libraries. Donald C. Holmes served as project director and

principal investi€iator, and the findings of his interim rePort, pub-

iishedl.r the sumrner of 1969, were cited in last year's article.
The report submitted to OE this November presents the results

of two disiinct srrudies directed toward s'olution of two of the major

problerns identified by Holmes. Part one, by Holmes, for which OE

iuthorized $77,658 for the period June ll)69 through June tr970, deals

with the environrnental conditions required in a library for the effective

utiTization of microforms.l It contains findings on the lighting, temPera-

ture, security, etc., of microform reading areas, design sketches for a

microform study carrel, recommendations on the inspection, Process'
ing, storage, and handling of microform,s in libraries, as ulell as the

instruction necessary on the use of micro[orms and related equipment'

and a list of desirable characteristics for rezLders and reader-printers.
The establishrment of a permanent naLtional microform agency was

the number on€: recommendation by Flolmes in his earlier rePof!

and is generally agreed to be the single mLost important step that could

be takJn to faciliiate the more effective utilization of microforms. As

a conrinuation ot[ Part I of the ARL Mir:roform Project, OIi reported-

ly will fund the design of ways and rneans for establishing such a

narional organization. The principal inlestigator for this segment of

the project .t"itt Ue Edward Mittei recently retired from the National

Library of Medicine.
Part two of the report is by Felix Reichmann and Josephine Tharpe

and concerns thr: bibliographic control of microform publications on

Iocal, national, and international levels.2 It reports preliminary find-

ters.3
Denuer Reserzrch Institute (DRI).--An Investigation of the En-

vironment for Eclucational Microform Utilization.
The DRI project, originally funded lor FY 1969 for $119,558' was

continued into -py 1970 with a grant of $85,000 for a study of the

characteristics of ultrafiche and its appli,cation to colleges and univer-
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sities. These funds were supplemenred by 924,561 which aurhorized
the Denver Conference on Microform Utilization in the Academic Li-
brary Environment, December 7-9. A brief report on the conference

vey Course; (2) Classroom Study II-A Contenr Course; and (3) The Car-
rel Design Study.a

In Classroorn Study I, the study habits of students in the Uni-
versity of Denver Graduate School of Librarianship enrolled in a sur-
vey course in Information Science and Technology were investigated. A
group of students utilizing conventional textual materials in normal
fashion were compared with a group taking the same course in the
spring term. The latter group had the oprion of obtaining hard copy ma.
terials that were available on reserve in the university library, or uti-
lizing the ultrafi.che (150X) form of these materials, which was sup-
plied to each student at the first class meeting. Several of the students
were provided with fiche readers to be used in the students' residences.

Classroom Study II investigated the routine use of ultrafiChe in di-
rect support of an undergraduate level course entitled, "Sensation and
Perception," which was taught during the spring term. This course
required that the student become very familiar with and retain the
course content (as opposed to survey course requirements which ne-
cessitate only familiarity with the material). Again, the required read-
ings were obtainable from the library, as well as being provided on
fiche presented to each student.

In the Carrel Design Study selected students were given reading
and note-taking tasks at each of two reader stations. The reader stations
were built to accommodate two (l8X) readers in different settings.
Observations of the students interaction with each reader were docu-
mented by questionnaires, photographs, and interviews.

Some of the preliminary findings by .[ames P. Kotrenstetre, the
project director, were:

l. There is no basic or unanticipated problem associated with verti-
cal formating (on the fiche) of rhe material presented.

2. The vertical orientation of the reader screen was criticized severe-
ly.

3. Difficulty with note-taking and the desire to underline material
were common complaints by the students.

4. Students, using the readers routinely, established surprisingly large
distances between the reader screen and the eye position (24 to
36 inches).

5. The use patterns, machine versus hard copy, show that the stu-
dent interest in the machine presentation lessened while the use
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of hard copy increased over the duration of the experiment.
Approximately one-fourth of the students in both classroom ex-
periments quit the machine presentation during the quarter.

American Association of Junior Colleges (AAJc).-Determination
of Student Acceptability and Learning Effectiveness of Microform
Collections in Community Junior Colleges.

The final report on Phase I of the AAJC Microform Project, based
on an OE grant of $65,618 for the period March 15, 1969, through
March 14, 1970, was submitted to OE in June.5 In this phase the
project office was established, personnel were trained, the project was pub-
Ticized, a survey of community colleges was made in order to determine
which courses to include, subject specialists were selected to compile
bibliographies for each course included, the bibliographies were re-
ceived and processed, and plans were developed for the continuation
of the project. The bulk of the report consists of bibliographies com-
piled for courses in Art Appreciation, Black Studies, Economics, English,
Life Science, Mathematics, Nursing, Political Science, Psychology, and
Spanish. With the identification of these basic collections, a re-
search design was developed to measure the acceptability and ef-
fectiveness of microform collections of these commonly found courses
and programs. Phase II of this project has been funded through
Malr $1, 7971, in the amount of $108,047 for a series of pilot studies.
Some materials are being filmed, film of other materials is being ac-
quired, equipment is being assembled, and negotiations with five
community colleges in the Washington, D.C., area ar-e underway to
secure their participation in the pilot studies. Dale Gaddy is now the
project director. Phase III (1971-73) consists of a two-year field test,
and Phase IV (1973-74) will include the analysis, reporting, and in-
terpretation of the data collected in the study.

DASA Corporation -Development of a Low-Cost Microform
Reader.

The low cost, portable DASA microfiche reader, and several like it,
are considered in the section on equipment. This $50,000 project
terminated on April 30.

MlT-Project Intrex.-Microfilm Reader Experiments.
No published report is available yet on the progress of these experi-

ments at MIT. Tests and improvements on the desk-top and a verti-
cal-screen (wall-type) microform viewer are in progr:ess. J. F. Reintjes
of MIT is the principal investigator.

Modern Language Association of Ameri,ca (MLA).-Program to
Demonstrate the Uses of an Inexpensive Microfiche Reader, and the
Resources of ERIC and other Microform Information Collections.

The grant for the MLA project was $15,183 for the period January
I through October 31. The purpose of the project was to encourage
the use of microfiche for the dissemination of educational informa-
tion by sending a team of selected young teachers and scholars to ma-
jor university centers to demonstrate the use of the new inexpensive
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microfiche reader developed by the DASA Corporation with OE assist-
ance. These representatives were to discuss the ERIC program with
local education information personnel and discuss a proposed MLA
abstract system for scholarly journal articles with scholars and teach-
ers in the humanities. The team will prepare reporrs to be submitted
to OE.

Yerhes-Wolfe Associ,ates, Inc.-A Study to Evaluate and Improve the
Total System Efiectiveness of ERIC and Relared Federal Micropub-
lishing Progmms.

The term of the Yerkes-Wolf grant was April l, l97Q through Jan-
uary l, 1971, and the funds authorized were 925,925. This study has as
its prime objective the definition of problems which preclude total
system efiectiveness of the ERIC program at the user level. The sec-
ond major objective is the conversion of these problems inro definitive
action plans for even more effective systems. Analytical interviews are
to be conducted with the information agencies, recipients of the pri-
mary microfiche dissemination, individual users, and industry sup-
pliers, culminating in a conference of interested parties. The final proj-
ect report is to identify all problems, delineate those which can be
solved through coordinated agency-industry liaison, and define areas
where further research or development may be necessary.

Association of Research Libraries (ARL).-preparation of De-
tailed Specifications for a National System for the Preservation of Li-
brary Materials.

The Office of Education also awarded a granr of $9,994 to ARL for

The papers presented at rhe 34th Annual Conference of the Uni-

ervation program on the national as well as the local level, and a dis-
cussion of preservation by -microfilming, are included in this very
worthwhile work.

Micropublishing

Allen B. Veaner, chairman of ALA's Micropublishing Subcommit-
tee, has authored a detailed handbook designed for use by librarians
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in inspecting anct evaluating micropublications.T This excellent man-
ual, being published by the ALA Library Technology Program for
distribution early next year, should be purchased by all librarians with
responsibility for acquiring micropublications.

Veaner also has contributed a valuable chapter on micropublication
to the "Advances in Librarianship" series.s Veaner states in his intro-
duction that, "This review deals with micropublication in a broad
context with particular emphasis on the problems of acquiring, con-
trolling, and servicing microtexts in libraries. As a survey of the state-
of-the-art, rather thaln a review of specific micropublisiling projects,
the history of micropublishing and the types of micropublication prev-
alent today are reviewed in relation to the library as the primary mar-
ket and the agency which must provide the bibliographic conffol, in-
dexing facilities, and equiprnent for the user."

As an indication of the growth of and interest in this area, an esti-
mated 500 librarians attended a two-day micropublishing seminar
September 29-30 in Southern California, sponsored by Information
Design, Inc., and numerous other micropublishers and equipment man-
ufacturers. The seminar was designed to "provide more information
about what's new in microforms than librarians will find anywhere
else." This session followed the same format as the earlier seminar
held in Northern California in July which was likewise well attended.

As evidence of the growth potential in micropublishing, A. N.
Spence, Public Printer of the U.S., petitioned the Joint Congressional
Committee on Printing for permission for the GPO to publish on
microfilm, and has now announced that he will explore possibilities for
converting GPO publications to microfilm or microfiche.0 A confer-
ence in Washington, D.C., is scheduled for mid-February 1971 to in-
vestigate this significant development with the major governmental
agencies concerned.

The September 25 issue of Micrographics News and Vi,ews con-
tains a fascinating account of the origins of ultramicrofiche (UMF),
together with an evaluation of what has been accomplished to date
from a technological point of view.lo This authoritative report is re-
quired reading for all subscribers and potential subscribers to the
Encyclopaedia Britannica (EB) or the National Cash Register Photo-
chromic Microimage (NCR-PCMI) "libraries."

A progress report on the status of the EB-UMF Project appeared
in the November 9 issue of Publishef s Weekly based on an October 2l
press conference.ll The most significant features are that the invest-
ment is now said to be $6 million; the subscription price for the first
series, "The Library of American Civilization," has been increased to
$19,500 ($21,000 after the initial delivery date); the delivery date has
been advanced to May l97l; filming is in progress at flanover (Dart-
mouth College Library), Champaign/Urbana (University of Chicago
and University of Illinois), and Washington, D.C. (LC); and a mobile
van is being utilized to film volumes in numerous other libraries
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throughout the country. In most cases there is only one title per fiche
and pages are being filmed separately (single-page exposures). Also
reported are the facts that the desk-reader being manufactured by the
Du Kane Corporation of St. Charles, Illinois, has an 8/2'X 12" screen
and will sell for less than $400, while the small (four-and-a-half-pound)
portable lap reader being manufactured by the Technicolor Corpora-
tion of Los Angeles has a 7 " x 10" screen and will sell for approxi-
mately $150. A reader-printer is being developed for availability in late
l97l or early 1972. Library Resources, Inc. (LRI), the EB subsidiary
in charge of this project, announced that more than 100 colleges and
universities have stated their intention to purchase.

Britannica's Microbook is the subject of the lead article in the Oc-
tober 5 issue of Mi.crographic Weekly.L2 This article reports that two
additional Microbook Libraries are in preparation by EB, Medieval
Civilization and English Literature, and that LRI plans to schedule
delivery of at least one to two libraries per year in the future. The
November 30 issue of MW refers to the competition between the EB
and NCR-PCMI systems.ls

A ten-page paper on the EB Library Series that appeared in Feb-
ruary provides a discussion of the overriding principles of the system
design plan, the resultant specifications, and the establishment of the
editorial content of the program, as well as its relation to the overall
system design.le It is revealing and reassuring to note that Bill Hawken
is one of the authors. Hawken is well acquainted with the reproduc-
tion of library materials, having served as the head of the Photograph-
ic Service at the University of California Library (Berkeley) and au-
thored Copying Methods Manual for ALA's Library Technology Pro-
gram. The depth of understanding of the problems inherent in micro-
filming and servicing library materials is revealed in the following
passage: "At first glance, the prospect of one or more new microforms
which cannot be read on existing reading equipment and hence will
require a new hardware line rnay cause many a librarian to reach
for the aspirin bottle. Having suffered through equipment, file man-
agement, quality, bibliographic control and other problems such as
varying reduction ratios and image sizes, negatives vs. positives, han-
dling hazards, et cetera, with 35mm roll film, l6mm roll film, three sizes
and two types of micro-opaques, and several sizes and types of micro-
fiche from foreign and domestic sources, librarians have ample reason
to look askance at the prospect of this painful history repeating itself
still another time."

The EB concept difiers from all
in a number of important aspects:

l. Content selection by scholars;
2. Completeness-catalog in book,

cal index, and biblioguide;

previous micropublishing ventures

card, and microfiche form, topi-

3. User ease, convenience, efficiency, and comfort given first consid-
eration in the total systems design;
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4. Special cameras and lenses modified and reduction of 55X to 90X
chosen to insure quality;
Special bookholders, optical reduction printers, and
equipment designed and constructed;
Desk model reader designed for library use (90X) and lap
designed for home use (75X);

reading

rcader

7. Bibliographic unity preserved by 75mm x l25mm fiche with eye-
legible information in single line and each fiche in envelope with
a printed reproduction of the enrire LC (or equivalent) catalog
card.

The Educational Products Department of NCR is advertising:
"Dear Librarian--We are delivering now!" These full-page ads re-
fer to the PCMI Library Collections of.4, X 6,, ultrafiche transparencies

op_erated for library use." Each 4n X 6o transparency contains up to
3,200 pages, ot 7 to l0 volumes-a self-contained unit of topically re-
lated information arranged by Library of Congress subject headings.
Full LC card sets on original stock are supplied for each title at no
extra cost. NCR has published a listing of specific titles included in its first
series. Initial PCMI Collections comprise five principal areas: Ameri-
can civilization; literature-humanities; social sciences; science and
technology; government documents. New collection areas are being
planned. One hundred ultrafiches, the equivalent of 700 volumes, are
issued annually in each of these collection areas. An evaluation of the
PCMI Library Collections authored by Walter D. Curley has been
published by the Arthur D. Litt le Compiny.ls

An article in the November 9 issue of the Neu Yorh Times de-
scribes the delivery of the first installments of NCR's PCMI series on
American civilization to Flunter College in New York City.ro

One limited assessment of the impact of UMF on libraries has
been published.lT This observer indicates that: "The UMF libraries

The EB and the NCR projects will meet head-on in the market
place next year. At this point, these competing UMF sysrems can be

5.

6.
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compared only to a limited degtee from a technological and a biblio-
graphical control point of view, since neither the EB fiche nor the EB

ieaders have been delivered yet. Perhaps more importantly, a careful
subject or title analysis needs to be made to really evaluate the cover-
age of the somewhat parallel "libraries." It is still Premature to at-

tempt to fully evaluaie these projects. As the Mi,crofiIm Neusletter
observed, since the two readers to be provided in conjunction with

EB's UMF Microbook Series will not be available until mid-1971,
"the jury will have to be out on Microbook at least that long."ra

In October the British National Bibliography published "Books
in English," a bibliography compiled from UK/US MARC sources,
on NCR's PCMI Ultrafiche. The first three fiche distributed cover
the period January-July l97O and are described as "a landmark in

the development of bibliographic services designed to meet the re-
quirementf of libraries and information systems of the seventies.le
It is a product of three new technologies. First, the bibliographic data
base teihnology which is the background to the massive Anglo-Ameri-
can MARC project. Second, the computer-output-microfilm (COM)
technology wfticn is a new base of modern microfilm systems. Third,
the PCMI technology, which on current standards ofiers a reduction
ration of 150 to 1-j; This initial publication is described as a "major
bibliographic experiment. A small but heterogeneous group of British
Iibraries have been invited to take part in the experiment by evaluat-
ing, not the finished product, but the first trial transParency that has

beLn prepared." "Boots in English" lists all adult books in the English
languige-which are recorded by the BNB and LC on the UK and US
MARC tapes.

It is eipected that ultrafiche of "Books in English" to be distributed
in a year's lime will include more than 70,000 items with a total of some

300,000 entries. "Books in English" has been planned as a throwaway
bibliography. The main listing is in classified order arranged by t!9

latest edition of the Dewey Decimal Classification. During the field
trials an updated and revised publication will be produced every two
months. It is planned that an "annual volume" will be published at
the end of each year. A frame index is provided at the beginning of
each fiche. This index is machine-generated as frames are produced and
locates the position of material by reference to the transparency num-
ber, the row number, and the column number. Detailed comments and
reaction by potential users have been requested so that "firm decisions
can be announced (early in l97l) on the general form of the continua-
tion service and its cost to subscribers."

The Saturday Reai,ew contained an interesting exchange on the
history, development, and cost of microforms.2o This resume con-
cludes that, at the current prices of microforms, books are not yet ob-
solete. The 1970 edition of NCR-Nlicrocard Editions Gui'de to Micro-

forms in Print contains over 18,000 titles, some of which are for entire
collections. More reprinting firms are ofiering publications in micro-
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form. AMS Press, Inc. offers various serials and
tions on 35mm microfilm.

Arcata Microfilm Corporation is offering a

documentary collec-

"News Bank Urban
Affairs Library" on 4" X 6" microfiche. This service ofiers selected ar-
ticles in twelve major urban affairs categories that have appeared in
newspapers published in 103 cities in forty-five states. Selections are
made by the Urban Research Corporation from over 150 newspapers,
and it is estimated that more than 70,000 news reports will be supplied
annually on approximately 1,700 fiche. Printed indexes will accompany
each monthly update and a cumulative index will be published annually.
Annual subscriptions, beginning in 1971, are $885 and include an Arcata
Microfiche Reader.

The Microform Division of Greenwood Publishing Corporation
ofiers microform collections, largely on microfiche, of Sources for the
History of Social Welfare in America, State Labor Reports, State Con-
stitutional Conventions, Catalog of Copyright Entries, and Congres-
sional Hearings. Samples of Greenwood microfilm or microfiche may
be obtained for inspection by any institution without obligation.

Greenwood has contracted for the filming of approximately 1,045
volumes (1,250,000 pages) in the Senate Library of the public hear-
ings held in the Flouse, the Senate, and the joint committees from the
4lst to the 73rd Congresses (1869-1934). Included as part of the col-
lection in both reprint and microform will be the "Index of Congression-
al Committee Hearings Prior to January 3, 1935 in the United States
Senate Library" originally published by the Government Printing
Office in 1935. The film of these Congressional Hearings is scheduled
to be made available orr 4" X 6" microfiche, with delivery in three in-
stallments by May 30, L971. If ordered directly from the publisher
prior to January 30,1971, the price is $13,000.

Greenwood also ofiers serial titles that have previously been re-
printed by other Greenwood companies. Initial ofierings are Radical
Periodicals in the United States, 1890-1960: Series I; Radical Periodi-
cals of Great Britain, Period I (1794-1867); and Reprints of Negro
Periodicals: Series I. The titles are available on either 4', x 6t' micro-
fiche or 35mm negative roll microfilm.

The volumes from Sabin's Dicti,onary of Boohs Relating to America,
from i,ts Discovery to the Present Time which have been offered in
microcard format by Lost Cause Press are now ofiered on microfiche
as well. The series price increased from $10,590 to $15,885 in Febru-
aty.

"Microform is the library's White Rabbit, just as in Alice's Ad-
aentures i,n Wonderland the White Rabbit gave Alice a magic fan that
brought her down to size. The Iibrary doesn't have a White Rabbit,
but by utilizing microforms it can cut its growth problems down to
size too." This is the theme of a little pamphlet distributed by the
Micro Photo Division of the Bell & Howell Company.2l

Micro-Publishing Systems, Inc. of Stamford, Connecticut, is the suc-
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cessor to Thomas Publishing Company's Micro-Catalog which makes
available more than 6,000 manufacturer's product catalogs ort 4" X 6"
microfiche.

The New York Times has signed a ten-year agreement with Colum-
bia University providing for the micropublication by the Microfilming
Corporation of America (MCA), of much of the oral history collection
of the Butler Library.22 Typescripts of oral history interviews com-
prising more than 325,000 papers will be reproduced on roll microfilm
and microfiche by MCA which will distribute prints and will periodically
publish a reference index.

The quality control measures employed by MCA are described in
the November issue oI Information and Records Management (IbRnlys
More than 50 million feet of the Neu York Times were produced last
year at the MCA laboratories in Glen Rock, New Jersey.

Mikro Buk, Inc. of New York City ofiers a twelve-page list of books
available on ninety-eight-page format microfiche at low prices. A
Viewonics projection-type microfiche reader is ofiered for $75.

Princeton Microfilm Corporation (PMC) issued a Summer 1970
catalog entitled International Research Journals on 35mm microfilm.
PMC advertises that it "is unique in providing customers' prints di-
rectly from original masters-not from intermediate work prints one
or two generations removed from the original." PMC's catalog no. 37
lists primary and secondary research journals on l6mm microfilm. The
titles listed are available in both cartridges (3M, B & [I, or EK) and
open reel forms, positive or negative. The abstracts published by En-
gineering Index, Inc., are now filmed by PMC and are available on
l6mm and 35mm positive and negative microfilm. For details contact
Marketing and Business Services Division, Engineering Index, Inc.,
345 East 47th Street, New York, New York 10017. The Proceedings of
the U.S. Congress for the years 1789 through 1964 are ofiered on 479
reels of 35mm microfilm by The United States Historical Documents
Institute, Inc., Washington, D.C. trn addition, l0l companion index
volumes to Annuals of Congress, Register of Debates, Congressional
Globe, and Congt"essional Record are available in book form. This firm
is a joint venture of the owners of Carrollton Press and PMC.

Research Publications, Inc. (RPI) has begun microfilrning League
of Nations published and unpublished documents and publications
on 35mm microfilm. This project has been undertaken with the co-
operation of the League of Nations Library in Geneva and the U.N.
Library in New York City.

RPI also announced a micropublishing project for "Learned Peri-
odicals of the lTth and l8th Centuries." The first segment of this
35mm roll microfilm program is entitled "Scientific, Medical, and Re-
lated Periodicals of the l7th Century." Other projects announced by
RPI, all based on published bibliographies, are Early American Medi-
cal Imprints, County Histories of Wisconsin, American Natural His-
tory, Early American Architectural Books, and Reports of Explora-
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tions Printed in the Documents of the U.S. Government through 1898.
Specialized Business Services, Inc. (SBS) of Rochester, New York,

has announced the availability of a complete microfilm file of all fed-
eral government nondefense programs to aid potential beneficiaries in
identifying a mass of data such as financial aid programs, cunent leg-
islative documents, funding information, grants, loans and advances,
facts of loan guarantees, etc. This service is termed Government In-
formation Systems Technology (GIST) and offers l6mm cartridge
microfilm updated weekly, a computer-generated index, a reader-
printer with power scan capability to the odometer location cited in
the index, a "Libraphone" offering direct voice communication with
the SBS Ceniral Information Library in Rochester through an auto-
matic dialing service on the reader-printer, and a computer-assisted
problem search (CAPS) through the use of the "Libraphone."

University Microfilms now advertises that since 1938 they have
amassed a master negative microfilm collection of 600,000 books, peri-
odicals, and documents.

An imaginative proposal for a high reduction microaperture "book-
{orm" publishing technique has been 4fl1,2n6sd.2a The author admits
that the technique is only theoretically possible and that the equip-
ment, and particularly the optics required, are not presently available.
Possibly the suggestion will stimulate further experimentation in the
area of aperture card micropublishing of library materials.

Kodak launched its M;cropublishing Newsletter in April dedicated
to helping any organization involved in the publishing of information
apply modern microfilm techniques.2s

The cumulative index volume to South Asian Library and Research
Nofes lists microfilm holdings reported in the South Asia Microform
Newsletter, which was published by the Association for Asian Studies
(AAS) South Asia Microform Committee, 1962-1966.26 Inquiries about
the availability of this volume, which will be of particular reference
value for libraries concerned with the study of modettt Indian history,
should be directed to the Educational Resoutces Center, D-53 De-
fence Colony, New Delhi 3, India. The present AAS Committee on
South Asian Library and Microform Resources serves as the Executive
Committee of the South Asian Microform Project (SAMP), a coopera-
tive undertaking of some twenty research libraries. SAMP is adminis-
tered by the Center for Research Libraries (CRL) in Chicago.

The Cooperative African Microform Project (CAMP), sponsored
by the Archives-Libraries Committee of the African Studies Associa-
tion, is described in a new prospectus available from CRL.

Copies of Report VI of the Monastic Microfilm Project are avail-
able from Julian G. Plante, Curator, Monastic Microfilm Library, St.

John's University, Collegeville, Minnesota 56321. The goal of this five-
year-old project is to secure the preservation of all handwritten manu-
scripts and documents dating before the year 1600 still extant in Eu-
ropean monastic libraries.
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The ARL Center for Chinese Research Materials Newsletter con'
tinues to list newspapers, periodicals, and research aids available
from the center on roll microfilm, unbound Xerox prints, or ofiset
coPy.27

Charles Yerkes has listed ten parameters for consideration before at-
tempting a micropublishing venture: the makeup of the data base,
distribution requirements, use requirements, economics, user accePt-
ance, standards for microforms and hardware, available hardware
and other products, marketing, copl'right problems, and profit ob-
jectives.2s

The current status of the application of microform technology to
commercial publishing is reviewed in an interesting article in Book
Production Industry.2s Two articles in Busi.ness Automation grve
the results of surveys of the present and future use of microforms in
the business world.ao

Copyright and Other Legi.slation

The copyright revision bill, S. 543, which the Senate subcommittee
approved on December 10, 1969, made no further progress in the Sen-
ate during 1970. It has been held up principally by the issue of cable
television retransmissions of broadcast programs. At the end of June,
the Federal Communications Commission released a proposed set of
new rules on this issue for comment by interested persons, and the
Commission is expected to act early next year to adopt new rules on
which the cable television provisions in the copyright revision bill might
be based.

The status of the case of Williams and Wilkins (W & M/) v. the Na-
tional Institute o[ Health (NIH) and the National Library of Medi-
cine (NLM) is reported in the ASIS Nezuslettersl as well as in Micro-
graphic Weehly.3z W & W has told American Libraries "that it is not
the purpose of this suit to stop the photocopying of research material
in libraries. Instead, it is hoped that the suit will produce a formal
agreement between the publisher and NLM that can serve as a model
for an equitable agreement between libraties who copy material and
the copyright owners of the material copied."aa

At an Information Industry Association (IIA) Program in San
Francisco on October 2, 1969, Lyle Lodwick, director of sales develop-
ment for W & W, expressed the view that microforms and the reader-
printer will increasingly preempt the researcher's and the library's need
for full-size, ink-print editions of scientific journals. Lodwick proposed
a nonexclusive microform licensing plan whereby the price of the
microform would have built into it a royalty rate based on the current
subscription price of the original journal.3a

On July 20, the President signed into law (P.L. 9l-345) S. 1519, an
act establishing a National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science. Under this law the Commission is established as an indepen-
dent agency within the executive branch. The law specifies that the
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Librarian of Congress is automatically a member, but none of the other
rnembers have been appointed.

Literature about Microf orms

Wilbur C. Myers, former director of research of NCR's Electronics
Division, is now the editor and publisher of a new biweekly newsletter
entitled Micrographics News and Views (MNdtV). This service, intro-
duced in July, is designed to report on new trends and developments,
products and services, systems and applications, companies, people
and associations, publications, conventions and trade shows in the
field of micrographics. The editorial advisory board includes Allen B.
Veaner for library applications and micropublishing and Joseph Becker
for information science and systems. The price of a subscription is $95
Per year.

Almost simultaneous in its appearance was Micrographics Weehly
(MW), also published in California. This is a comprehensive manage-
ment report on microfilm, micropublishing, and the computer-micro-
film interface; it reflects keen awareness of the impact of microform de-
velopments on libraries and educational institutions. The annual sub-
scription cost is fi75. MNdrV and MW, coupled with the monthly
Microfilm Newsletter and the monthly Information and Records
Management magazine, provide complete coverage of industry news. To
maintain current awareness, one should also read the National Micro-
film Association (NMA) literature, Library Technology Program (LTP)
Reports, as well as the various library and publishing journals.

Arthur Teplitz of System Development Corporation contributed to
the 1970 edition of the Annual Review of Information Science and
Technology on the subject "Microform Technolog'y and Reprogra-
phy."as Teplitz admirably proves his own point that "Surveys and re-
view literature also show increased sophistication and maturity with
resultant improved usability." The chapter is divided into sections on
computers and microfilm, publishing, user studies and reviews, re-
prography, and new products. The efiect of COM, CIM (Computer
Input Microfilm), and computer-controlled retrieval systems are em-
phasized. Most refreshingly, Teplitz evidences empathy for the efiect
of microforms on libraries. This review is highly informative and in-
cludes a comprehensive bibliography. A critique of this chapter by
David R. Wolf appeared in the November issue of Micro-News BuIIe-
iln.sa The December issue of IdtRIvI contains a concise and valuable
review of developments in the microfilm industry during the past year
prepared by the publisher of the MicrofiIm Newsletter.sT

Arthur Teplitz also contributed an excellent article with the theme
that the use of microfiche is limited because user requirements and
standards are poorly defined.38 Among predictions that Teplitz makes
are the following: "Within l0 to 15 years, a significant part of the
school books, training aids, reference material, etc. will be in micro-
form. College students will be required to have microfiche readers
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and textbooks will be available on microfiche within l0 years."
Thomas G. Lee, who authored the report of an OE-funded project

cited in last year's article, has contributed a useful and attractively il-
lustrated booklet this year also.se "Microform Systems; A Handbook
for Educators" is designed to provide basic information and assistance
to education institutions in planning effective applications of microform
systems. It is geared to the secondary school and junior college level.
The author is district media coordinator of the Mona Shores Schools
in Muskegon, Michigan. Copies are available for two dollars from the
Michigan Audio-Visual Association, 401 South Fourth Street, Ann Ar-
bor, Michigan 48103.

Libraries with moderate-sized newspaper clipping collections will
be interested in an account of the utilization of the Recordak Micro-
code system for storing newspaper clippings and index codes that de-
scribed these clippings, on l6mm microfilm, with the capability of
searching the file rapidly and automatically.ao This system was ap-
plied to 1,000 clippings on file in the Medill School of Journalism at
Northwestern University.

The development of a "Selectraframe" microfilm printer at the Na-
tional Library of Medicine, that was mentioned in the review article
for 1968, has been documented in a pamphlet available from the Su-
perintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office for 25
cents.al

Jacque A. Locke contributes a very practical l\'Iicro{ihn Primer
column to the monthly Reprod,uction Methods.a2 Among other things
he describes the increasingly apparent phenomenon of the production
of hard copy from microfilm in prodigious quantities. FIe comments
that in systems designed to replace hard copy, it is strange that, in
spite of high cost, the production of hard copy from microfilm has now
apparently achieved a position of grudging legitimacy.

The Institute for Graphic Communication, Inc. publishes a month-
ly service entitled Graplzic Communications which regularly reports
on new developments in the fields of publishing, photography, lac-
simile, graphic arts, computer printout, graphic storage and retrieval,
microform systems, and reprography. The annual subscription fee is
$150. Peter Scott, head of the Photographic Service at MIT, is rhe con-
tributing editor for microform systems.

News from the Center, Spring 1970, issued by the Library of Congress
Manuscript Division, Center for the Coordination of Foreign Manu-
script Copying, deals with Latin America. The cenrer has now been
closed, but answers to questions in this area, or copies of this or previ-
ous issues of the News, can be obtained from the Manuscript Division,
Library of Congress.

Don W. Massey, director of Photographic Services at the University
of Virginia Library, has described the management and organiza-
tion of the photoduplication facilities at the Alderman Library.aa

A new edition of the Specifications for Library of Congress Micro-
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filming is being prepared by the Photoduplication Service of the Li-
brary of Congress. It will be produced in par6, with each covering a
different type of material to be prepared for microfilming for libraries.
The first part of this series, which will cover the microfilming of
newspapers, will be available in 1971.

A new segment of the National Register of lllicroform Masters ap-
pearecl in December containing a cumulation of more than 14,000
serial titles for which the existence of master negative microfilm mas-
ters have been reported. This 1969 annual issue of the Regi,ster contains
only serials listed alphabetically by main entry; it does nor supersede
the 1966-1968 issues, which are to be used to locate entries for mono-
graphs. It does supersede and cumulate the entries for serials included
in all previous issues.

The seventh edition of. Newspapers on MicrofiIm is in preparation
by the Catalog Publication Division of the Library of Congress and
will be available late in 1977.

The 1970 supplement to NMA's Guide to Microreproduction Equip-
ment is now available; it lists over 137 new items ln 250 pages.

Highly recommended is the report of the acrivities and findings of
a six-month study conducted for the Defense Documentation Center
(DDC) by System Development Corporation.aa The objective of this

study was to determine user requirements and to develop design ob-
jectives and specifications for a low-cost microfiche storage and retrieval
system. It contains data, analysis, and conclusions pertaining to small
user storage and retrieval requirements, the small user matket, micro-
fiche storage state-of-the-art, current research in microfiche storage and
retrieval, and design objectives and specifications for two optimum
storage and retrieval devices. The chapters examining the present
and projected state-of-the-art of microfiche storage and rerrieval equip-
ment, and identifying and describing current research in the area of
microform storage and retrieval technology that might negate present
development efiorts, are particularly interesting, as well as encourag-
1ng.

A report considering the use of l05mm X 148mm microfiche for re-
port material of NATO nations appeared; it discusses microfiche read-
ers and reader printers and outlines proposed standards for micro-
fiche.a6

For crystal ball gazers, a group of approximately fifty distinguished
representatives from government, industry, and academia participated
in a study for the Naval Supply Systems Command that resulted in
a fifteen-year forecast of information processing technology.46 The
major gaps detected by the study were lack of uniformity in sy$tems
and procedures, and lack of uniformity in equipment. Long lists of
possible events are evaluated on the basis of user desirability, produc-
tion feasibility, and probable timing. Microforms and Related Equip-
ment, and Facsimile and Reproduction Equipment are two of the
fourteen categories of information processing investigated. The last
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issue publishedof. Naay Management Reuiew was devoted entirely to the
new role for microforms and contains five good articles.az

The Proceedings of the Conference on Image Storage and Trans-
mission Systems for Libraries, held at the National Bureau of Stan-
dards in December 1969, were published in hard copy in September
and distributed on microfiche in December.as The papers cover tech-
niques for image storage and transmission, including automated stor-
age and retrieval of microforms and ultra-microforms and new develop-
ments in graphic and facsimile transmission.

"Microimages, in spite of all the existing problems, are having a
revolutionary impact on library operations," according to John G.
Veenstra in an interesting article in Library Journal.+s Exceptions in
the form of three postscripts to the article were contributed by Paul
Zurkowski, executive director of the Information Industry Association.

The 1969 U.S. Library Microfilm Rate Indexes, published during
the year, reflect an increase of only 3.7 percent in the index value of
the average rate for negative microfilm, and an amazingly low I per-
cent increase for positive microfilm when compared with the 1966 in-
dexes.60 These increases are markedly less than those for books and
serials during the comparable period. Based on the history of the in-
dexes since 1959, we are now in a period when U.S. institutional micro-
film rates are due to increase an average of l0 percent.

An economical method of producing sets of catalog cards by photo-
graphing copy from the National Union Catalog and subsequently
Xeroxing it, that was developed at the Arizona State University Li-
brary, was also described in an article in ZR?S.61

A new system of grouping reports announced in Clearinghouse
Announcements in Science and Technology was made efiectivti with
the July 10, 1970, issues. The former forty-six subject categories were
regrouped into thirty-five individual fields.

As a result of an adpinistrative reorganization in the Department
of Commerce, efiective September 2, 1970, the former Federal Clearing-
house for Federal Scientific and Technical Information became the
National Technical Information Service (NTIS) of the Department
of Commerce.

fn a move to combat rising expenses and more realistically recover
production costs, effective January l, 1971, the standard price for
documents available from NTIS in microfiche form on a demand basis
will increase from sixty-five cents to ninety-five cents per document.
Documents available on standing order through the NTIS Selective
Dissemination of Microfiche (SDM) service will cost thirty-five cents
per document rather than the former price of twenty-eight cents each.
Also, two years after the original announcement date of availability,
documents in hard copy having 300 pages or less will have a service
charge of three dollars added to the announcement price.

A report of a study of users' reaction to microfiche in a special
library records negative and apathetic attitudes as a result of the user
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not having been given sufficient consideration.s2
Every use to which microforms can be put will almost certainly be

found to exist in the federal government, as attested by an inventory

of more than 700 microform applications in the U.S. Government com'

piled by the National Archives and Records Service.ss This docu'

ment lists agencies and their locations, and describes the kinds of rec-

ords involved, the microform employed, and the type of application'

Through the use of this inventory potential users of microforms can

learn where to write for information from an office that is already us-

acquisitions librarian.-The 
ARL academic library statistics tot 1969/70 show a total of

34,410,400 microform units in the collections of the seventy-six member

271,360, respectively, in these four categories.
Auerbach Information, Inc., of Philadelphia publishes loose-leaf

reference works for current awareness in the field of information

problems, economics, and various forms.
Volume II of a state-of-the-art literature survey entitled, "The Ap-
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plications and Technolog-y of Holography," has been compiled and
covers the information published between January 1969 and January
1970. The report contains 571 entries, over 500 of which include sum-
mary abstracts of the original articles. Volumes I and II of this survey
are available for $175 from Industrial Information Services, 120 Science
fnformation Center, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas
75222.

The birth of holography (lensless photography) is dealt with in
a very interesting, colorful, and highly readable fashion in two articles
in an important new monthly journal, Innoaation.66' 57 This jour-
nal, which is devoted to the art of managing advanced technology, is
accurately described as "quite unlike any professional publication
you have ever seen, in its readability and in its physical attractiveness."
The articles tell how Dennis Gabor invented holography in the late
1940s and some of the ways existing companies have reacted to the
emergence of this new technology. One conclusion reached is that com-
mercial holography is now where photography was in the mid-nine-
teenth century.

Readers may obtain a complimentary copy of the "1970 Index to
Kodak Technical Information" (Kodak Pamphlet No. L-5) by writ-
ing Eastman Kodak Company, Department 412-L, Rochester, New
York 14650.

The NRCd Bulletin, published quarterly by the National Repro-
graphic Centre for documentation in England, is a valuable source of
information. Each issue contains abstracts of relevant literature.

A brief account of the recording of 1,700 insurance maps on color
microfilm at the librarv of the Universitv of California at Santa Cruz
has been published.sa

A summary of the precautionary measures recommended to pre-
vent the formation of blemishes on processed microfilm, issued by the
National Bureau of Standards in March, cites the following:

l. "Use safety base permanent record film as specified in the ANSI
specifications for photographic films for permanent records.

2. "Use no higher densities than are required for the intended pur-
poses and use dark characters on a light background i{ this is
feasible.

3. "Residual thiosulfate concentration should not exceed I micro-
gram per square centimeter, but should be greater than zero. The
optimum concentration appears to be about 0.5 microgram per
square centimeter in a clear area.

4. "Keep processing machinery and film clean.
5. "Avoid scratching film.
6. "Store films in containers made of inert materials, such

or plastics of proven quality. With good ventilation and
the containers need not be sealed.

7. "Do not permit storage temperature to exceed 70oF nor
tive humidity to exceed 40 percent.

as metals
clean air,

the rela-
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8. "Avoid wide-range cycling of temperature and humidity since
this accelerates the imbibition of gaseous contaminants."

For further information apply to the NBS Office of Technical Informa-
tion and Publications, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington,
D.C.20234.

Products, Equipment, and Seruices

The COM surge in popularity has stimulated the competition in
the thermal film field formerly dominated by the Kalvar Corporation.
Now Xidex, Memorex, and Horizons Research, Inc. are also offering dry,
nonsilver photographic film to capture some of the recording and du-
plicating market. Kalvar Corporation has filed suit alleging infringe-
ment by Xidex Corporation of one of its patents pertaining to the
manufacture of vesicular film. A detailed report of the results of stud-
ies to determine the stability of vesicular microfilm concludes that "the
examination of samples of Kalvar Type l0 film aged l0 years under
New Orleans conditions shows excellent image stability and does not
reveal any destruction or change in the developed image. The en-
vironmental and stress studies revealed that vesicular images resist
high temperatures, but some combinations of high temperature and
high humidity cause image loss."6e

A new type of paper, with a coating that prevents anything printed
on it from being photocopied, has been developed by Litton Industries.
No details are available yet on the cost but reportedly Litton hopes
to sell it to periodical and other publishers.

Several significant new electrographic processes and products devel-
oped in the last few years in response to imaging requirements in the
computer, facsimile, and microfilm fields are described in an illustrated
and well-documented article in Ta,ppi.60

For the past several years Itek Corporation has been engaged in re-
search and development on a new proprietory photographic system
called the Itek RS process. This is a family of new photosensitive ma-
terials which can be applied to practically any surface, in the daylight,
to produce high quality photographic images.

Not only is there computer-output-microfilm (COM) but also
computer-input-microfilm (CIM), computer controlled retrieval
(CCR), Small Office Microfilm (SOM), and Printer Output Microfilm
(POM). At a session on computer-microfilm interface at a seminar

in Boston sponsored by the Society of Photographic Scientists and En-
gineers, the Society for Information Display, and the National Micro-
film Association, Dr. Dwight Burnham of Eastman Kodak Company
cited microfilm as a significant vehicle for producing high-capacity
computer memories.ol There are now three methods available for
utilizing microfilm as computer memory: spot, diffraction grating, and
holographic recording. The AEC has spent $2 million for a photodigital
storage system constructed by IBM at the Lawrence Radiation Labora-
tory, University of California (Berkeley). This spot recording system
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involves recording binary digits as clear and opaque areas on conven-
tional photographic films with dark areas on the film exposed either
by light or by electrons.

As an Oppenheimer and Company report on COM observed, in-
stallation of a COM device generally results in a tenfold increase in
the speed of computer output and "our field work has consistently
shown that an early xerox type phenomenon exists-user volume rises
rapidly to meet capacity."az However, the report caudons that: "A
computer microfilm information system cannot be used in situations
where the data base changes rapidly-. It also cannot be employed
where user interaction with the data base is desired."

A special report on COM appeared in the May issue of. Data Man-
agement citing some of the history of its development, characteristics
of the users, costs, and considerations that should be taken into ac-
count by the prospective user.63 A similar article appeared in Busi-
ness Week.M

Dataflow Systems, Inc. of Bethesda, Maryland, has issued a com-
prehensive report on COM that includes a section on microforrrr storage
and an up-to-date bibliography. The cost of this paper bound report
is $12.95.er

A special new products report on COM machines, microform du-
plicators and readers, film, and COM service bureaus appeared in Data
Product Neus.66 It refers to Printer Output Microfilm (POM), the
transfer of line printer output from continuous fan-fold forms onto
microfilm.

DDC published a valuable report on its experiences with COM.67
The National Microfi.lm Association has published a well-illustrated

and practical guide to COM.6e The December 1969 issue of Datama-
ti,on contains a series of articles on COM including its history and like.
ly future, capabilities, a chart listing manufacturers, models, character-
istics, costs, etc., and descriptions of some acfital applications.oe Also,
Information and Records Managernent magazine now issues a bi"
monthly COM supplement which features new products, companies,
services, and case studies.

To keep COM in perspective, one author observes that "computer
hardware design is progressing at such a rate that it is difficult to un-
derstand where it is now, much less where it is going. On the other
hand, computer software still exists only as a pre-science technology,
and therefore it is very difficult to make any generalizations about its
status, other than to say that it is a sufficiently primitive art to require
the name "Computer Sciences" in most centers of research."TD

It is estimated that there are now approximately forty manufactur-
ers of COM hardware and twice that many COM support hardware
manufacturers. To assist in the task of selecting and evaluating a COM
system a recent article offers twenty questions that most frequently
are asked by COM users, all of which should be answered in the af-
firmative before acquiring COM equipment.Tl
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The University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee campus, utilizes a Chicago-
based COM service bureau to produce 4o X 6 microfiche of their "Ad-
ministrative Study List" fi1e.72 This listing of students in various se-
quences and formats is updated biweekly and supplied to twenty-two
campus locations. The COM device employs a Universal camera with
l05mm film which is cut into 6r' strips. The film is "stripped up" into
4' X 6' fiche format, with each fiche containing 208 frames of data at a
42X reduction. The fiche are indexed and titled by the computer. The
entire file of records of 19,000 students is contained on thirty-two fiche
which are read on Micro Design COM Readers with a 42X magnifica-
tion.

Reportedly, other institutions using COM-generated microfiche for
student records control are Temple University, the University of
California at Santa Cruz, the University of Missouri, and the University
of Washington.Ts The adult and juvenile sections of the Los Angeles
County Public Library Catalog are to be recorded on a COM and then
transferred directly to offset printing plates.

Tl;.e Microfilm Newsletter reports that the Social Security Ad-
ministration now produces 3,000,000 microfiche per year via COM, and
is converting all records from roll film to fiche.?a

Recognition Equipment, Inc., of Dallas, Texas, has developed an
image-processing method that microfilms and indexes doflrments at
the same time they are being optically read or sorted by the company's
existing readers and sorting equipment, as well as a family of four
compatible COM devices.?5

Dr. Robin Alston, chairman of Scholar Press in Menston, Yorkshire,
England, has announced the perfection of "a camera that can photo-
graph the half-open pages of a rare and fragile book and reproduce
them perfectly for printing-."20 The camera reportedly operates
through a prism and is connected to a computing device that auto-
matically determines the exact exposure necessary.

Further testing of the prototype of a "Bibliographer's Camera" de-
veloped by the R. A. Morgan Company has been discontinued.

An account of a discussion held at a Facsimile Forum held in
New York on March 24 is published in Data Systems Nezrs.?? The
questions considered were what characteristics are desirable in to-
day's equipment and what characteristics will manufacturers attemPt
to achieve in the future.

Ampex offers a Videofile Information System which converts PaPer
documents into television-type electronic images. The electronic images,
with identifying addresses, are automatically filed and stored in com-
pressed form on magnetic tape. Any individual document page image
can be automatically retrieved, looked at in its original size, purged,
reorganized with other images, or reproduced into a paper document.
Recalled document images are displayed as images on a television
screen or reproduced as hard copies. The major limitations of this sys-
tem are the cost of the equipment and the quality of the image.
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The Joint Council on Educational Telecommunications recently
announced that the prospect of video recording and/or playback de-
vices for job-related, educational, and home use are growing increas-
ingly promising, while the problem of keeping track of each new de-
velopment has become enormously complex.?8

Electronic Video Recording (EVR), an advanced system developed
by CBS Laboratories, Stamford, Connecticut, makes it possible to play
prerecorded programs over ordinary television sets. It has been cited
as one of the 100 most significant new American products of 1969 by
Industrial Research, Inc., in cooperation with the National Conference
on Industrial Research. EVR stores pictures with sound for playback
through a standard television set. Any motion picture, videotape, or
live television presentation can be recorded for distribution on EVR.
CBS will not manufacture the EVR system itself; instead, the company
will license its production among leading manufacturers. Motorola,
fnc., is the first American firm licensed to manufacture EVR players
for mass deliveries in North America starting in July.zo

"Time Inc. has announced that it will enter the field of prerecorded
television as a creator and marketer of programming for the rapidly
developing new medium. The nation's largeJt pubhsier has formed a
new subsidiary, Time-Life Video, to develop programming and roles
in cartridge television. Like everyone else, Time Inc. wants to cash in
on the ballooning m'arket soon to be created by the CBS electronic
video recording device, which will make possible home playback of
video material-marketed, presumably, in the manner of long-playing
records."80

Standards are not only needed for COM equipment, computer
software, microform formats and reduction ratios, and microfilm car-
tridges, but also for video recordins. For several years electronic en-
gineers have been developing prerEcorded video cassettes to be in-
serted directly into television sets, playing back not only the sound
but a color picture as well. Although there are many manufacturers
who have announced their intentions of entering the video playback
market, there is, at present, no agreed upon standard method among
them. Companies that have thus far announced their intention to sell
playback devices for use with home television receivers are as follows:
American Photocopy, Ampex, Arvin, AVCO, CBS, Japan Victor Com-
panlr Matsushita, North American Philips, Norton Simon, RCA,
Shilbaden, Sony, Teldec, and Toshiba.sr

The Compufax Company of Detroit, Michigan, employs a nerv
microfilm technique called Micro-Moniror Reporting to record daily
television newscasts and other programs on l6mm microfilm and. tf',
audio tape. Newscasts and program material are taken off the air in-
tact by five-second lapse time microphotography and full-time audio
recording. Both film and tape are then combined in a single two-
compartment cartridge and played in a special l6mm audiovisual de-
vice. Libraries may subscribe to the Micro-Monitor Reports on a
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yearly basis or order selected programs as required from the Compu-
fax television bank.82

A description of a microform system recently adopted by Califor-
nia's Wells Fargo Bank for its Credit Carcl File is noteworthy because
of the combination of equipment it employs. The major components
are a Sanders-Diebold 550 information retrieval system consisting of
six microform transmitter stations, four Diebold 6600 Series mecha-
nized files, and fifteen remote desk-top viewing monitors. A Re-
cordak Lodestar reader-printer is employed where original size hard
copies are required fiom any of the more than 400,000 credit card
accounts. A Bell & Howell Reader-Filler is employed to insert new film
into transparent color-coded microfiche jackets. COM technology was
employed to transfer magnetic computer tape information to micro-
film images.83

Eastman Kodak Company announced a new microfilm printer that
provides dry positive prints from either positive or negative micro-
forms. The Recordak printer, model ERG, is compatible with the en-
tire line of Microstar and Motormatic readers. The cost of a 8r/2" X ll"
print produced in about ten seconds is approximately five cents. With
the introduction of newer equipment the Recordak MPE Reader is
no longer available.

Kodak offers a "Four-Track" System which permits filming four
images across a strip of 35mm film.

Gateway Research Company of La Crosse, Wisconsin, has demon-
strated a microform information system employing an 8mm snap-in,
no rewind film cassette. and a motorized microfilm viewer about the
size of a cassette tape recorder. This system is designed for use where
mobility and portability are key factors; the reacler weighs only three
and a half pounds.

The Microfilm Division of Alan Gordon Enterprises, Inc., of North
Hollywood, California, has a large inventory of rebuilt microfilm cam-
eras, readers, reader-printers, splicers, processors, and related equipment.
Miffosystems, Inc., of Bridgeport, Connecticut, also sells reconditioned
microform reading machines.

Not only is Neiman-Marcus of Dallas, Texas, now ofiering a small
Honeywell cornputer for the kitchen for $10,000, but it also offers all
the Helen Corbitt cookbooks on microfilm cassettes, with a viewer,
for $350.84

Image Systems, fnc. has made a preliminary announcement of
SRD/Compcatd, a new microfiche retrieval system which will utilize
the company's existing CARD system to provide complex index ma-
nipulation capabiTity coupled with rapid and automatic document
retrieval. The cornpany shipped its first system to NTIS in October.

A pilot program began the first of the year in Bournemouth and
Southampton, England, to confirm projected savings from employine
the CARD microfiche retrieval display system, manufactured by Image
Systems, Inc. It is planned ultimately that the sixty-two separate tele-
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phone directories utilized by 2,000 directory inquiry oPerators
throughout the United Kingdom can be replaced by this system.

A descriptive directory of forty-seven models of microfiche readers
and reader-printers manufactured in the United States has been
published by the Defense Documentation Center as a service to poten-
tial and established microfiche users.8r All known microform viewer
manufacturers and distributors in this country were contacted; the
prices and related data given by the cooPerating companies are as of

January 1970.
DASA Corporation has issued a brief booklet promoting its low-

cost, lightweight microfiche reader PMR/50.86 It also provides infor-
mation on the state of the art of micropublishing. The list price of the
PMR/50 reader is $89.50, with a discount available for quantity orders.
An evaluation of this reader will appear in Library Technology Re'
ports (LTR) next year.

Microdisplay Systems, Inc., a subsidiary of Retention Communica-
tions Systems, Inc., showed a prototype of a "book size" microfiche
reader in midyear. This compact, lightweight reading machine is
scheduled to be marketed in June 1971. The manufacturer's brochure
suggests that this reader could be employed in libraries in a "rent-a-
reader automat" mechanism, as well as in a "tilting screen micro
carrel."

The firm Micrographic Technology has demonstrated a do-it-
yourself step and repeat microfiche camera-processor.

Varian Associates demonstrated a prototype microfiche reader-
printer at their annual meeting early in the year. This equipment
employs an electrophotographic, nonsilver process which Varian orig-
inally announced in December 1968. The Varian ADCO 626 Microfilm
Storage and Retrieval System claims the ability to retrieve micro-
filmed documents within ten seconds without the necessity for a com-
puter. This system reportedly can provide hard copies at any remote
terminal and can be expanded modularly without afiecting retrieval
time.

Information Design, Inc. (IDI), of Menlo Park, California, intro'
duced a Compatible 16/35 microfilm reader designed specifically for
library use. The 24" square screen presents a full newspaper page'
The magnification is l9X and the reader accepts l6mm and 35mm
microfilm in reels or in ID's cartridges. The price with manual film
transport is $680, or $865 with motorized film transport. This micro-
film reader is also being distributed by Gaylord Bros., Inc. An evalua-
tion of this equipment is scheduled to be published in LTR next year.

IDI also ofiers a music system comprised of a microfilm file of more
than 400,000 pages of "all major public-domain music in modern
notation, scores and parts" at a cost of $2,840. This film can be used
in conjunction with a Xerox Microprinter to provide hard copy.
Another IDI service offered is a subscription to the current "Cardset"
microfilm file which includes all of the books in the English language
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from LC's MARC tapes. (A COM device is employed to record MARC
tape images on microfilm.) The delivered cartridge film is designed
for use with a card stock loaded Microprinter to produce reproduc-
tions of LC cards at a direct cost of five cents per set. The l97I sub-
scription cost for Cardset System 100 is $2,480.

In addition, IDI ofiers a Model 702-l drive train to attach to 3Mrs
"Executive l" reader-printer to equip it to handle l6mm or 35mm
cartridge microfilm. The cost is $325 for the converter, $1.25 each for
l6mm cartridges, or $1.85 each for 35mm cartridges.

Library Microfilms and Materials Company (LMM) of Culver
City, California, has now placed its Superior Libtary Microfilm
Reader in more than 100 libraries. This excellent quality film carel
reader allows the patron to read a full page of large daily newspapers
the same way he would read books and papers in a study carrel, at a
desk, or at a library table. LMM advertises that: "You no longer sigh
when you hear that the library has the material you need-on micro-
fiIm."

Birch-Caps, Limited, of London offers a Project I Electrostatic
Microfilm Reader-Printer that makes positive prints from 35mm micro-
film (negative or positive) rolls, aperture cards, strips, or microfiche.

A comprehensive, illustrated analysis of office copiers, including
detailed charts on acquisition or rental cost, size, production speed,
and many other features appeared in the .December issue of Adminis-
tratiae Managemenl.s? A similar guide appeared in the October issue
of Business Graphics.ee

IBM announced a new pricing plan for its plain paper copier in-
troduced in April.eo The new monthly rental of $215 includes the first
5,000 copies. Each additional copy will cost 2.3(, but only up to a maxi-
mum total monthly charge of $575 (20,652 copies). Charges for paper
and toner are not included in rental prices. The sale price of the copier
is $19,200. Unfortunately, this copier cannot be used with books ex-
ceeding /+" in thickness. Xerox has filed a lawsuit charging IBM with
patent infringements.

Xerox has announced a coin-operated Microprinter {or use pri-
marily in libraries. The coin mechanism, which can be set to ch:rrge
five to twenty-five cents, makes change. Xerox's basic monthly charge
to libraries for the unit is $178 plus per copy charges ranging from
five to three cents.eo

The Xerox Corporation has announced the Xerox 4000 copier
which is a console machine with the capability of reproducing photo-
graphs and other half-tone materials at the rate of forty-five copies
per minute.

Arcata Microfilm, formerly Atlantic Microfilm Corporation, ofiers
a Library Dupli-Card Service to assist libraries in obtaining copies
of library cards quickly and economically. Subscribers to the service
are provided with a desk-top l6mm camera and film to expose the
number of card copies needed. The exposed film is sent to the nearest
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Arcata Microfilm service center and it is claimed that within five days
the number of hard copy duplicates desired are returned at a cost of
two to five cents per duplicate. Arcata offers to add subject headings
on the duplicates as they are processed as well as choice of approved
quality library card stock.

Information Dynamics Corporation (IDC) now ofiers three Micro-
graphic Catalog Retrieval Systems (MCRS-I00, 500, and 800) as acqui
sition and cataloging tools on microfiche. A title index is available as
an option to the latter two systems. U.S. Reprint Ser-vice of Wakefield,
Massachusetts, a subsidiary of IDC, ofiers photo-ofiset reproductions of
LC catalog cards from 1953 to date in standard sets of eight cards at
fifty cents a set.

An evaluation of the IDC Catalog Retrieval System in an academic
library, describing the costs, problems, and the specification of the
microfiche reading machine and the various reader printers tested at
Mills Memorial Library, McMasrer University appeared in the sum-
mer issue of ZRTS.el

Three comrnercial services offering microfiche of Library of Con-
gress catalog cards are evaluated in an article in the September issue of
Special Libraries.s2 Each system is described and compared on the
basis of quality of fiche image and potential card image, cost, content,
indexing, etc. The findings on the generation of the fiche supplied and
the legibility quality are particularly interesting.

Library Micrographic Service, Inc. has developed a fully automated
cataloging technique (FACT) which is available on an annual sub-
scription basis.e3 A microfilmed data base of currently issued LC proof-
sheet cards is issued in microfilm cartridges every two weeks, while the
author, title, and microfilm data base location are entered into a com-
puter by an optical scanning process. These are computer-sorted to
create a comprehensive index to the main entry data base. This index
is then processed through a COM to create the index on cassette micro-
film. The system is supplied with two microfilm reading machines.
The indexed portion of the system is viewed on one reader, while the
second machine is a reader-printer with a keyboard which accepts
cartridges of LC entry data and automatically finds the entry identified
by the index. A button is pressed and the LC proof is produced, ready
for card-set production.

Prof essional Activities

The second session of a Rare Book Libraries Conference on Photo-
reproduction was held at Yale University on April 25, while the third
session took place at the Newberry Library, Chicago, on October 24.
These were follow-up meetings on the initial conference held at the
Folger Library on October 25, 1969. Mr. O. B. Hardison of the Folger
I,ibrary in Washington, D.C., has been named permanent chairman of
the conference. A resolution concerning cost and permission fees for
the facsimile reproduction of books and other library materials has
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been drafted. A fourth meeting is scheduled for March 6, 1971, at
the University of California at Los Angeles.

Efforts to develop a single loan-photocopy application form to serve
both regional and national needs in England are encouraging. A book
application form which can be used by the Regional Library Systems
and the National Central Library has been introduced.ea

A list of questions that should be answered. before any agreement is
made between a library and a commercial firm to exchange serial sets
for microforms has been developed by the RTSD Bookdealer-Library
Relations Committee.sb

Librarians should particularly examine chapter fir,e, "Photocopy,
Copyright and Reprinting," and chapter eight, "Dissertations and
Theses on Microfilm," in the new Interlibrary Loan Procedu,re Manual
published by ALA.oo The appendix includes an academic libraries sup-
plement to the Directory of Institutional Photocopying Seruices; it
lists forty additional libraries and gives microfilm and photocopy
rates where applicable.

A National Symposium on New Technology for Image and Data
Recording, sponsored by the National drchives and Records Service,
was held June 9-10 at the Department of Commerce. Sessions included
topics such as new developments in microfilm technology, microfilm
equipment selection criteria, COM, and video tape as a document re-
cording medium.

An Innovations in Communications Conference was held April 9-10
at the National Bureau of Standards. The conference, sponsored by the
Potomac Valley and Baltimore chapters of ASIS in cooperation with
CFSTI (now NTIS), was designed as a meeting in miniature for infor-
mation scientists unable to attend the national ASIS conference. The
published proceedings are available from NTIS.e?

For the spring quarter of 1970 the Graduate School of the Univer-
sity of California at San Diego offered a twelve-week extension course
entitled "fntroduction to l\{icrofilm Systems." This course was taught
by Gus Bujkovsky, past president of the San Diego chapter of the
NMA.

The New York Public Library Photographic Service announced new
rates beginning July 1.e8 The announcement stated: "The Division
has not increased its rates since 1964, with the result that the Service
has been operating at a d,eficit The new schedule affects primarily
minimum charges allowed and service charges related to processing."

Work on the design and fabrication of prototypes of a standard
l6mm microfilm container has progressed at the U.S. Army Munitions
Command at Picatinny Arsenal. According to a progress report issued
in September a contract for part of the work to be performed has been
issued to Cryptanalytic Computer Sciences, Inc. of Boonton, New Jer-
sey.ee ANSI Committee PH5.l, Subcommittee Task Group on l6mm
Microfilm Containers, met several times during the year to review pre-
liminary standards for single- and double-core containers.
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Two papers given at the Special Libraries Association (SLA) Con-
ference in Montreal in June 1969 at a Joint Meeting of the Picture
Division and the Reprography Committee were published in
March.100, 101 These articles urge consideration of the impact of fac-
simile systems in terms of quality, speed, and economics in library ap-
plications and describe how microfilm and the comPuter can be com-

bined in various ways to improve library service.
Another Montreal SLA paper was published in the July-August

issue of Special Libraries.ao2 This article describes a Program, initiated
in cooperation with a commercial microfilm firm, to microfilm basic

scientific periodicals sets in chemistry, physics, and biology and to ser-
vice them to readers in l6mm cartridge format with reader-printers

available in the reading room. Library user and staff reaction is dis-

cussed and. a brief description of space requirements for films, reader-
printers, and storage of supplies is also included.

The SLA Reprography Committee has been dissolved as a standing
committee. Funclions of this committee will be continued by special
representatives.log

At a meeting in Frankfurt am Main, September 23 and 24, 1969' the

Permanent International Committee for Reprography was disbanded
in favor of a new organization, the International Council for Reprog-
raphy.10a The Third International Congress on Reprography will be
held in London, March 15-19, 1971.

tional glossary.lod
Drafts of format and coding standards and a Glossary Standard for

COM developed for the NMA COM Standards Committee have been

material, making a determination of user needs, and giving greater at-
tention to the problems of standardizati6n.loz

Also at the NMA convention, C. Allen Merritt, chairman of
Library Services, IBM Corporation, monitored a panel on the subject,

microfilm primer to be edited by Dr. Vernon D. Tate.
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The Processing Deparfmenf of the
Library of Congress in 1970

Wrr-rreu J. Wnr,sn
D ire c t or, Pr o ce ssing D e partment

The Li.brary of Congress
Washi,ngton, D.C.

Introduction

l MONG THE MANY HIGHLIGHTS of the year in the Processing
f\ Pgp2llment were the following:

Expansion of the NPAC Indonesian multiple acquisitions Program
to include Malaysia, Singapore, and Brunei.

Extension of the National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging
to Romania.

Resumption of negotiations to establish NPAC in Spain.
Transfer of the Vienna NPAC shared cataloging office to local di-

rectorship.
Launching of a pilot project for the typesetting in Tokyo of catalog

cards for titles in Japanese characters.
Issuance of Non-GPO Imprints Receiued i'n the Li'brary of Con-

gress, JuIy 1967-December 1969: A Selective Checkli.st.
Sixtieth Anniversary of. Monthly Checklist of State Publications.
Publication of an expanded Outline of the Library of Congress

Classificati,on, a thoroughgoing revision of Class N (Fine Arts), and an
outline of Class K (Law).

Significant increases in cataloging production.
Completion of work on the l8th edition of the Dewey Decimal

Classificati,on.
Tooling up for Cataloging in Publication.
Improved service by the Card Division and final preparations for

Phase II of its automation program.
Establishment of two new divisions-Cataloging Management and

Catalog Publication.
Speedup in publication of the current catalogs in book form.
Publication through volume 114 of the pre-1956 National Union

Catalog.
Proposal for assigning Standard Serial Numbers to all new serial

titles.
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Arranging for publication of decennial cumulation ol New Seri.al
Titles.

Transfer of MARC operations to Processing Department.
Further progress in automation of acquisitions and cataloging ac-

tivities.
These and other significant developments of 1970 are described in

the sections which follow.

Ac quisitions and Ouerseas O perations

The uncertain fiscal climate early in the year postponed expan-
sion of the National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging (autho-
rized by Title II-C of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended)
until late in 1970. The appropriation of $6,613,500 for the Program, an
increase of $802,050 over last year, made possible a moderate expan-
sion of NPAC efforts abroad with emphasis on Romania, Spain, and
Southeast Asia. It has also helped to defray increases in basic costs,
such as books, supplies, communications, obligatory pay raises, and the
Iike.

Nine shared catalog;ing centers continued to operate in London,
Vienna, Wiesbaden, Oslo, Paris, Belgrade, The Hague, Florence, and
Tokyo. These centers cover a total of fifteen countries, because in ad-
dition to local publications, books published in East Germany, Switzer-
Iand, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, and Belgium are processed through
them as well. Direct arrangements between LC and the national bibli-
ographies of Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the Union of South Af-
rica, the USSR, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria are working successfully,
bringing to twenty-two the number of countries receiving shared cata-
loging coverage. In addition, three regional acquisitions centers-in
Nairobi, Rio de Janeiro, and Djakarta-operated under NPAC during
the year.

By the summer of 1970 the local staff of the shared cataloging office
in Vienna had achieved a degree of self-sufficiency which permitted
the Library to transfer its American field director back to Washington
and to assign responsibility for supervision of the cataloging operation
to a local employee. This brings to a total of five the number of over-
seas shared cataloging centers operating completely under local direction.

The long-awaited expansion of the Indonesian multiple acquisitions
program to include Malaysia, Singapore, and Brunei took place in Au-
gust 1970. There are fourteen participants in the expanded program
and twelve in the Indonesian progran proper. The bimonthly acces-
sions list issued by the Djakarta office has been renamed the Accessions
List: Ind,onesia, Malaysia, Singapore, and Brunei and became a month-
ly starting with the November issue. The willingness of research librar-
ies to support this program financially makes evident the great interest
in publications from this geographic area and the effectiveness of the
program itself,

On October 22, 1970, several years of negotiations were brought to
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a successful conclusion when the director of the Central State Library
of Romania and the Librarian of Congress formally signed a shared
cataloging agreement on behalf of their respective institutions. The
agreement is to take efiect on January l, 1971, and should result in the
rapid and comprehensive provision to the Library of Congress of
Romanian publications and of bibliographic information about these
publications. The bibliographic information is that prepared for the
Romanian National Bibliography by the Central State Library.

In December 1970 the assistant director for Acquisitions and Over-
seas Operations, Processing Department, visited Spain to resume nego-
tiations with officers of the Biblioteca Nacional and the Director Gen-
eral de Archivos y Bibliotecas concerning the possible establishment of
a shared cataloging operation in Spain. Earlier plans for such an opera-
tion were postponed because of funding uncertainties.

The printing of catalog cards for titles in Oriental characters has
always been attended by technical difficulties and corresponding de-
lays. In order to improve the quality and hasten the availability of its
cards for Japanese titles, the Library is currently engaged in a pilot
project, with the concurrence of the Government Printing Office,
whereby the typesetting of both the rornan lette$ and the Japanese
characters will be done in Tokyo under the supervision of the NPAC
office there. The results to date have been most encouraging.

Of the many special projects undertaken by the Library's acquisi-
tions office in Rio de Janeiro, one of the most significant was the con-
clusion of arrangements for the commercial microfilming of the leading
Brazilian newspaper, O Estado de Sdo Paulo, from its first issue of
January 4, 1875, through August 31, 1956. The year also saw an in-
crease of 33 percent in serial receipts, with the total number of period-
ical issues received amounting to 11,227. Approximately 330A Brazilian
monogtaphs of value to scholarship were acquired. The total number
of pieces received from Brazil amounted to a grand toral of 22,809.

Receipts from Eastern Africa increased from 19,073 pieces in fiscal
year 1969 to 24,025 in fiscal year 1970. The third volume of the quarter-
ly Accessions List: Eastern Africa contains the first annual index as
well as the annual serial supplement.

It is still evident that the general economic recovery in fndonesia
has not yet reached the publishing industry, although there is some
indication that matters are slowly improving. Total receipts in 1970
were 159,077 pieces (or an average of about 14,500 pieces per set for
the eleven participants including LC) compared with 790,770 pieces in
1969. The decrease was partly attributable to the withdrawal of one
participating library and to the selective sending of serials and news-
papers.

A detailed study of the international aspecrs of NPAC was prepared
under contract with UNESCO by flerman Liebaers, director of the
Bibliothtque Royale Albert I"' in Brussels and cuffent president of
IFLA; it appears under the title "shared Cataloging" in the UNESCO
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Bulletin for Libraries, 24:2 (March-April 1970) and 24:3 (May-June
1970). Shared cataloging was also considered at an International Meet-
ing of Cataloging Experts, convened by the IFLA Comrnittee on Uni-
form Cataloguing Rules on August 22-24, 1969, in Copenhagen, im-
mediately preceding the general conference of IFLA. Strong support
was expressed by all the participants for the concept of a system for
the international exchange of bibliographical information utilizing
standard descriptions prepared by the national bibliographical agen-
cies in the country of origin and conveyed either in printed or ma-
chine-readable form. Notes of these discussions are contained ]n Libri
20: l  (1970).

Acquisitions reports continue to flow in from the eighty-five Par-
ticipating libraries which are maintaining depository sets of LC cards.
From the beginning of the program through November 1970, 497,972
reports have been searched, resulting in orders being placed for 105,-
508 titles. During 1970 orders were placed for 27,993 or 19.3 percent of
all reports received, as compa-red with 26.2 percent in 1967, the first
full year of the program. Hopefully, this downward trend (reflecting
the increasing comprehensiveness of LC's acquisitions network in shared
cataloging countries) will continue. In addition to ensuring acquisi-
tion of all important research titles, these reports help to identify the
specific titles being acquired elsewhere and thus serve to upgrade the
cataloging priority of current imprints received from the twenty-two
countries covered by shared cataloging arrangements.

In summary, despite fiscal uncertainty early in the year, NPAC
continued to make good progress toward the ultimate goal of creating
cataloging data for research materials with sufficient speed that dupli-
cative original cataloging will become unnecessary. This goal has been
achieved in part and already has had a marked efiect on the cataloging
costs and procedures of the research library community. The amount
of cataloging produced annually has roughly doubled since the incep-
tion of the program. Broader geographic coverage and greater speed in
cataloging, card printing, and card distribution still must be achieved.

Public Law 480 Program.-In addition to purchases for its own
i collections, the Library administers a program authorized by Public

Law 83-480; as amended, the Agricultural Trade Development and
Assistance Act of 1954, to buy publications abroad with United States-
owned foreign currencies for other libraries in the United States. From
the program's inception in lg62 through December 1970, the Library
acquired over 13 million items in eight countries for some 350 Ameri-
can libraries. In calendar 1970 comprehensive sets of English and ver-
nacular language publications were distributed to forty-one major re-
search libraries from one or more of the following countries: Ceylon,
India, Israel, Nepal, Pakistan, the United Arab Republic, and Yugo-
slavia. Sets of selected English-language publications were also dis-
tributed to over 300 libraries throughout the fifty states, the District
of Columbia, and Puerto Rico from Ceylon, India, Nepal, and Pakistan.
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In addition to acquiring and distributing publicarions, each pL-480
office provides preliminary cataloging which serves as the basis for the
printed catalog cards distribured by the Library of Congress. This same
preliminary cataloging information is also made availible to libraries
by each office through the publication of periodic Accessions Li.sts,
except in Yugoslavia. The Accessi,ons lisfs provide libraries with a
unique selection tool from areas for which cuirent comprehensive bib-
liographical information is otherwise unavailable. public Law 480 of-
fices have nearly completed. distribution of lists of pL-480 code num-
bers identifying printed catalog cards available for publications dis-
tributed by the programs through t968.

nually or Less Frequently." Each parriciparing library has been asked
to select from that list the serials which it wishes to receive during the
coming year.

An important project is now nearing a successful resolution. The
romanization table for sindhi, which the New Delhi office has worked
on for some time, has been accepted by the Library of Congress and
referred to the American Library Association for concurrerrce. As soon
as a final decision is reached, LC will begin printing catalog cards for
Sindhi publications.

Discussions between Polish authorities and officials of the American
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Embassy in Warsaw concerning the proposed Public Law 480 program
in Poland have continued, but there is as yet no evidence of significant

Progress.
Acquisition and, distribution of federal documents.--The Federal

Documents Section was officially established on March 6, 1970, for the
purpose of bringing together in a single section all activities involving
the acquisition and distribution of federal documents. To a nucleus
comprising the former U.S. Government Publications Bibliographic
Project were added the Documents Expediting Project and three ad-
ditional stafi members whose work has exclusively been concerned
with the handling of federal documents. The Section has responsibility
for maintaining the exchange mailing list for federal documents and
the federal duplicates collection, as well as acquiring federal docu-
ments, both from the Superintendent of Documents and other federal
distributors, and compiling non-GPO imprints bibliographic informa-
tion. The Documents Expediting Project has retained its own name
and continues to serve its members as before. The Federal Documents
Section appears to be successfully achieving the centralization of federal
documents procurement and distribution that was originally sought
through this reorganization.

Non-GPO imprints.-Non-GPO Imprints Receiaed in the Library
of Congress, July 1957 through December 1959: A Selectiae Chechlist
(v. 73pp.) was issued late in August 1970. The publication attempts to
bring under bibliographical control some of the United States Govern-
ment publications printed outside the Government Printing Office. Pre-
pared by the Federal Documents Section, t}l'e Checklist is limited to
those non-GPO imprints deemed to be of some research or informa-
tional value and which fall outside the scope of the Monthly Catalog of
United States Gouernnxent Publications as well as the other main bib-
liographies of United States Government and government-sponsored
publications.

The Chechlfst is divided into two sections. The first contains l,ll2
monographs and monographs in series. These enffies are arranged al-
phabetically by corporate heading and numbered so that they may be
approached through the subject index. The other section lists periodi-
cals, also arranged alphabetically by corporate heading, but unnum-
bered since no subject headings have been assigned to them. The
Checklist is for sale by the Card Division for $1.25.

The Exchange and Gift Division is most interested in learning of
users' reactions to Non-GPO Imprints. Comments and suggestions of
librarians and other users of U.S. Government documents would be
appreciated; address them to the Chief, Exchange and Gift Division,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 20540.

Non-GPO listings in the Monthly Catalog of U.S Goaernment
Publi.cations.-The Monthly Catalog is now listing nearly all of the
agency-printed U.S. Government documents referred to it by the Ex-
change and Gift Division's Federal Documents Section, omitting main'
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ly those which are considered purely administrative or local in char-
acter; preliminary report$; maps and telephone directories not sold by
the Government Printing Office; items on which the name of the is-
suing body is not given; programs of meetings; and publications which
cannot be reproduced or distributed without the permission of the
issuing agency. It is from this body of material that selections were
made for inclusion in Non-GPO Imprints reported above. Of the 1,740
publications sent to the Monthly Catalog editorial stafi for considera-
tion from July l, 1970, through November 30, 1970, 1,621 were entered
in the Monthly Catalog. Of the remaining items, eighteen rirles were
rejected and l0l returned as duplicates of items already received by
the Monthly Catalog.

State documsnfs.-fn response to recommendations set forth in
the introduction to the sixtieth anniversary issue of the Monthly Check-
Iist of State Publications (December 1969), the Council of Stite Gov-
ernments has included in its annual publication, 1971 Suggested State
Legislation, a suggested model law to require the deposit of state pub-
lications in the Library of Congress. At present, rwenty-one srates have
enacted laws requiring distribution of specified rypes of publications
to the Library and nine have laws requiring at leasr one copy of each
state publication to be sent to the Library. The suggested legislation
specifies that copies of the session laws, codes, statutes, sets of legislative
journals, copies of court reports, and all other official publications be
sent to the Library, and specifies the number of copies desired by LC.
The suggested legislation is offered with the advice that this type of
action has proved to be a very efiective means of broadening the cover-
age of the Monthly Chechlist of State Publications.

Disposition of surplus 77x6[syiqls.-In a circular lerter dated No-
vember 2, 1970, the Librarian of Congress reminded federal libraries
in the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area to send surplus materials
to the Library of Congress to screen for possible selection and addition
to its collections and to use in its various programs for distribution
of surplus library materials. In return, surplus materials are ofiered to
federal libraries on a transfer basis, as well as to nonfederal agencies
on an exchange or donation basis. A special note was sent, along with
the circular, to federal libraries outside the Washington area, drawing
their attention to this program and inviting their participation through
the designation of representatives to select duplicates on their behalf.
These libraries were also invited to send duplicates of more than or-
dinary value because of rarity, cost, or importance in coverage of
their special subject fields. Through these means the Exchange and
Gift Division hopes to stimulate continued and expanded participa-
tion of the federal library community in this surplus disposition pro-
gram.

Catalogi,ng

1970 was a year of continuing progress in cataloging production at
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the Library of Congress. In the early part of the year, despite stringent
limitations on staff expansion, the relatively well-trained and stable
stafi of the cataloging divisions was able to continue at its high level
of production and to complete work on over 218,000 titles destined for
printed cards during the 1969/70 fiscal year-an all-time high. More
than this, however, the descriptive cataloging divisions during the same
period were completing their work on over 250;000 new titles, the ex-
cess accumulating at the subject cataloging and shelflisting stages. In
the latter half of the year, with more funds available, the staff for
these operations waS built up. Increased production was felt first in the
shelflisting work, and by the end of the year, its backlog of work had
been drastically reduced and will presumably be eliminated after a few
more months. Due to problems in locating some needed subject spe-
cialists and the time required to complete training, the efiects of build-
ing up the subject cataloging stafi have not yet been realized. Yet with
a little more time, the capacity of this stafi will not only be equal to its
workload but will also make possible the working ofi of some of the
accumulated backlog.

Cataloging rules and romanizatiovs sa$lss.-More than twenty ad-
ditions and changes in the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, including
revisions of the rules for Thai and Indonesian names, were proposed
by the Library of Congtess and approved by the ALA Descriptive Cata-
loging Committee. They will be published in Cataloging Serti,ce, Bulle-
tin 98, now ready for the printer.

The Library's draft revision of Chapter 12 of the Anglo-American
Cataloging Rules, relating to motion pictures, filmstrips, and similar
audiovisual works, remains under study. The Library sent a question-
naire to subscribers to LC catalog cards for audiovisual materials and
to audiovisual specialists asking their preference as to main entry for
audiovisual materials.

The romanization table for the Tibetan language was published in
Cataloging Seruice, Bulletin 90. The Library's proposal for Amharic is
under consideration by the ALA Descriptive Cataloging Committee
and its proposal for Sindhi will be presented to the committee for con
sideration at the earliest possible date. A revision of the present table
for the romanization of Greek, which makes certain special provisions
for modern Greek, is also under consideration by the Descriptive Cata-
loging Committee. The most recent development is that of a romaniza-
tion table for the Georgian language, now under study at the Library.
The revisions of the romanization tables for languages using the Arabic
alphabet, mentioned in last year's report, are now in press.

Cataloging in Publicati,on.-Throughout 1970 the Library, togeth-
er with the Association of American Publishers, cooperated closely with
Verner Clapp of the Council on Library Resources, Inc., in his investi-
gation of the feasibility of a full-scale Cataloging in Publication (CIP)
program. The faults of the original Cataloging-in-Source Project were
analyzed, and the LC design for a new program that would avoid most
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of the defects of the earlier one was accepted. The new concept is that
what are of primary importance to consumers are the elements of cata-
loging that represent professional cataloging decisions and headings
and classification assignments that conform to the LC system. Thus
Cataloging in Publication will provide the main entry and the added
and subject entries, all in the form of established LC headings. It
will provide all of the bibliographical notes made by the cataloger. It
will provide the LC call number, the Dewey Decimal Classification
number, the LC card number, and the International Standard Book
Number. Given this information on the verso of the title page, a li-
brary receiving the book is in a position to Process the physical book
and make it available for use just as soon as its call number is deter-
mined. The library can make its own catalog cards providing it has
(l) a subprofessional typist who has been trained in how to transcribe
a title page and record collation and (2) facilities for making catalog
cards. Or, alternatively, it can process the book and send it to the
shelf, make temporary slips for the shelflist and the catalog, and order
cards from LC or some other card service. In either case, however,
there is no need to hold up the book.

Under this concept of Cataloging in Publication, cataloging at LC
can be done from galley proofs. Page proofs are not required. This
means that cataloging can take place many weeks, even months, earlier
in the cycle of book production.

The design of the new system having been settled, the next steP was
to determine if a program along these lines would actually be utilized
by libraries on a scale that would justify its adoption. Mr. Clapp pre-
pared a carefully worded questionnaire which was sent to 391 libraries
and proce.ssing centers selected by type and size. The results of this
questionnaire were reported by Mr. Clapp at the ALA Conference in
Detroit. In summary, 59 percent of those receiving the questionnaire re-
plied, and of these, 65 percent stated they would greet the Program
with enthusiasm, while another 32 percent would welcome it with
interest. Even more significantly, 7l percent stated that if the bulk
of American trade books contained cataloging information they would
use this information in making their own cards, while another 20 per-
cent would use this information for temporary control PurPoses.

ers under the auspices of the Association.
The second part of this effort was the convocation of publishers in
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an open meeting in New York on September 21, which featured a panel
(moderated by Ann Heidbreder of the Association of American Pub-

lishers, Inc.) consisting of Mr. Clapp, a librarian (Connie Dunlap of
the University of Michigan), a publisher (Leonard Schatzkin of Mc-
Graw-Hill), and an LC representative (Sumner Spalding). Here the
program and its expected benefits were described in detail and, equal-
ly important, there was full opportunity for publishers to ask questions
and express their reactions. This meeting was quite successful and Mr.
Clapp received a hundred or so favorable replies from as many pub-
lishing houses. The Association and Mr. Clapp agreed that we had all
the evidence that was needed to conclude that CIP would get broad
participation from the book publishing industry.

With this green light only two phases of the preParatory work re-
mained: (l) securing the funds to set the program into motion and
(2) developing the detailed procedures for LC to operate the program.

Work on the latter had already been underway for some time at the
Library of Congress so that it was possible for LC to draw up detailed
estimates of the additional costs that would be entailed to catalog
books in the Cataloging in Publication mode. Accordingln on October
22, the Librarian of Congress made a formal application for a Council
on Library Resources grant to fund this program over a two and one-
half- to three-year period after which, assuming its demonstrated suc'
cess, Congressional appropriations would be requested for its continu-
ing operation. The Library's plan is to build up its CIP coverage to
the 10,000 title-a-year level after the first six months, to the 20,000
title-a-year level by the end of a year, and to the 30,000 title-a-year
level after eighteen months.

The Council on Library Resources reviewed the propgsal favor-
ably but funds for its support were not immediately in sight. The
Council is exploring other possibilities for funding to enable the Li-
brary to begin operation of the program.

Classification schedules.-In August the fourth edition of the clas-
sification schedule for Class N @ine Arts) was published. Unlike its
predecessors, this edition not only incorporates all additions and chang-
es made since the third edition up to October 1969 but represents
a thoroughgoing revision. The most striking innovations of this revi-
sion are the regrouping of numbers for similar types of publications
which had heretofore been dispersed in several places (e.g., works on
art collectors and patrons have been brought closer to material on
private collections) and the combining in the same numerical se-
quence of works on the history of art in a particular medium with
books of reproductions of works in the same medium. There has also
been some relocation in order to provide a more logical collocation of
general works and works on the techniques and materials of various
art forms. A new subclass NX has been added, dealing with the arts in
general, including literature and the performing arts, as well as the
visual arts. This schedule is the first in a series of new editions of classi-
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fication schedules that employs a new format. lt has been printed by
plroto-offset from typewritten camera copy on one side of the page only.
This type of reproduction appears to offer a considerable saving in
typesetting costs and proofreading time, and it provides a suitable for-
mat for libraries using the schedule to make annotations, to punch
the pages for a loose-leaf binder, and to insert pages from the L.C. CIas-
sification-Additions and Changes for updating.

The second edition of the Outline of the Library ol Congress Classi-
ficati,on was published in September. This edition is more detailed
than the previous edition and reflects the extensive and more impor-
tant developments in all classification schedules during the last three
decades, with particular emphasis on Class Q (Science) and Class T
(Technology).

In the same month a draft outline of Class K (Law) was published.
This outline of the future subclasses of Class K was prepared in re-
sponse to requests from other libraries for some form of synopsis of
this class that will assist them (pending completion of Class K) in ar-
ranging legal collections to conform with the Library of Congress clas-
sification. As a result of the preparation of an overall notation scheme,
the letters KD were assigned to British lalv in lieu of KE as originally
envisaged. Due to a temporary shortage of stafi, work on the develop-
ment of subclass KD proceeded at a slower pace than anticipated and
completion of that subclass cannot be expected until sometime in 1971.
A fifth segment of the class KF Shelflist, resulting from the retrospec-
tive classification of holdings of the Library in the field of United States
law, became available from the Photoduplication Service. Work on re-
vised editions of Classes T (Technology) and Q (Science) proceeded
toward publication in 1971.

Decimal Classification actiaities.---The texr of Dewey 18 was com-
pleted and sent to press, with publication expected in mid-1971. Work
was begun on the tenth abridged edition, so that a first draft might be
made available for study to a consultant experienced and skilled in
the requirements of small libraries; publication of this edition was an-
ticipated for late summer, 1971.

Liaison was continued with British users, both in the assignment
of numbers by the Library of Congress and the British Nati,onal Bibli-
ography for the same title, and in the appointment for the first time of
a British representative to membership in the Decimal Classification
Editorial Policy Committee. (A Canadian representative was also ap-
pointed.) As a result of the BNB's announcement that it would begin
to use Dewey 18 for classification of new British titles published after

January l, 1971, beginning a new five-year cumulation which is to be
arranged completely by Dewey t8, LC also decided to begin using Dew-
ey l8 with works classified after January I, 1971. Although some pur-
chasers of the cards may, during the interval between January and
publication of the new edition-in June or July-receive numbers for
which they do not yet know the meanings, this decision made it pos-
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sible to take advantage at the earliest date of the many improvements
in Dewey 18. Assignment of Dewey numbers continued at the high
level of the preceding two years, covering virtually all titles in English
cataloged by the Library of Congress and comprising one-third of LC's
cataloging output.

Cataloging instruction.-In the continuing efiort to provide train-
ing in cataloging and the use of the catalog, the Cataloging Instruction
Office has added four new courses. All four were developed around the
needs of specific divisions in the library and two were taught coopera-
tively with the divisions involved. The course in the cataloging of se-
rials was given in cooperation with the Serial Record Division to nine
catalogers from the Serial Record and Descriptive Cataloging Divisions.
Eight senior subject catalogers participated in the other cooperative
efiort, a subject cataloging seminar. A special course for bibliographers
from the Library Services Division of the Legislative Reference Service
was designed to give detailed instruction in descriptive cataloging ac-
cording to the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, with emphasis on
the cataloging of government publications. The last course was es-
sentially a modification of the previously taught filing course. It was
offered for the filers of the National Union Catalog: A Cumulatiue
Author List and incorporated the special rules used to file in that pub-
lication.

Automation

In June 1970 the MARC Development Office was established in the
Processing Department. It assumed the responsibility for the MARC/
RECON Projects and all aspects of automation involving technical
processes and various operational uses of the MARC data base for the
Processing and Reference Departments. The Information Systems Of-
fice in the Administrative Depaqtment continues its responsibility for
coordination of the overall automation program of the Library, in-
cluding budget management and projects in support of the Legislative
Reference Service, the Copyright Office, and the Administrative De-
partment.

MARC.-During the past year, the MARC Editorial Office, which
marked its first anniversary on March 17, 1970, has continued to con-
solidate its position as a production operation. Until recently, the Cur-
rent lJnit, with only minor delays, kept reasonably current in con-
verting to machine-readable form the bibliographic data for all English
language monographs being cataloged by LC and in distributing this
information weekly to subscribers. [fowever, faced with higher re-
ceipts than anticipated, backlogs developed in the fall and resulted in
delays in the distribution of the MARC records to subscribers. Revised
procedures, use of stafi assistance from other divisions, and an increase
in the Current Unit's stafi had been approved and implemented in
part by the end of the year and should, in time, restore the currency
of the MARC Distribution Service. Despite these delays, the MARC
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Editorial Office distributed approximately 100,000 records during its
year and a half of operation. With the addition of new equipment in
the Library's Computer Service Center, the Library has assumed re-
sponsibility for all aspects of the distribution service. Until recently,
duplication of tapes for the subscribers was done by Argonne National
Laboratory. Technical problems relating to the duplication and dis-
tribution of the tapes should in the future be referred by the tape sub-
scribers to the Card Division.

Design specifications are underway for a new MARC Processing
System. The new system, to be designed as a data utility, will be capa-
ble of processing machine-readable records regardless of the source
of the record (e.g., preliminary cataloging, Geography and Map Divi-
sion, etc.); the content of the record (e.g., the bibliographic descrip-
tion of a book, serial, map, etc.); or the master file in which the record
will eventually reside. The system will include all the processing re-
quired to store, maintain, and retrieve records in both on-line and
ofi-line modes and can maintain files on either disk or tape. Access to
records will be provided by a variety of indexing methods, i.e., unique
number, author, title, etc. The on-line subsystem will also include the
display logic for several terminal devices such as a CRT or typewriter-
like device.

Work is continuing on additional MARC formats. Maps: A MARC
Format and Serials: A MARC Format were published by the Gov-
ernment Printing Office in the summer and are available from the Su-
perintendent of Documents. Formats for film material, manuscripts,
and sound recordings are in process.

RECON.-The RECON Unit, the production aspect of a twenty-
four-month study of the feasibility of converting retrospective catalog-
ing data to machine-readable form, was established in August 1969.
RECON is converting to the MARC II format the English language
monographs cataloged by LC during 1968 and 1969 which have not
yet been converted. The conversion of the 1969 and "7" series cards
representing^ English language monographs has been completed, and
the conversion of the 1968 cards is now in process. The RECON 1969
records (approximately 9,000) will be made available free to the
MARC Distribution Service subscribers on request and on receipt of
a tape for processing.

Several studies are being undertaken as part of the RECON Pilot
Project. The Library is developing a technique called format recogni-
tion, which will allow the computer to process unedited catalog records
by examining data strings for certain keywords, significant punctua-
tion, and other clues to determine the appropdate tags, indicators, and
subfield codes. The logical design of format recognition has been pub-
lished as a separate report by the American Library Association under
the title, Format Recognition Process for MARC Records: A Logical
Design. The programs are expected to be operational in February 1971.

Investigation of various input devices for possible use in the MARC
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System has been continued, and devices which were given serious con-
sideration included the Keymatic Data System Model 1093, the
CompuScan Moclel 370, and the Irascope. The Keymatic has 256 unique
codes which are recorded directly on computer-compatible magnetic
tape. In addition, the Keymatic has certain keys, called expandables,
to which the value of whole strings of characters can be assigned, i.e.,
a single key could equate to a MARC tag. During a two-month period,
tr,vo MARC input typists tested this device, and the results showed that
typing rates did not increase significantly over the rates produced on
the Magnetic Tape Selectric Typewriter (MT/ST) presently in use.
The typists also reported difficulty in determining when to use the
expandable keys instead of typing the data character by character,
and in correcting typing errors because of the lack of hard copy from
the Keymatic. Since the cost of the Keymatic is considerably more than
the tr{T/ST, it was determined that the Keymatic in the Library of
Congress environment would not ofier any advantages over the MT/ST.

A test for the CompuScan Optical Character Reader was conducted
using twenty-five letter press LC printed cards, and several problems
were encountered: (l) the coarseness of the card stock caused identi-
cal characters to be read as different characters or additional characters
to be generated by the scanner; (2) because of "touching" characters,
the scanner would read two distinct characters as one because of a con-
nection between the t$'o letters; and (3) fine lines in certain characters
caused a misreading of the character, e.g., the letter "e" was inter-
preted as the letter "c." Further investigation of this device is being
continued.

Another device which was investigated recently is the Irascope, a
cathode ray tube device produced by Spiras Systems. It has the capabil-
ity of displaying 128 characters and contains editing capabilities which
would be beneficial for the MARC System and other Processing De-
partment automation projects. Additional study of this device is being
carriecl out in cooperation with the Ohio College Library Center.

Since the production operations of the RECON Pilot Project have
been limited to English language monographs in the 1968, 1969, and
"7" series card numbers, it was recognized that many problems con-
cerning retrospective records would not be revealed in the conversion
of relatively current titles. For this reason, a study to identify and
analyze 5,000 older titles was included as part of the pilot project.
These titles consisted of records for older English language mono-
graphs and foreign language monographs in the roman alphabet. The
stLrdy revealed the necessity of having a higher level of personnel to
process retrospective and foreign language material because of the
need to interpret different cataloging rules, to be proficient in foreig;n
languages, etc. The investigation also revealed the difficulty of ex-
panding the MARC Distribution Service or the format recognition
algorithms to foreign language because of a lack of consistency in
shared cataloging copy.
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Several research projects have also been undertaken by the RECON
Working Task Force, a working group of outside librarians. A study
on levels of completeness for MARC records has been finished, and the
report was published in the June 1970 issue of t}re Journal of Library
Automation Investigations are also being conducted on the implica-
tions of a national union catalog in machine-readable form and the pos-
sible utilization of other machine-readable data bases for use in a
national bibliographic store.

Staff members involved in the RECON Project and in the MARC
System have been working closely with the technical staff for Phase II
of the Card Division Mechanization Project in developing printing
specifications for the Videocomp printed card production.

Progress reports of the RECON Pilot Project have appeared in the

June and September 1970 issues of the Journal of Library Automation.
The Library will continue to disseminate information concerning the
pilot project in this fashion until the project is terminated.

Other Processing Department automation proiects..--The MARC
Development Office is also responsible for several automation projects
in the Processing Department involving the Order Division, the subject
headings list, a combined classification index, serials, book catalogs and
filing, and the Process Information File. In addition, MARC staff mem-
bers are also involved in the plans for Cataloging in Publication.

The design and detailed specifications for Phase I of the Order Di-
vision Project (automation of regular orders) has been completed,
and the actual programming for this phase has begun. Phase I consists
of three tasks: Task I includes file conversion and the procedures and
programs to record regular order information and to print via the com-
puter basic documents such as the purchase order, dealer slip, order file
slip, process file slip, notification to iecommending officer, and obliga-
tion record; Task II consists of the fiscal control $ubsystem: and Task
III is the process control subsystem. Task I is scheduled for completion
in February 1971, and Tasks II and III will be started in the spring of
l9'71.

A processing system is being developed that will enable the Library
to assume the responsibility of file maintenance and publication of the
LC Subject Heading List. These tasks are presently being handled by
the Government Printing Office. Functions to be performed include:
conversion of records from the GPO printing format to the MARC
subject headings format; implementation of a file maintenance system
to correct these records; and publication procedures to prepare the
data for output via the Linotron. Many of the same programs will also
be used to maintain the file and produce the Cornbined Index to the
LC Classification Schedules. The initial work for the combined index
project is expected to be carried out by the Columbia University School
of Library Service, under contract to the Library of Congress.

During the past year, work has continued on the serials format in
terms of updating and its evenfual republication. Simulation of the
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processes necessary to convert serial information into machine-read-
able form has been carried out in cooperation with the staff of the Se-
rial Record Division. Work is also in process to expand the MARC sys-
tem to accept serial data so that serial titles can be input for special
projects such as the Main Reading Room and Science Reading Room
Catalog Projects.

Abbreviated computer-produced book catalogs using MARC data
have been developed for the Main Reading Room and Science Reading
Room reference collections. These catalogs will be produced using an
existing generalized print program. Investigations are also underway
to study the problems of producing more complex and sophisticated
products such as the National Union Catalog using photocomposition
devices. The Library of Congress catalog for motion pictures and film'
strips has been selected as the first major book catalog to be produced
from machine-readable data via a photocomposition device. Actual
implementation of this project will not begin until fiscal year 1972.

One of the biggest problems connected with the production of large
book catalogs has been the difficulty of progtaming to aruange biblio-
graphic entries according to established library filing rules. As the first
step in solving this problem, a simplified filing amangement has been
proposed by the Technical Processes Research Office.

Staff members from the MARC Development Office have been
working with the Descriptive Cataloging Division in planning for Cat'
aloging in Publication. CIP records will be converted to machine-read-
able form after all the CIP cataloging data have been added and will
be distributed to MARC subscribers. When the book is received in the
Library and the additional cataloging data have been included on the
catalog record, the full MARC record will be produced. CIP records
will not be transferred to the Card Division for printed card produc-
tion until they have been updated to a full MARC record.

MARC Ref erence Department proiects.-Several projects have
been undertaken by the MARC Development Office for various divisions
of the Reference Department. In addition to the book catalogs produced
for the reading rooms mentioned above, a weekly listing on 3 X 5 cards
of all new records added to the map data base during a week is being
produced for the Geography and Map Division. The cards are alTanged
in call number order for the map shelflist. Monthly and quarterly cumu-
lative listings, arranged by author, subject, and geographic area, are also
being produced.

MARC data base products.-Some of the special products ob-
tained from records in the MARC data base are listed as follows. For
example, retrieval by call number is being done for an American Rev-
olution Bicentennial bibliography and the Science and Technology
Division. A listing of records not in the music classification (M) with
the term "music" appearing in the collation statement is being pro-
duced for the Music Division. In addition, the General Reference and
Bibliography Division is receiving printouts of MARC records which
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are conference proceedings or translations.
Other retrieval runs include the following: number of titles by

country (a count of the number of titles on the data base from each
major English-speaking country); a listing of the publisher in order of
frequency of. appeatance in records on the data base (with a compan-
ion listing of these publishers in alphabetical order); classification
number-subject heading correlation in the LC subject heading list
with subject headings from the MARC records); and classification
number-subject heading correlation (listing arranged by class number
(listing arranged by class number with associated subject headings).

Processing Seruices

Card distributi,on seraice.-The year 1970 was in many ways diffi-
cult, yet it was also satisfying because the trend in the card distri-
bution service moved steadily upward. By the end of June 1970 it was
clear that the crisis in the card distribution service, of which many
readers of this article may be awa.re, had passed. Service had improved,
the transition to the complete use of machine-readable order forms
had been carried out with a minimum of complaint from subscribers,
and gross sales from cards, book catalogs, and technical publications
reached $7,000,000-an all-time high-but still 91,000,000 less than the
$8,000,000 appropriation.

Since July 1970, service on printed card orders has continued to
improve. During the months of September, October, and November,
orders for cards that are in stock were filled in an average of seven
working days from receipt of order to shipmenr of cards. Using the
order frequency tapes generated by the machine-readable order slips
to control the reprinting and stocking of cards continues to increase
the percentage of orders which can be filled immediately.

As this report is being written, the major problems facing the Card
Division, now that it is able to provide better service, are finding ways of
regaining some of the card subscribers who turned to other sources
because of poor service, and finding ways of stimulating card orders,
which arc 17 percent less for the first five months of the present fiscal
year than for the same period last year. Although net card sales are
higher this year, reflecting the Card Division's ability to provide better
service on the orders it receives, it is apparent that the volume of
orders received-currently at the rate of about l0 million-must in-
crease if the Card Division is to fulfill the legal obligation of returning
to the Treasury cost plus l0 percent.

Card prices.-There was no increase during 1970 in the prices of
Library of Congress printed catalog cards ordered by card number or
by author and title nor will there be during the remainder of fiscal
l97l (the year which ends June 30, l97l). Although salaries and the
cost of card stock continue to rise, the Library is making every effort
to ofiset these increases by economies in operation. However, because
U.S. Government regulations require that printed cards should be
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priced so that their cost plus l0 percent is returned to the Treasury,
a review of card prices will be necessary in June 1971. In determining
the cost of the cards, the cost of operating the Card Division, but not
the cost of the staff of professional catalogers who prepare the catalog
copy, is included. A factor which will affect the results of the price
review is the volume of orders received. Obviously, the greater the
volume, the lower the per unit cost to subscribers.

Standard number of cards per order.-Beginning February l, 1971,
the Card Division discontinued use of formulas for number of copies
wanted and began to supply a standard set of eight cards for each
order received. Present stocks of machine-readable order forms may
continue to be used, but the formula for the number of copies wanted
is disregarded. In most cases the new set system provides the number
of cards equivalent to the former 3 SAT formula: a main entry card,
a shelflist card, a card for each subject and added entry tracins, and
an extra card. Although subscribers may receive one or two more cards
under the standard set system than they did under the formula sys-
tem, simplification in billing, accounting, and card drawing comPen-
sate for the cost of additional card stock.

Card Diaision automation program.-Funds for implementing
Phase II of the Card Division automation program [see LRTS, 14:251
(Spring 1970)] were made available to the Library in its appropriation
for fiscal 1971. The target date for implementation of Phase II is
March 1971. All programs for use in the system were completed in late
1970 and ready for testing in a production environment. Renova-
tion of the physical facility was completed in the first part of January
l97t and installation of equipment was scheduled for mid-January
1971. By the time this article appears in print, card subscribers should
be receiving some orders filled through the Phase II system.

Changes i.n typography on LC printed 6tvfls.-fiscause of certain
minor typographical limitations in the production of printed cards
from masters produced by photocomposition from MARC computer
tapes, the following changes in the typography of all newly set printed
cards were instituted:

Italics are no longer used.
Corporate subheadings are in boldface in main entries.
All other parts of main entry headings formerly set in italics are

now in lightface.
In title main entries all of the title proper is in boldface.
All series statements subsequent to the first are given in the colla-

tion paragraph following the first series statement and are enclosed
in separate sets of pnrentheses.

His, Her, Its, Their in series statements are in boldface.
Small caps are replaced by regular caps.
There is no paragraphing in "dash" entries.
Realignment of responsibility for card catalogs and, publication of

booh catalogs.-A reorganization within the Processing Department
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on August l, 1970, involved the Catalog Maintenance and Catalog
Publication Division and the Union Caralog Division. The former Cat-
alog Maintenance and Catalog Publication Division was divided along
functional lines to create two new divisions. The maintenance of the
Library's card catalogs was assigned to the newly created Catalog Man-
agement Division while the publication of the Library's book catalogs
became the responsibility of the newly created catalog publication Di-
vlsron.

The Union Catalog Division was dissolved and the reference ser-
vice on book locations and bibliographic information recorded in the
National Union Catalog (published and unpublished) and in vari-
ous auxiliary union catalogs in Oriental and Slavic languages was as-
sumed by the Reference Deparrment.

in partial shipments. As a consequence the earlier volumes reached
subscribers well ahead of the week of November 16, 1970, when the
final volumes were shipped. This was a major accomprishment be-
cause the 1969 annual was the largest ever, listing in its thirteen
volumes 298,817 titles and over 670.000 locations.
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hand to fill future orders. The 1968 annual, which is temporarily out of

stock, is being reprinted and is scheduled to be available for distribution

by the Card Division in March 1971.
Books: Subiects, 1965-1969.--:fhe editing and preparation of page

copy for the Eoohs: Subiects, 1965-1969 quinqu,ennial cumulation was

completed in mid-November 1970 and the final shipment oi copy to

;. w. nawards was made December l-one month ahead of schedule. It

is estimated that this cumulation contains I.1 million subject entries

for 650,000 titles of post-1944 imprints. This is the first Boohs: Subie_cts-

quinquennial to show the full impact of Library of congress gxpanded
on"tr"ur acquisitions and catalogitg progtt-s under the Public Law

480 prograri and Title II-C of tie Higher Education Act of 1965. The

success 5f th.t" programs is reflected in the size of this cumulation,

which is almost iwiie that of the previous quinquennial, and in the

extensive listings found. under n.ttiretorls foreign literature- headings.

The complete 
"set 

will have 27,193 pages in forty-two -volumes 
and

will be unuilubl. from J. w. Edwards at $445 per set. Delivery to sub-

scribers is expected early in 1971.
National Register 

'of 
Mictoform Masters:-In September 1970

the ALA Subcoirmittee on the National Union Catalog apProved a

new alphabetical format for the National Register- of Microf orm Mas-

ters. Iti former listing of monographs by Library of Congress card num-

ber has been discont-inued atrd fotore issues will be in the form of a

brief-entry, author catalog. Pertinent added entries and coss-refer-

ences wilf be included whdn needed to locate a particular title. In this

new format, it is expected that the National Register_of ̂ Mi,croform
Masters, besides ptooidittg national bibliographic control of. microform

-urt"rr, will also be usJd at the local level as an analytical author

catalog for the many large sets or "libraries" of microforms now availa-

ble from commercial sources.
The 1969 issue of tr]ie Nati.onal Registet of Microform Masters,

distributed in November 1970, lists only serials, and is a complete and

updated. cumulation which supersedes the serials sections of the 1966'

t007, and 1968 issues. Howeve^r, the earlier issues must continue to be

used to locate entries for monographs until a comparable cumulation

for monographs in the new alphabetical format is completed' -
EffortJ aie no* underway to encourage improved and expanded

reporting to rhe National negister of Microform Masters.In particular,

it witt b"e urged that reports 
"te 

in the form of a standard catalog card

entry, long pioven effective in the National Union Catalog',
ii".t[op"rt on MicrofiIr?.-Preliminary wo-rk has begun on the

sevenrh idition of Newspapers on MicrofiIm. Current workload esti

mates indicate that this Ldition will include over 42,000 titles of do-

mestic and foreign newspaPers, compared with 21,700 titles in the sixth

edition. A publicatiott 
^dute 

for this new edition cannot yet be Pre-
dicted.

New Serial Titles. 1961-1970.-A solicitation for ofiers to publish
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in five volumes a decennial edition of. New seri,al Titles covering the
years 196l-1970 was issued ro prospective publishers in Novemner 1970.
The low bidder was Rowman & Littlefield. The cumulation will be
priced at $149.25 per ser and should be available late in 1922.

Publication ol the Pre-1956 National (Jnion Catalog.-From its
inception through November 1970 over four million caids have been

ous stages of printin-g_ and binding, and copy is on hand at the pub-
lisher for nineteen additional volurnes.

A separate, entitled A Bibliogra?hy of the Catholic Church from the
NUC Pre-1956 Impri,nts, has been announced by Manselr for release in
october 1970. This section, comprising the main and added entries
for the catholic church with its organizarional and form subdivisions,
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ments and costs for manual editing.
A study by stafi members of the Technical Processes Research Of-

fice and the MARC Development Office describes the Process Informa-

tion File, one of the Library's important instruments of bibliographic
control and considers the merits of automating it. This single entry

file records an estimated 357,000 titles on order or under preliminary

was completed by the MARC Development Office.
TPR is intimately involved with many aspects of the development

and evaluation of the Library's program to convert cataloging records
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to machine-readable form both currently (MARC) and rerrospectively
(RECON). The Specialist in Technical Processes Research cbntinues
as a member of the RECON Working Task Force which is engaged in
various studies to elaborate ideas set forth in the original RrcoN re-
port. TPR also contributed to the project by making cost analyses of al-
ternative means of microfilming RECoN source documents, converting
the data to machine-readable form, and carying out the catalog com-
parison process.

National Libraries Task Force.-since the chief of the seriar Rec-
ord Division is also the chairman of the U.s. National Libraries Task
Force, a brief account of the accomplishments of the Task Force in
1970 is in order here to complete this annual review of processing De-
partment activities.

- During the year a Task Force composed of National Agricultural
Library, National Library of Medicine, and Library of Congress rep-
resentatives concentrated its attention on the national serials problem.
It maintained close review over the ARl-administered Nationil serials
Pilot Project, including the evaluation of procedures for inputting data
from the canadian union List of serials and for obtaining a vari-ety of
printouts in the MARC serial format. work sessions with the project
director and members of his stafi concentrated on such marrers as
editing requirements, verification of the correctness of the tags, need
for control numbers until assignment of the standard serial Number

-(with-provision for the insertion of the SSN later), and capability for
including subsequently acquired data. The system is intended to have
the capability of producing a consolidated listing of the live scientific
and technical serial titles held by the three national libraries, including
bibliographig and management data. It is designed to provide a ma-
chine-readable data base of information about current-scientific and
technical serials that can be of immediate use to the scientific and li-
brary communities as well as serve as a test case for continuing investi-
gations into solutions to the complex problems involved in estlblishing
automated controls over serial literature.

tion activities in their respective institutions. This review brought
out the essentiality of standard library codes and the need to address
more attention to human-factor problems in the preparation of source
data. There was also discussion of machine assignment of codes, for-
mat recognition, machine identification of fields and subfields, and
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machine assignment of content designators.
The mosi recent sessions of the Task Force have concentrated on

problems encountered by the National Serials Pilot Project in its work'toward 
the building of a national serials data base. These problems

are complicated by the fact that serial entries in the internal files of the

librarieJ vary in accordance with the variety of rules followed over a

long period of time.
The Task Force has also continued its cooPerative efiorts in ac-

quisitions planning and standards development. It has cooperated with

other national and international library automation projects. In May

l97O for example, it met with representatives of the British National
Libraries ADP Study, which is supported by a grant of f100,000. The

automation centers and their impact. The conference revealed the
similarity of goals, techniques, and problems between the national
Iibraries' efforts in the two countries. The directors of both programs will
see that activities are coordinated in every aPPropriate way and that
both benefit from full information exchange.
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A Sysfemafic Approach fo Performance
Evaluafion of Out-of-Print Book Dealers'
The San Fernando Valley State College
Experience

Brrrv J. MrrcHnr,r,
Assistant C oIIe ge Li,brarian

uith the assistance of
Cenor BnooreN, Ac quisitions Librarian

San Fernando Valley State College
N orthridge, Calif ornia

Acquiring out-of-print boohs has long been a problem for college
and uniaersity libraries. This article discusses a plan deueloped by the
Acquisitions Department at San Fernando VaIIey State CoIIege for
acqui,ring o.p. books and for eaaluating the dealers who supply them.
By establishing a dealer's specialization fiIe by subject, a transaction
record, and a summary performance eualualion, it is possible to in-
cr.ease appreciably the uolume of o.F. titles obtained each year and to
purchase them at reasonabk prices.

-fHE ACQUISITION OF OUT-OF-PRINT MATERIAL for college
I and university libraries is a subject of continuing concern to acquisi-

tions librarians throughour rhe Unired States. It is difficult, if not impos-
sible, to locate a single o.p. dealer who is willing to search for, and able
to supply, books in all subjects at reasonable prices; consequently, li-
brarians are continually attempting to locate specialized dealers and to
evaluate their performance. The situation is further complicated by the
fact that o.p. problems are not exactly the same in all libraries. The old-
er library, with a well-established collection, seeks out specialized re-
search items that may be relatively scarce, whereas the newer library,
which is still establishing its basic collection, will need to acquire books
that are more readily available. In reality, pure cases of either type are
unusual; most libraries will need a mixture of both kinds of material.

Assuming that the library is building its collection systematically, the
acquisitions department will be deluged with requests for specific titles.
Under these circumstances the comparison of extensive and ever length-
ening want-lists with dealers' catalogs is too costly in stafi time to make it
worthy of consideration. The same strictures apply to advertising for
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wants in trade publications, since acquisitions would find itself receiv-
ing, tallying, and responding to thousands of quote$. This paper will
outline a relatively simple approach to large volume, o.p. buying devel-
oped at the new, rapidly developing college library at San Fernando Val-
ley State College. The system can be set up by any acquisitions librari-
an and thereafter handled by an experienced library assistant.

Three control files were established: (1) dealer specialization file by
subject; (2) transaction record on dealer activity; and (3) summary per-
formance evaluation of dealers.

D e aler S p e c ializati on F i,Ie

The first step in setting up such a system is the building of a vendor
file by subject. This is not as simple as it may sound since there are hun-
dreds of subject areas to be covered and many ways of referring to each.
To begin to bring some order into this morass, we used a subject arrange-
ment based on Dewey. The major subject classes were entered, each on a
3x5 index card. Dealers that specialized in these broad category materials
were listed on the body of the card. As dealers with more limited subject
specialties were located, subdivision index cards were made and the deal-
ers entered thereon.

Dealers and their special interests were collected from AB Boohman
and journal advertisements; a dealer's name was placed on the index card
corresponding to the broadest area for which he would search, as well as
on the card for each subdivision of that area. Dealers with verv limited
specialties were listed only on the guide card for that specific area. For
example, a dealer whose listed specialty is social science appears on that
guide card, as well as all subdivisions: e.g., anthropology, education, and
sociology. But a dealer who lists only anthropology appears only on the
anthropology card.

For the system to function effectively, a corps of 75-150 dealers must
be accumulated as an initial dealer pool. There should be at least two
specialists for every subject area of concern to the library, and an opti-
mal number for the initial pool is five for each subject. After a pool of
sufficient size has accumulated and been carded, some sort of search re-
quest letter must be sent to each dealer.

Our letter asks if the dealer would be willing to search o.p. books in
his announced subject specialty and explains certain of our purchasing
policies. One stated policy, for example, is that our want-lists are issued
on an exclusive basis for one year. Another policy states that a book
costing under $35 need not be quoted but may be shipped as a firm sale.
The dealer is to reply if he wishes to receive our lists under these con-
ditions; dealers whb reply in the affirmative are sent an initial list in
their specialty.

Dealet's Transaction Record

Want-lists, which are in efiect informal orders, are prepared on a
form letter that reiterates our purchasing policies. A formal purchase
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Date

order is not prepared until a shipment is received. As wants are supplied
from the list, performance statistics are collected for each dealer in or-
der to provide the data needed for evaluation. A second fiIe by dealer's
name recording each transaction results.

The form presently in use at San Fernando Valley State College for
manual collection of this data is shown in Figure l.

Dealer name

No. of Confirming
Titles Order
Ordered No.

Total titles supplied by length of time
between order and receipt

3mo. 6mo. 9mo. l2mo. l5mo. 18mo. Total Price

Figure I

Each dealer has one or more cards in the file; as want-lists are issued to
him they appear as a date and number of titles in the far left columns.
As titles affi.ve, a confirming order (primarily for our records-the want-
list can serve as an order for the dealer) is prepared, an order number is
issued, and the number of titles recorded in the proper place on the time
grid. The total price appears in the far right column. Sufficient space
must be left between entry of each new want-list for recording of the
titles as they arrive; if want-lists are large or if the dealer is given to sup-
plying titles ope at a time, several cards may be required for each want-
list.

Since it is necessary at all times to know hor,v many titles are outstand,-
ing with a given dealer, cancellations must also be noted on the statistics
card. These cancellations usually occur when we find that a title has been
reprinted and the out-of-print copy is no longer needed, or when we re-
ceive the item as a gift. The example in Figure 2 illustrates the record-
ing of five cancelled titles. We record them very simply by crossing out
the number of outstanding titles and entering a new total reduced by
the number of titles cancelled. Once the number supplied reaches the
number ordered, or when a yeat has passed with little activity and the re-
maining titles are ready for cancellation and reassignment to another
dealer, closing of that particular want-list is noted on the card. F{owever,
the card itself remains in the file to tell its story when the evaluation is
made.

Summary Perlormance Eaaluation ol Dealers

After the accumulation of a year's data, the performance evaluation
can be made. (Evaluations can be made at any time, but at least one
year, or the period for which the dealers have the want-lists on an exclu-
sive basis, is the minimum time for the first comparison.) The method
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Dealer name
No. of Confirming
Titles Order

Date Ordered No.

Total titles supplied by length
of time between order and recei

l8mo. Total Price

Order Completed

Figure 2

for tallying this data is necessarily somewhat detailed. On the worksheet
we record the information as shown in Figure 3.

Total
Total Titles /"

Deal- Titles Sup- Sup-
er Ordered plied plied

Total
Total Titles /o

Deal- Titles Sup- Sup-
er Ordered plied plied

Total t i t les supplied by length
of time betweeri order-& receipt

3mo. 6mo. 9mo. lZmo. 15mo. l8mo.
Total Unit
Cost Cost

We record every dealer to whom we have sent a list, even if his response
has been zero. We record the total number of titles listed with him over
the year, and the total received in three months, six months, and so on.
Finally, we total the cost of titles supplied by each dealer and enter it on
the worksheet. When all of the data have been recorded, we calculate
the unit costs and the total percentage of titles supplied for each dealer.

Total titles supplied by length
of time between order & receipt

3mo. 6mo. 9mo. l2mo. l5mo. l8mo.
Total
Cost

Figure 4

Library Resources b Technical Seruices

Unit
Cost
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The chart in Figure 4 collects the basic data which are required for
performance evaluation. It is essentially a compilation of the year's ac-
iivity in o.p. books, arranged by dealer, and showing unit costs and the
percentage of titles supplied.

In order to make valid comparisons and decisions on whether or not
to retain an individual dealer, dealers should be compared to others
within the same specialty where this is possible. Our decisions take the
following factors into consideration:

A. Percent supplied:
Is it large? If not, are there extenuating circumstances, such as

. low unit cost or specialization in a subject that is difficult to cover
and of crucial importance to the library? Perhaps special additional
services are provided by the dealer that make it worthwhile to
retain him, despite low returns.

B. Percent supplied over a period of time:
Does everything come in within the first three months, indicating
a dealer who supplied from stock and does not bother to search?
Does the dealer continue to supply over a period of time, indicating
an active searching program?

C. Unit Cost:
Compared to in-print books on the same subject, is the unit cost
high? Does this reflect genuine difficulty in acquiring the material?
If not, is this factor balanced by an extraordinarily large percent
supplied? Is this subject so hard to cover that high unit costs must
be accepted?

D. Other changes over time:
Is the percent supplied by this dealer declining? Does this seem
related to the increasing size of the orders being placed with him?
Is it correlated with a rising unit cost? Perhaps fewer orders should
be placed with him to maintain performance. Is the dealer chang-
ing his subject specialty? If so, we revise our guide card to reflect
this change.

E. Subject specialties:
Does the actual performance of this dealer match the subject
specialty he clairns, or do his responses reflect a concentration in
something difierent? A review of the confirming orders placed with
him will reveal this.

F orei,gn Dealer Perf ormance

Foreign publications are not usually want-listed by subject, but rath-
er by countfy, group of countries, or by language. An exception to this
procedure is made for British publications. Since we purchase a great
many British publications and several dealers are available, it becomes
worthwhile to divide them as we do domestic publications. A few prac-
tical examples might serve better to point out the techniques used in the
evaluation of foreign dealer performance (see Figure 5).
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SUBJECT: All publication
Total

Total Tirles /o
Deal- Titles Sup- Sup-

et Ordered plied plied

s from Spain
Total t i t les supplied by Iength
oI time betwein order'& reJeipt

3mo. 6mo. 9mo. l2mo. l5mo. l8mo.
Total Urrit
Cost Cost

A I r32

226
49

64
C
D

I zs.ro r .28
B l 43.70 7.28

4.74
E l  9 2
F l  1 4 8 135.09 2.37

It is easy to see that Dealer F shows superior performance and should
be the first choice of dealers in this subject. Figures based on eighteen
months' experience indicate that he has supplied 39 percent of the titles
requested and that his unit cost of $2.37 is the second lowest recorded.
FIe searches steadily and turns up material over a long period of time on
a regular basis.

Dealer A has the lowest unit cost but his rate of return is not very
high. It appears possible that our lists to him may be fairly recent and
that his pe centage of return will improve given time. This possibility
necessitates a look at the original data sheets to ascertain date of issue
for lists to him.

Dealer B has a high unit cost ancl a low rate of return. He should be
kept for use as a last iesort.

Dealers C and D have a fairly good rate of return and acceptable
unit costs. They should be used on the second and third attempts to ob-
tain material not supplied by Dealer F.

Dealer E has the best return record of all the dealers, but his unit
cost is extremely high. Possible explanation should be sought in the na-
ture of the titles he supplied; the actual orders will reveal whether he
has been supplying art books, expensively produced books in other fields,
or other material of a nature that iustifies the high unit cost. But even
if no explanation for the high unii cost can be f6und in the actual or-
ders, he should not be discarded, but should be kept in reserve ro search
for those titles that all the other dealers have failed to locare.

The General Search Dealer

There are dealers who do not limit themselves by subject, but who in-
dicate a willingness to search for anything and everything. General deal-
ers are useful for covering subjects for which no specialized dealer has
been found, and for those items for which it is difficult to assign a spe-
cific subject: books whose titles are general or uninformative, books that
cover several subjects, and so on (see Figure 6).

It appears that among the dealers who supply all subjects, Dealer E
is a reasonable first choice. His unit cost is slightly higher than the sec-
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SUBJECT: All U.S. Publications (General Search Dealers)
Total Total titles supplied by length

Total Titles /o of time between order & receipt
Deal- Titles Sup- Sup-

et Ordered plied plied 3mo. 6mo. 9mo. l2mo. 15mo. l8mo.
Total Unit
Cost Cost

472.84 9.27
0

t2.50

9.76

Figure 6

ond best performer, Dealer A, but his overall performance is better. His
record shows continued searching and considerable success over time.
Dealer H, with high unit cost and a very low total percentage supplied,
shows a pattern of good supplying over the initial months but a quick
decline thereafter. It is quite possible that this pattern is related to the
extremely large number of titles outstanding with him; perhaps an ini-
tial success has led us to overload a small operation. A study of the origi-
nal statistics cards should clarify this point.

Dealers B, D, and G, who have supplied nothing, also should be
checked on the statistics cards. The cards will indicate how long lists
have been outstanding to these dealers. If the time period approaches a
year, these dealers should be dropped from the pool immediately, par-
ticularly in view of the large number of titles placed with them which
might be more profitably placed with a dealer who responds. In any case,
no further lists should be issued to B and D until they show response to
the large number of titles already listed with them.

Better Dealer Deci,sions Possible

Few decisions concerning the selection of dealers are easy for an ac-
quisitions librarian to rnake, even after scrutinizing all of the objective
evidence. A few dealers will, of course, be exceptionally good or exceP-
tionally bad and pose no problems. The majority will fall somewhere
between these extremes, and all factors will have to be considered in the
light of the strengths and weaknesses of the evaluating library's collec-
tion. What may be desperately needed in one library may be so well cov-
ered in another that only the best dealer performance will be tolerated.

183
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our o.p. procedures the gathering of statistics is continuous, and evalua-
tions can be made at any time.) The overall return for the first year of
operation was 27 percent (of 17,689 titles ordered, 4,720 were received).
The average unit cost for the 4,720 titles received was $10.18. When
compared with the average unit cost of in-print books (all subjects) of
$9.19 for the same time period, the result appears to be quite good.

We believe that this approach to o.p. buying provides a technique
for obtaining materials and for evaluating vendor performance that
can be adapted to an individual library's needs, and refined as extensive-
ly as necessary. The method used to arrive at those results may be ap-
plied by any library that feels the need to exercise a closer control over
its o.p. acquisitions program.
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Telefacsimile at Penn State University:
A Report on Operations during 1968-1969

W. C,*r. JecrsoN
Di.rector of Li,braries

P ennsylaania State U niuersity

A telefacsimil,e network links rnost of the Pennsyfuania State Uniaersity,
Commonuealth Campus libraries, which are located throughout the
state, uith the main library at Uniansity Park. These libraries haae
lirnited teaching-oriented collections not intend.ed to support indiaidual
res,earch. The telefacsimile network enables users of the libraries to
haae access to the large research collections at Uniaersi,ty Park. This
article discusses the operations of the network for the year 1968-1969,
equiprnent used, problerns inaolaed., and costs, It was originally pre-
sented at a rneeting of the RTSD Telefacsimile Committee at the 1970
ALA Miduinter Meeting in Chicago.

I\TOW IN ITS FIFTH YEAR OF OPERATION, a telefacsimile net-
I \ work links most of the Pennsylvania State University, Common-
wealth Campus libraries with the main library at University Park. The
system was considered necessary because of the basic decision of the
university libraries to develop and maintain large research collections
only at University Park while providing smaller teaching-oriented
collections at the Commonwealth Campus libraries. The economic ra-
tionale of a telefacsimile system appeared self-evident in view of the de-
cision to limit collections. These campuses are located in all parts of
Pennsylvania, and at the present time ofier two years instruction to-
ward the baccalaureate degree or a two-year terminal program. Their
library collections are directly related to their level of teaching and are
not intended to support faculty research or individual student inves-
tigation. Prior to the development of the telefacsimile network, which
was planned to back up the limited resources of the campus libraries,
there was no way to supplement these resources with any kind of speed,
although traditional methods of supplying materials were used.

The use of telefacsimile equipment at Penn State began during an
initial test period of six months from September 1966 through March
1967. The university provided funds to permit difierent types of tele-
facsimile equipment to be tested in a side-by-side comparison. In this
original test only the quality of the machines was evaluated. As a re-
sult of the test, Magnafax Telecopiers (marketed by Xerox Cor-
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poration), which transmit over telephone Iines, were chosen for use
in the Penn State network. These telecopiers transmit a standard size
document at the rate of one page every six minutes.

During the spring of 1967, telefacsimile equipment was installed at
eight campus libraries. In this phase, the use of the equipment was
evaluated to see if it was accomplishing its purpose of supplementing
the limited library resources of the campus libraries. After these in-
stallations proved successful, the telefacsimile network was expanded
so that it now includes nineteen of the campus libraries. Although we
are still in the process of analyzing the network from a standpoint of
cost and effectiveness, this report is the result of an analysis of our op-
eration at the end of the fiscal year 1968-1969.

The campus units are currently serviced by one machine located in
Pattee Library at University Park, but each telecopier can communi-
cate with a unit at any other location. Most of the transmissions from
University Park to the campuses are made via a special WATS line;
transmissions of relatively short duration may be made from the cam-
puses to University Park over regular telephone lines. However, if it
appears that a transmission from a campus will require more than
three minutes for its completion, the operator at University Park calls
back the campus library through the wide area facility and the trans-
mission is made over this line. Telefacsimile transmission of lengthy
sets of material and of material not needed in a hurry is impractical
at the present stage of equipment development. Flowever, in cases
where there is an urgent need for relatively small quantities of mate-
rial, current telefacsimile facilities perform an invaluable service.

Somewhat severe limitations were placed upon the use of telefac-
simile equipment when the program was first established in order to
prevent an overloading of telephone lines and to allow the people ser-
vicing the equipment to perform adequately duties which were not
related to the telefacsimile operation. The rigidity of these limitations
caused only a minimum use to be made of the facilities, and thus
during the 1969 fiscal year they were relaxed substantially. As a con-
selluence, and with additional encouragement to use the telefacsimile
equipment, there has been a steady increase in its use.

During the first half of the fiscal year, the copying of requested ma-
terial from periodicals and books and transmission of the copies to the
campuses were part of the duties of two clerks who were also deeply
involved in the placing and processing of book orders. Approximately
midway in the 1969 fiscal year these clerks were relieved of the copying
and telefacsimile responsibilities, and these duties were turned over to
a new clerk located in the interlibrary loan department. At the outset
it seemed that one full-time clerk would be able to handle the part-
time duties of the two clerks previously responsible. However, it was
found that absences from the full-time clerk's desk for the searching
and reproduction of requested materials made telephone contact with
her difficult. Thus, a large amount of the campus librarians' and the
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Commonwealth Campuses library personnel's time was wasted in at-
tempting to make telephone contacts with the telefacsimile clerk. To
correct this, it was necessary to hire two students on a part-time basis
to assist the interlibrary loan, telefacsimile clerk. A request was made
in the budget for fiscal 1970 for the creation of an additional clerical
position to aid with these duties. Approval of this request will help to
assure the continuation of telefacsimile and interlibrary loan services
not only throughout the school terms, but during term breaks as well.

Many of the new telecopier transceivers were installed for the first
time during the first six months of fiscal year 1969. Properly adjusting
these machines following their installation frequently consumed periods
of several weeks during which transmissions over these units were of a
distinctly substandard quality. Also, the installation dates of some of
these machines are in doubt, a fact which makes it difficult to deter-
mine the exact number of operating units at any given time during
the first half of the fiscal period. Therefore, the total transmissions of
all units for this period have been used to calculate a single monthly
average, and this average has been used as a point of departure in
demonstrating the increases in usage during the 1968-1969 fiscal year.

An average of seventy pages was transmitted during each month in
the last half of 1968 (the first six months of fiscal year 1969). Tele-
phone line rentals, telecopier rentals (assumed to be for nineteen
units), supplies, and personnel costs for this average month total
$1,478.69, for a cost per page of g2l.l2. In January 1969 after changing
one Telecopier I unit for a Telecopier II, the cost of transmitting
sixty-five pages was $1,491.95, for an average cost of $22.95. An increase
to 105 pages transmitted in February raised costs for the month, to
$1,505.64, for an average cost per page of $14.34. In March the trans-
missions fell to ninety-two as rhe cosrs decreased to $1,501.39. This
action raised the average cost for March to $16.32 per page. The sub-
stantial increase to 212 pages transmitted in April riised the total cost
for the month to $1,653.38, but yielded a decrease in average cost per
page to $7.80. In May the transmissions increased still further to 241
pages, cost a total of 91,665.58, and yielded a further reduction in cost per
page to $6.91. There was a substantial but not unexpected decrease in
June transmissions to a total of fifty-two. They were sent at a total cost
of $1,601.89, for an average cosr per page of $30.80, The total pages
sent during the last half of the fiscal year (the first six months of 1969)
was 767. The total six months' cost was $9,420.03, for an average cost of
$12.28. An average for the fiscal year has not been presented because
of the somewhat stochastic nature of the figures used in the first six
months of the fiscal year.

Table I shows the actual operational results for the fiscal year
1968-1969 and Table 2 shows the comparative costs at 50 percent and
100 percent utilization with both the wATS line and with unlimited wide
area telephone availability. By the end of calendar year t96g almost
unlimited wide area telephone service throughout pennsylvania was
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expected to be available to Penn State and to all other Pennsylvania
state universities, colleges, and their branches. This wide area service,
it is understood, will be subsidized by the state to a degree wherein the
individual cost per line to the universities will be negligible. We have
compared the estimated costs of using the telefacsimile equipment
with the unlimited wide area service to the cost of using it with the
current WATS line which bears a monthly rental of $500. The compar-
ison has been made at two levels of operations. The first assumes a full
eight hours' use per working day of the telecopier unit located in the
Commonwealth Campuses library office; it is immaterial whether the
machine's use is as a transmitter or as a receiver. At this level it is as-
sumed that a total of ten pages can be transmitted (or received) per
hour for a total of 1,733 pages per month. Excluding the possibility of
concurrent campus-to-campus transmissions over regular telephone
lines, this level of operarion represents the maximum that can be ob-
tained under the most optimum conditions, and also represents com-
plete utilization of the telecopier and wide area telephone equipment
during normal working hours. A differentiation is made between the
costs under these conditions using the present WATS line with its
rental charge of $500 per month, and using the anticipated unlimited
wide area facilities presumed to be available by the end of this year.
Using the current WATS line, the cost per page transmitted totals
$1.36, while with rhe unlimited wide area facilities this cosr falls to
$ l . 07 .

The second level of operations has assumed a usage of 50 percent of
maximum level. Under these conditions the cost with the WATS line
is $2.37 per page, while with the unlimited wide area facilities it is
$1.79. The figures representing 50 percent utilization of the telefac-
simile facilities seem at present to be the most realistic assessment of
future maximum activity. Even this level would make it highly desira-
ble either to employ lower-priced operators to perform machine duties,
or to make use of whatever mechanical feeding and receiving at-
tachments might become available.
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A Shelflist Conversion
for Multi-Library Uses

Epwnno Jouu Kezrnusras
Assistant Professor

Graduate School ol Library Science
Uniaersity of Southern Calif orni,a

Los Angeles, Calif orni,a

costs and actual and contemblated, resul,ts are listed.

Background,

cess.
A number of library auromation projects were studied, planned, and

implemented. Although these projects provided specific liririted results,
it soon became evident that total librirv autom;tion could nor occur
without conversion of the library's main or basic file, the shelflist, into
machine-readable form. conversion of the shelflist would form the ba-
sis for automation activities in the three major technical services areas:
acquisitions, cataloging, and serials, as well as in the public services areas:
circulation and reference.

Basic Considerations
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tive conversion would be available later. Therefore, it was decided to
ereate a data base with limited bibliographic information which could
still be used for a variety of results; one whi.ch could' forrn the basis, for
future automation and could later utilize full bibliographic data devel-
oped by other sources. With the foregoing points in mind; the sy$tems
group turned to conversion of a lirnited shelflist. We deeided that the
following elements were essential to meet our needs: LC card num.ber,
LC classification number, main entry (shortened)r title (shortened), and
serial record indicators.

The LC card number is a number which presently exists on out
shelflist and on the MARC records. It is a r,rumber which is readily used
and identified by our library staff. The LC card number could be the key
to the author/title record, and could be used as the key to the exchange
of machine-readable data. The nurnber could also be used in some of
the sorting and proeessing routin€s since sorting numerics is easier than
alpha-numerics: The LC card number is carried as an eleven character
field, which allows for three leading alpha or numeric characters and
eight numerics. Our library assigns similar numbers to non-Lc nurn-
bered items with the following identifying prefix format: CNS (Cali-
fornia Northridge. State.). A record is kept of the assigged numbers so
that any unique numbers assigned by the Library of Congress can be
used lacer to update the file.

The LC classification number keys directly to our master inventory
record, the shelflist, without deating a need to consult int€rmediate rec-
ords, and it enables us to tell various things about the item itself from
the class numtrer, which could not be deduced from an arbitrary desig-
nation. The number already exists on and in our circulating and most
of our noncirculating materials. In checking the shelflist, we deter-
mined that thirty-six characters would adequately support the classifica-
tion number. The results of our cbnversion showed that our estirnates
were correct, and we only exceeded our thirty-six-character limit three
times. Four additional spaces were used for LC classification prefixes,
such as F (folio), REF (reference), FREF (folio-reference), and J
(juvenile). Holdings information was taken directly frorn the shelflist
cards and incorporated into the LC classification number as marked on
the physical volume.

Example: ML4l0.S4B86V.5C.2

QA76.5.K451963C.6

Our investigation of the main entry and title data determined that
our first consideration should be the identification of material for easy
interpretation by students, faculty members, and library staff members.
A second consideration was the ease of input by keypunch operators. We
decided against abbreviations which could cause confusion. Most, author
and title records could be easily incorporated into one card each, and in
most cases, much less. We limited ourselves to one card for main entry
and one eard for title" each having a field of ftfty-four eharacters: We
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atrso allowed space for the repetitiort of celtain dat4 the LC card num-

It must be re.
be placed into

ber. and certain codes.
Specific rules were established for punching eRtries-

mem'bered, however, that the majority of entries could

the fifty-four spaces al'loted for both main entry and title'

l. General rules:
a. use no abbreviations other than those established by Library of

Congress.
b. Ignore diacritical rnarks.
c. Pirnch non-Roman alphabets in their transliterated form'

2. Punching the mairi entrY:
a. Omit d.ates and information following the author's name, with

the exception of personal titles.
3. Punching a corporate entry:

a. Include dl of the corporare entry that is possible to include in

the fifty-four spaces wilhout ending with an incomplete word'

b. when'punching a cotpotate entry, use no abbreviation except

those eitablished by thi Library of Congress; use no ellipsis ex-

cept as outlined for symposiums, conferences, etc', which re-

peit information from the entry in the title.

4. Punching a symposium, conference, etc.:
a. Omitlnformation from the main entry and the title indicating

the omission by ellipsis so as to more adequately describe the

material. City and date are important elernents.

5. Punching the title entry:
a. The tltle should always be stopped at the first period if there

is no other internal Punctuation which indicates that a stop

could be made.
b. The title should always be stopped at the first semicolon'

c. The title may be stopped at a comma unless the comma indi-

cates words in a series-or sets off a d'ate, place, or name which

is meant to be part of the title.
d. The title may ire stopped at a colon unless the words to the co-

lon do not rnake sense or describe the contents of the book'

rn ord.er to furnish serial holdings which are not indicated on our

shelflist, is was necessary to identify serials in some way so that the hold-

ings could be obtained from our seParate serial record file. Serial iden-

tifi-cation was done by coding the input cards, which were later sorted out

and taken to the serials d,epartment for holdings. The code is trans-

ferred to ,the tape record when the data are submitted to taPe and can

be used to identify all serial items in the shelflist.
Our shelflist is typical of Iibrary shelflists. It is a catalog of books

arranged by LC clasiificatic,n number and is .the official working record

of thJ cataiog department" Library holdings, with the excePtion of the

seriatrs record items. ar.e sno*wn on thc shilflist cards, which also indicate
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those items which have been reported missing or withdrawn. We have
separate shelflists for music scores and juvenile books, which were con-
verted. When we started, the main shelflist file contained approximately
300,000 volumes, or 200,000 title records. All records in the shelflist,
with the exception of micromaterials, periodicals, and special collection
materials, were converted. These special materials will be converted at
a later date.

System

While several methods of producing machine-readable records were
possible, local keypunching under our own supervision was selected.
Such alternate methods as optical scanning and contract conversion were
investigated and considered, but the deciding factor in our decision was
the immediate availability of two keypunch machines ofiered to us by
our comPuter center.

To facilitate proofing, the IBM records of the converted shelflist
were listed in a format suitable for checking. These listings showed typ-
ing errors and produced numerous error diagnostics designed to main-
tain format and correct tape records, such as below:

"LC card number from the author record does not match that of the
title record."

"Ernor of the second kind in the LC classification number. Character after
the leading letters cannot be identified as numeric."
"Error of the thirteenth kind in the LC classification number. No numerics
after the first author initial."

The listings that were produced were proofed against the actual shelf-
list cards. Errors were marked on the punched cards, and the cards were
corrected. All additions to the shelflist (new items, added volumes, and
copies of serials and monographs) were keypunched, proofed, and cor-
rected in a similar manner, and are used to update bibliographic files.

The keypunched cards for the proofed sectien of the shelflist and
currently added materials were used to create the bibliographic file. Orig-
inal versions of the program were written in COBOL for the GE-435
using a tape operating system. This has recently been revised to operate
under a disk system. The logical record length of the seven-level 800 bpi
bibliographic tapes is 284 characters with seven records to a block.

We sequenced these bibliographic files by the LC classification num-
ber, the same sequence as the shelflist. Sorts were available for LC card
number sequencing, and LC card number prefix sequencing. This deci-
sion to use the LC classification number made us solve the traditional
problem of machine-sorting the LC classification. This field could not
be filed letter by letter, since it contains a mixture of alpha, numeric,
and decimal characters. To solve this problem, a program expands this
field to a maximum of fifty-six characters, and places these characters in-
to fourteen distinct fields.
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CLASSIFICATION NUMBER EXPANSION

Field
Number

Character
Designation

alpha
numeric
period

numeric
numeric
special

numeric
numeric
period
alpha

numeric
alpha

numenc
alpha-numeric

Maximum
Characters

3
4
I
4
+
I
,
,
I
I
4
I
4

24

I
I

3
4
0

6
I

8
9

l0
n
12
l 3
l4

Examples:

Class:
HA20l.B24

Expanded Class:
dneozo t.0000000000000.8002400000000000000000000000000000

Class:
HA20l.l439.B24V.l

Expanded Class:
dneozot. t+49000000000.8002400000v. 1000000000000000000000

Class:
HA20l1936.B86V.1C.3

Expanded class:
dneozot.ooo0l 93600000.8008600000v. lc. 3000000000000000000

Data Record Layout

l-l I LC card number
l2 done (book card Pundred)
13-15 LC classification Prefix
16-?l LC classification number expanded

72-107 LC classification number
108 serial record code
109-124 filler
125-134 LC card number
135 card code
lE6-189 main entry
190-204 filler
205-214 LC card number
215 card code
2lO-269 title
210-284 filler
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After one and a half years, we had our basic file in machine-readable

form and had a method of keeping this file uP-to-date for additions,

deletions, and conections. New shelflist cards are forwarded to the sys-

tems group before they are filed. These records are punched and

u$ed 6 ,rpdate the file for new acquisitions. The systems group also re-

ceives notice of withdrawals. The records of the withdrawals ar€ used

to delete the record from the tape file. Items involving minor changes

come through as withdrawals and then as new items to be added to the

file.

z>J
UU

! . 3
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Cosfs

Steps involved in conversion (based on actual cost
conversion of over 300,000 items).

I. Keyboarding
397 titles per man-day or
596 volumes per man-day
@ $22.00 per day for keypunch operator

2. Vis.ual Proofing
516 titles per man-day or
775 volumes per man-day
@ $13.20 per day for student assistant proofer

3. Correction Keyboarding
Based on 5 percent overall error rate.
Correction rate of I tl boxes per man-day
@ $13.20 per day for student assistant corrector

4. Supervision (half-time position)
for lt/2 years
@ $22.00 per day

5. Supplies
750,000 cards @ $.92 M

6. Equipment
rental of 2 IBM 026 Keypunches for I year and
I IBM 026 fior r/2year

Our Total Conuersion Cost

Results and Conclusions

for completing

90.0554 per title

$0.0256 per title

The first result of the conversion was the availability of book infor-
mation for a circulation system. A program extracted LC card and LC
classification information and punched individual book cards. The book
cards were taken to the stacks and individually compared with the cor-
responding physical volume. If the card and book corresponded exactly,
the book card was placed in the book. The book-carding brought about
a natural inventory of our collection, with the additional result of
pointing out errors in our shelflist, in book-marking, on the serial rec-
ord, and on tape bibliographic files. Items supposedly withdrawn were
located and had to be reinstated or destroyed; books marked differently
had to be corrected; and missing items had to be replaced or the records
withdrawn. Also, the machine-readable book cards were now in the books
available to be used in an automated circulation system (inaugurated
April 1970 using BroDart Kompunch input devices).

New book lists in LC classification number order are created month-
ly, and copies are distributed to the reference department and subject

$0.0044 per title

$0.0203 per title

$0.0035 per title

$0.0070 per title
#0.1162 per title
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bibliographers who use them when discussing current acquisitions in a
particular field. The bibliographers have also used the shelflist print-
outs in conjunction with bibliographic surveys and in conjunction with
visits of accreditation teams.

Other projects using the converted shelflist file are now in the plan-
ning stages, and they include the following:

Cataloging l. Monthly statistics that are produced from the
computer.

2. Basis for completing full bibliographic computer-
based file.

3. Duplication of the shelflist for other locations.
l. Searching of our holdings (manually or by ma-

chine) by LC card number rather than other
Acquisitions

methods (main entry or title).
Basis for an acquisitions system.
New book lists in various other sequences other
than just classification sequence.
A serials record holdings list.

An overall implementation schedule for the above projects is being
decided. Our library now has the basis for a total automated library sys-
tem using a converted data base. The cost to achieve this data base, in
view of the possible results, was reasonable.
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Handling Changes in Superinfendent of
Documenfs Classificafion

Rosnnr M. SrurvroNs
Documents Librarian

lames P. Adams Library
Rhode Island College, Proaidence

Documents librarians were recently informed of a significant rnodifica-
tion in Superintendent of Documents classification. The notations
for all FS classes uere changed to HE. In addition, new number desig-
nations wne assigned to Public Health Service publications. The mag-
nitude of these reuisions makes it imperatiae for documents librarians
to deaelop suitable rnethods for dealing uith this problem. The most
satisfactory procedure for handling changes is the complete reclassi-
fication of old and neu publications to conform uith newly assigned
notations. This method insures that the publications for each agency
will be located together on the shelaes and, that closely connected
series will not be split.

OST PERSONS KNOWLEDGEABLE ENOUGH to express an
opinion on the subject will agree that the grearest disadvantage of

the Superintendent of Documents classification system is the necessity
for frequent notation changes. Superintendent of Documents classifica-
tion arranges the publications of the United States Government by issu-
ing agency. Consequently, administrative reorganization in the federal
government results in a corresponding reorganization of the Superin-
tendent of Documents classification scheme. This would not be a major
problem if the federal bureaucracy did nor resemble a child's kaleido-
scope in its ability to continually rearrange itself into an infinite variety
of patterns. Since constant upheaval is a fact of life for librarians
using Superintendent of Documents classification, they should clearly
understand the implications of notation changes, and they should devel-
op suitable procedures for dealing with them.

Depository libraries are informed of classification changes through
the laconic notes appearing on tlrre Daily Deposi.tory Shipping Li,sts.
Other libraries will find this information listed in the "New Classifica-
tion Numbers" section of the Monthly Catalog. A typical relocarion oc-
curs when an agency of the government is transferred from one admin-
istrative unit to another. Shifts may be made from one department to
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another, or they may be made within a department. In either case, a new

classification notation is assigned to the publications of the agency in-

volved. For example, when the United States Coast Guard was trans-

ferred from the bepartment of the Treasury to the Department of

Transportation in 1966, its notation was changed fuom T47._to TD5'

Similarly, when the President's Committee on Employment of the Hand-

icapped was moved from the Department of Labor to the Executive of-

nce bf the President, its letter notation was changed from L to PrEx.

One conforting factor is that notification of classification changes is

made piecemeal as each specific title is issued, so that the required adjust-

ments can likewise be made gradually.
Documents librarians were recently informed of a significant modi-

fication in the Superintendent of Documents classification system. Daa'ly

Depository Shippi,ng List 5393, dated December 18, 1969, bore the under-
lined message, r'Due to the necessity for clarification within our office we
are in the process of changing all FS classes. The new designation will be
HE." The-notation FS refers to the Federal Security Agency, which was
superseded by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in
1953. For some unexplained reason, the old designation had been left in-
tact during the intervening years. Although this change was long over-
due, it wai a traumatic event for documents librarians with large hold-
ings in FS. In its terse, two-sentence notice, the Division of Public Docu-
ments relocated a major unit of the Superintendent of Documents clas-
sification. In some cases the alteration involved merely the letter nota-
tion. The designation for the Office of Education, International Educa-
tion Seri,es, for example, was changed from FS5.214: to HE5.2l4:. Even
more complicated was the reorganization of the Public Health Service
which required alteration of letters and numbers. The seties Vital Statis'
tics of the United States was changed from FS 2.112: to HE 24.2212:..
The scale and complexity of the problems created by the shift from FS
to HE further emphasize the need for librarians to give serious atten-
tion to the issue of documents reclassification.

In any case, documents librarians cannot ignore classification changes,
(much to the regret of many of them no doubt). When the inevitable

relocations occur, decisions must be made on the correct technique for
handling them. The following three points summarize the possible
methods for dealing with classification changes:

I. Continuing to assign old notations.
2. Assigning new notations to publications issued after the change;

leaving old notations on material issued before the change.
3. Assigning new notations to publications issued after the change;

reclassifying older publications.
The first method, continuing to assign old notations, is impractical

for several reasons. One result would be to limit the usefulness of print-
ed bibliographic apparatus. The Monthly Catalog and other lists provid-
ed by the Government Printing Offrce include the Superintendent of
Documents classification with their entries. These lists would no longer
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serve as location devices for new material. Another objection to this
method is that it would require notations to be invented for series which
come into existence after the change. Following the conversion from FS
to FIE, the Public Health Service added numerous new tirles to its list.
Libraries retaining the FS would have to fabricate designations for each
of these new titles. This defeats one major advantage of Superinten-
dent of Documents classification, which is that publications arrive with
prefixed notations. Finally, the intention of Superintendent of Docu-
ments classification is to conform to the structure of the federal govern-
ment. The retention of old notations would transform documents col-
lections into esoteric memorials to extinct administrative relationships.
Familiarity with current bureaucratic arrangements would be of little
assistance in locating publications.

jor result will be to keep like things together, this method insures that
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the Superintendent of Documents classification system is used to its max-

imum efiectiveness.
The procedure for reclassifying government documents, briefly de-

scribed, consists of the following steps:
l. Assemble the item card, shelflist card (and any other records),

and all issues of the title involved.
2. Correct the notation on all records either by editing old cards or

by making out new cards.
3. Make "see" references from old to new notations.
4. Correct notations appearing on all issues of the title.

5. Refile corrected reiords and reshelve reclassified volumes in their

new locations.
Even the most emcient documents librarians may have trouble keep-

ing pace with large scale reclassification projects such as the -conversion
froni fS to HE. If reclassification of some titles must be delayed, first

documents librarian.
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Resources and Technical Services Division
Proposed Amendments fo the Bylaws

of the Acquisifions Secfion
Reproduction of Library Materials Secfion

The Acquisitions Section Executiue Committee and the Reproduc-
tion of Library Materials Section Executiae Committee recommend,
the following changes in their respectiae Section's bylaws. Each member
shoul.d study these proposed changes. They will be aoted upon at the
regular meetings of the Sections during the ALA Annual Conference
in Dallas in lune 1971. Proposed changes in bylaws:

Acqursrrrous SncrroN

Article X. Discussion Groups
Sec. l. Establishment. Any group of ten or more members of the Sec-

tion interested in discussing common problems which fall within the ob-
ject of the Section may form a discussion group upon written petition
from the group, and upon approval of the Executive Committee. The
petition shall include the purpose of the group and the requirements
for membership, if any.

Sec. 2. Membership. Membership is open to members of the Section
who are interested in the purpose of the group and who fulfill the re-
quirements for membership in the group.

Sec. 3. Offi,cers. Each group shall elect a chairman annually. In addi-
tion to his regular duties, the chairman shall see that the group's activi-
ties are limited to discussion of matters of common interest and concern
in accord with the purpose of the group, that the group engages in no ac-
tivity in conflict with the program of the Section, and that the Section
Bylaws are observed by the group.

Sec. 4. Discontinuance. Each group shall continue in existence until
its usefulness has ceased when it shall be dissolved by action of the Ex-
ecutive Committee.

Change in numbering of Article X to XI, XI to XII, and XII to
XI I I .

REpnooucrroN or Lrsneny Mernnrem SEcrroN

Article X. Discussion Groups
Sec. L Establishment. Any group of ten or more members of the Sec-

tion interested in discussing common problems which fall within the ob-
ject of the Section may form a discussion group upon written petition
from the group, and upon approval of the Executive Committee. The
petition shall include the purpose of the group and the requirements
for membership, if any.
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sec. 2. Membership. Membership is open to members of the section

who are interested in the purpose bf the group and who fulfill the re-

quirements for membership in the group.' 
Sec. 3. Officers. Each gioup shall elett a chairman annually. In addi-

tion to his rigular duties, the chairman shall see that the group's activi-

ties are limited to discussion of mattels of common interest and concern

in accord with the purpose of the group, that the grouP engages in no

activity in conflict wittr ttre program of the Section, and that the Section

Bylaws are observed by the group.
Sec. 4. Di,scontinuance. Each group shall continue in existence until

its usefulness has ceased when it shall be dissolved by action of the Ex-

ecutive Committee.
Change in numbering of Article X to XI, XI to XII, and XII to

XIII.

Submitted by the RTSD Bylaws Committee: Richard D. Johnson,
William Kurth, Harriet K. Rebuldela, IIeIen F. Schmierer, and William
C. Roselle. Chairman.
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IN THE MAIL: DIVIDED CATALOG as
DICTIONARY CATALOG

_ I neither wholly agree or disagree with James Wilson McGregor's "In De-
fense of the Dictionary Catalog" (ZR"S lb:Z}-gg, Winrer l97l), but I should
llke to comment from the point of view of one kind of library seldom repre-
sented when the more arcane philosophy of such quesrions us "io divide veisus
not to divide" arise.

- our _purpose in dividing the catarog was to achieve more and simprer use of
the 

,catalog and, for several reasons, I 
"think 

we have accomplished it^.
(l) The larger part of the catalog ser'es the more numerous class of patron.
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to find the subject.
(a) The library siafi, especially the clerical staff, which has an expectable

turnover, finds the rules simple to distinguish, follow, and explain'

As usual, the decision depends on the situation.
I hope this comment adds another dimension to the "divide or not divide"

controv;rsy rather than merely being "how-we-do-it-at-our-house."{Mrs') Bar'

bara Coe'Johnson, Director of Libraries, Harper Hospital, Detroit, Michigan.

IN THE MAIL: CIP PLUS TCrc
Among the problems anticiPated in the Winter l97l issue by William J'

Welsh foi the rEvival of Cataloging in Publication (CIP) was the "lack of in-

formation that appears on dust jackets (frequently providing usef'ul informa-

literature subclasses. (Fortunately, LC now supplies such alternatives for new
works.) Sometimes even series identification is found only on the wrapper.

Public and school librarians retain the jackets as long as possible, an admir-
able merchandising technique, but eventually the book or wraPPer is discarded.
Some librarians, mindful of their readers advisory duties, have resorted to
pasting relevant portions of the jacket into the book.

Would it not be desirable to mount a lesser crusade, at a resPectful distance
behind the CIP warriors, for JCIP or Jacket Copy in Publication? What a re-
freshing departure from our usual American wastefulness to "recycle" the
jacket text so that it would also appear somewhere in the book: on the verso
of the title page, among the preliminary pages, or in cotrophon position. In-
deed, it is not 'unknown for some publishers to have printed a promotional
description in the preliminary pages of their trade books.

With JCIP the librarian would have a permanent reference source, and the
teader an annotated collection among which to browse, study, and select. The
prospect of such perrnanency might influence cooperating publishers to
heighten the informativeness of their blurbs.

And finally-an ultimate heresy-are dust jackets really necessary? Phonodisc
jackets and paperback covers have taken over the field, anyhow. For the pub-
lisher of an art book to reprodlrce in difierent color values on the jacket an
illustration also appeafing in the text would seem indiscreet, at least, And wh1
should the retail value of new hardcover books be jeopardized by lost or dam-
aged paper wrappers? Book designers might be stimulated to improve their
own and our bibliopegic taste by providing attractive yet commercially per-
suasive hard covers uncamouflaged by gaudy integuments. Perhaps ecologists
also would join the JCIP crusade and help save our ttees.-Richard J. Hyman,
Assistant Professor, Library Science Department, Queens College, Flushing,
New York.
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IN THE MAIL: THE BIBLIOGRAPHER,S CAMERA

I was very interested in the article on "The Bibliogtapher's Camera at Ari-
zona State University Library" in the Summer 1970 issue of LRTS, but also a
little surprised that the authors had not mentioned the "Copylarger" camera
of J. T. Newcomb of the State University of New York at Binghamton. This
was designed to copy from the National Union Catalogue. Tl:.e authors com-
pare the Arizona camera to the Polaroid CU5 camera, but their article would
have been more useful if they had been able to comment on the "Copylarger"
too.

We bought the "Copylarger" to coPy instantly any small entry in a catalog
or abstract journal and found that for the NUC the X2 enlargement is excel-
lent, but not necessary fior "normal" print. So we modified the camera to copy
at l:1. The process is simple, using photographic paper in a standard 4 X 5
inch cut film holder (2 pieces in each holder), and development is a matter of
seconds through a roller processing unit. No film has to be developed and
printed first.

More details are given in the article in Miuodoc 6t70-72 (1967). I recom-
mend anyone interested in this sort of facility to check on this little camera
before reaching a final decision.-I. L. Ardern, Deputy Librarian, The And'er-
sonian Library, Uniaersity of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland.

NEW PARTS OF THE UNIVERSAL DECIMAL
CL,4.SSIFICATION

Two new sections have been added to British Standards Institution's English
Full Edition of the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC). An alphabetical
subject index is included in each of these sections.

BS 1000 (616) Patholog) covers in its principal divisions the circulation,
respiratory system, digestive system, haemopoietic organs, dermatology, genito-
urinary system, locomotive organs, neurology, and infectious diseases. In the
special auxiliary schedules it. covers the concepts of general Pathology, circula-
tory, nervous, functional, and metabolic disorders.

BS 1000 (655) Graphic industries. Printing. Publishing. Book trade deals
with the history and antecedents of printing; processes such as the prod'uction
of printing surfaces (letterpress, intaglio, lithogtaphic, stencil, and screen);
typographic design; presswork and machine finishing processes; and all asPects
of publishing and bookselling. It does not, however, provide for the medranical
details of the machinery and equipment, which are dealt with in another sec-
tion, UDC 681.6 (to be published separately).

These publications may be obtained from the British Standards Institution
Sales Branch, 101 Pentonville Road, London Nl gND, priced as follows:
BS 1000 (616) 65s; and BS 1000 (655) l9s (60s and l6s respectively to sub-
scribers). Remittance with order for nonsubscribers.
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ERIC/CLIS ABSTRACTS

Selected and, cdited &y Rornnr \MnncnwonrH

The following abstracts are based on those prepared by the Clearinghouse for
Library and Information Sciences of the Educational Resources Information Center
(ERrc/clrs).

Documents with an EDRS price are available in the format specified-microfiche
(MF) or hard copy (HC) -from:

ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
LEASCO Information Products, Inc.
4827 Rugby Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Payment must accompany orders totaling less than $5.00. For orders less than
$3.00, add $0.50 for handling.

Documents available from the National Technical Information Service, Springfield,
Virginia 22151 (formerly clearinghouse for scientific and rechnical Information)
have PB number and price.

Benton, Mildred, and orhers. A Study of Resources and Maior Subiect Holdings
Aaailable in U.S. Federal Libraries Maintaining Extensiue or unique Col-
lections of Research Materials. Fi.nal Report September 1970. 676p. ED 043
350. MF $2.50, HC $33.80.

Institution (Source) : George Washington University, Washington, D.C. Biological
Sciences Communication project.

and research collections used in the study were insufficient to enable librarians to do
more than rePort the status of their collections based on their own evaluation and
interpretation. A study or critique on the feasibility of developing criteria for evalu-
ating research collections is mandatory. Another edition of iesoirrces of federal li-
braries could then incorporate additions, omissions, and corrections, and msst im-
portant, report the status of collections in a more meaningful manner,

Benton, Mildred, and ottersen, signe. a critique on standards for Eaaluating
Library Collections; Supplement I to Final Report: A Study of Resources
and Major subiect Holdings auailable in u.s. Federal Libraries Maintain-
ing Extensiae or (Inique collections of Research Materials. April 1970. 62p.
ED 043 351. MF 90.50, Hc 93.20.

Institution (source): George washington University, washington, D.c., Biological
Sciences Communication Project.

An efiort to determine the feasibility of formulating a series of criteria for assess-
ing research collections in federal libraries is delineated in this report. The direction
of the investigation was based on a four-stage approach: (l) review the literature for
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relevant information; (2) enumerate and describe available guides and criteria, and
evaluate their possible usefulness as components of, or contributions to, standards
for measurement; (3) formulate test standards; and (4) test their application in a
selected number of libraries. Part I of the report is devoted to a discussion of the
toPics mentidned above. Part II is a bibliography including references selected from
the hundreds reviewed as being most applicable and pertinent to evaluating library
collections. (This report is a supplemenr io ED 043 350.t

Descriptiue Case Studies of Nine Elementary School Media Centers in Three
Inner Cities; Title II Elementary and Secondary Educati,on Act of 1965.
School Library Resources, Textbooks, and Other Printed and Published
Instructional At[aterials. 1969. 199p. ED 037 082. MF $1.00, HC $10.05.

Institution (Source) : Office of Education, Washington, D.C.

Deaelopment of a Machi,ne Form [Jnion Catalog for the New England Library
Information Network (NELINET). Final Report. September 1970. 220p.
ED 043 367. MF $1.00, HC $n.10.

Institution (Source) : New England Board of Higher Education, Wellesley, Mass.

ERIC Products 1969-1970; A Bibliogra|hy of Information Analysis Publica-
tions of the ERIC Clearinghouses July 1969-June 1970. Augost 1970. 47p.
ED 041 598. MF 90.25, HC 92.45.

Institution (Source): ERrc clearinghouse on Library and Information sciences,
Washington, D.C.

The third annual bibliography of ERIC clearinghouse publications reflecrs in-
formation analysis activities of each clearinghouse. Ii includis all substantial bibli-
oq"p^h-igt, review papers, and state-of-the-art papers identified as ERrc publications.
The 366 annotated items for Fiscal Year I9?0 are arranged atphabetically by clearing-
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house and, within each clearinghouse, alphabetically by author. The availability and

cost of each cited document are provided. This issue also has an alp abetic subject

index using ERIC Thesaurus terms. The first issue of ERIC Prod,ucls for Fiscal Year

1968 is aviilable as ERIC documenr ED 029 16l and the second, for Fiscal Year

1969, as ERIC document ED 034 089.

Handling of Nuclear Information; Proceed'ings of the Symposiurn' Organized

by the International Atomic Energy Agency, and held in Vienna' 16-20

February 19?0. Juty l9?0. UNIPUB, Inc., P.O' Box 433, New York, N.Y.

10016 ($18.00).

Institution (Source) : International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna.

An international nuclear information system (INIS) which applies computer

glish language abstracts are provided for all of the papers.

Ilargrove, Thomas L., and Stirling, Keith H. CaliJornia State Library: Process-

ing Center Design and Specifications, VoI. V: Cost Analysis. Supplemental

Volume. 1970. 94p. ED 043 356. MF $0.50, HC $4.80.

Institution (Source): University of California, Berkeley, Institute of Library Research.

Presenting this cost analysis as a supplemental volume separate from the main

report allows the chief activities in implementing the Processing Center Design to be

correlated with costs as of a particular date and according to varying rates of Pro'
duction. In considering the total budget, three main areas are distinguished: (l)
systems development, (2) convemion and maintenance and (3) output sewices.
Separate costs are stated for the difierent operational phases of monographs and
serials, although both types of data are considered as sharing management and de'
velopment costs. The analysis first covers the purPose, scope, allocation, and descrip-
tive basis of the three main areas for a six-month preparatory period to establish the
center and three years' full production. Appendices include a reprint of the pre-
Iiminary organizational design (with minor revisions) and supporting details for the
three main areas. Volumes I-IV of this report are available as ED numbers 036 305
to 036 808.

LARA: A Study of the Dallas Maior Resourc,e Center Area. Report to the
Dallas Public Library. May 1970. 106p. ED 041 594. MF $0.50, HC $5.40.

Institution (Source) : Arthur D. Little, Inc., Boston, Mass.

The Dallas Public Library (DPL) commissioned Arthur D. Little, Inc., to analyze
the library resources in the Dallas Major Resource Center area and to identify the
role the DPL should play in the development of public library service in this area.
To identify the role of the DPL as a major resource center, the available services,
materials, stafi, financial support, and facilities were evaluated. The field work for
this study, which consisted of visits to libraries, interviews, and questionnaires, was
conducted from July 1969 through March 1970. The report resulting from this study
is divided into the following sections: (l) demogaphic analysis; (2) the Dallas Public
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Library; (3) public libraries in the Dallas Major Resource Area; (4) user srudy;
(5) the Texas Sta.e Plan; (6) library cooperation in Dallas County; and (7) recom-

mendations,

Price, Bronson. Library Statistics of Colleges and (lniaersities, FalL 1969, Data
for Indiaid,ual Institutions. June 1970. 62p. ED 041 592. MF 90.50, HC
(G.P.O. HE 5.215: 15023-69, $1.25).

Institution (Source) : National Center for Educational Statistics, Washington, D.C.

A continuation of the series in which the Office of Education presents general
management data on the libraries of individual institutions of higher education.
Statistics for 2,122 individual college and university libraries are provided. Since this
is a partial listing of college and university libraries, the data are not necessarily

Project Intrex. Semiannual Actiaity Report, 15 March 1970 to 15 September
1970. r07p. ED 043 348. MF 90.50, Hc 95.45.

Institution (Source) : Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge.

Stevens, Mary Elizabeth. Automatic Indexing: A State-of-the-Art Report. Feb-
ruary 1970. 298p. ED 041 610. MF $1.25, HC (c.p.O. ClB.44:91, g2.28).

Institution (Source) : National Bureau of Standards.
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ing are described. A major question is that of evaluation, particularly in view of evi-

dence of human interindexer inconsistency. It is concluded that indexes based on
words extracted from text are practical for many purposes today, and that automatic
asignment indexing and classification experiments show Pf,omise for future progress.

Stillwell, John. LEEP Program Description and Manual: MARC II Search

Pr.ogram. May 1970. 38p. ED 041 600. MF $0.25, HC $2.00.
Institution (Source): Syracuse University, School of Library Science.

The first sections give a detailed description for using the MARC lI Search Pro-
gram including: (l) general description, (2) implementation, (3) search criterion,
(4) formation of retrieval statements, (5) list statement formation, (6) forming the

retrieval request card deck, (7) errors and diagnostic messages, (8) MARC II
search output file, (9) sample run, and (10) using the current printing Program.
The next sections describe the MARC II Search Program and the current printing
program.

Wilson, John H., Jr. Maior Trends and Portents Related to Information Costs.

July 1970. 6p. ED 04I 609. MF $0.25, Hc $0.40.
Institution (Source) : University of California, Berkeley, Lawrence Radiation Lab.

Having to account for the cost of information activities is here to stay. Budgeting
is going to become more stringent and imaginative. Costs should not be equated with
human v2lugs-psychological and subjective; apparently many managers do this,
feeling that having to cost information activities is degrading. Some trends are: Buy
products and services rather than produce them or run them in your own group.
Don't build an empire that you have to find work for; stay flexible. Money available
for scientific and technical activities is going to become scarce, at least in the
federal government. Technical information activities and public information activi-
ties tend to merge as we move into crime, pollution, and race programs rvhere get-
ting lots of all kinds of information to all kinds of people and getting them to take
action on it is important. Formation of a new special interest group in the American
Society for Information Science (ASIS) on costs, budgeting, and economics should
initiate many necessary studies.

PRICE CHANGE FOR ERIC/CLIS DOCUMENTS

There has been a price change which applies to all documents announced
in RIE through April I, 1971. Those appearing from May l97l are correct.
The new price schedule which includes book rate or library rate postage is as
follows:

Microfiche Copy-Each Title $ .65
Hard Copy-Each Title by 100-page increments

Pages: l-100 3.29
r0l-200 6.58
20r-300 9.87
301-400 13.16
401-500 16.45

Each Additional l-1000-page increment 3.29
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follow in these fields, and the rise of It is also a fascinating work to read,

printing tended to fix and promote the for Daly has done an excellent job of

practice.".,' 1p.so; putting his matenal together so that all
^ 

In tracing the fact that in some ear- can read and understand what he has

ly uses mate]rial was placed in order to say. It is recommended to all those

only by first letter or by the first two or interested in the his-tory of bibliogra-

three lltters, rarher than in absolute or- phy and cataloging for it sheds much

der, Daly speculates on how rhe process new light on a -small 
but imPortant as-

might have been carried out. In doing pect of that subject'-Norma-n D' Ste'

soie sheds new light on the use of aens, Associate IJniversity Libratian'

slips or cards as u ir.un, of arrange- Ilniaersity of Connecticut Library'

ment and as an aid to the Process, and Storrs'

thus on the antecedents of the card cat-
alog. Other writers have asumed the U.S. Library of Congress. Information
early use of cards or slips but he con- Systems Office, MARC Manuals
cludes that there is no evidence to suP- Used by The Library of Congress.
port this: no early examples can be 2d edition. Chicago, Ill.: American
found; there is no proper word in ei- Library Association, Information
ther Greek or Latin for slip in this Science and Automation Division,
sense through the Middle Ages; and the 1970.
use of papyrus or parchment for such
p.,rpor". would have been an extrava- The second edition of. the MARC

guni *ur,. of materials. "The use of Manuals,like the first edition, is really

iuch cards or slips would appear to be four separate-T-u1"u\ bound as one'

a thing that has come aborri as the re- And for the delight of catalogers, each

sult oI the availabilitv of relatively of the manuals carries a separate and

cheap and abundant pup""." (p.AOi difierent edition statement'

The first example Daly'can find of the The first manual, Boohs: a MARC

use of slips is in a l,aurenrian manu- Fmmat, is the 4th edition (April-1970)

script of Eustatius from the twelfth of what Previously- was errtitled Sub-

..rrirrry. The next is the Auctorum et scribet's Guide to the MARC Distribu-

Materiarum Ind,ex Librorum Graeco- tion Seruice.It contains detailed infor-

rufn nlanu, scriptorum Bibliothecae ae- mation on taPe sPecifications and is es-

teris Vaticanai alphabetico mdine d.i- sential for all MARC Programmers.
gestus et tribus iomis distinctus (Unfortunately four addenda have

zompiled by Leo Alattius in the late been issued since the publication of

seventeenth'century. This catalog was the manual which the user must order

compiled by writing out the 
".rtril", 

ott directly from LC.). The second vol-

sheeis, alphabetiziig the sheets, and ulo|re,DataPreparati'on ManuaI:MARC

then pasting them o-n the leaves of the Editors, is listed as the 3d edition

volurie thei are now in. This is by far (April 1970) . The Data Preparation

rhe earliest ciration I have seen y"i for Manual is the manual used by - the

the use of slips or cards for iibrary MARC editors at LC and is, therefore,

purposes and. would seem to be the ear- probably the most interesting, impor-

ii"si ktro*tt antecedent of the card cat- tant, and useful fot librarians. As a

alog. guide for analyzing and interPreting
-lhis 

brief work is an outstanding MARC records it is indispensable. The

example of how historical scholarshif third volume, Transcription Manual:

."o .r'tilir" the analysis of primary doi- MARC Typists., rs usled as the 2d edi-

uments ro identiiy 
"ttd 

ttu.e rhe tion (April 1970) . The Transcription

growth and development of an aspect Manual describes the keyboarding pro-

of civilization no matter how min-ute. cedures currently in use at LC and in-
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cludes a wealth of valuable informa-
tion on keyboard layouts, correction
routines, and the like. The last manual,
Computer and Magnetic Tape Unit
Study, has no edition statement or date.

The publication as a whole seems
easier to read than the first because of
the greater contrast between type and
paper. Unfortunately, it is more diffi-
cult to use because there is still no in-
dex to any of the volumes (a bad fea-
ture of the first edition and aggravated
in the second edition by the deletions,
corrections, and additions) . This is es-
pecially vexing in the Data Preparation
Manual, where in theory, the lack of
an index is compensated for by the ar-
rangement of material by MARC vari-
able field tags and a chart giving page
number oI fields, indicators, and codes.
The material is not strictly organized
by tag (tags 241,040,082, 001, 051 fol-
low the main body of the work in that
order), nor are all page numbers given
(tag 241, newly added in this edition,

has no page reference) .
Except for the Computer and Mag-

netic Tape Unit Study, which seems
unchanged, the amount and kind of
revision given each manual in this edi
tion varies greatly. A note at the begin-
ning of the first three manuals states
that all "significant changes are indicat-
ed in the margin by a double asterisk

1**; ." This is done indifierently for
corrections, inconsistently for additions
of new material, and almost not at all
for deletions.

In Boohs: A MARC Format, fot ex-
ample, the EBCDIC to ASCII conver-
sion table is omitted without note. Any-
one initiating the development of a
MARC program who is not aware that
such a table exists will have to develop
his own (certainly no grear efiort) , but
the resulting set of codes will bear no
resemblance to those in use at LC or
anywhere else. I hope that the table
will be reinstated with the nexr edition.

The most extensively revised man-
ual (almost 100 new pages) is the Data
Preparation Manual- MARC Eilitors. A
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casual perusal would lead one to be-
lieve that revisions are exclusively cor-
rected examples and minor textual in-
sertions. In fact, a great deal of impor-
tant, new information is included (but
not asterisked, which causes a user un-
necessary problems if he or she is at-
tempting to compare or use the two edi-
tions). For example, "Bibliographic
Price" (350), "Bibliographic Control
Numbers" (015, 020, 025), "Subject
Added Entries" (600-651) , "Added

Entries" (700-740), and "Control Num-
ber" (001) are all extensively rewritten
and include a great deal of new infor-
mation. In addition, there are major
and important insertions of new sec-
tions (again, without asterisks) , such
as "Other subject headings" (p.l I l-
14), "Encoding level" (p.157), and
"Date of Publication: Additional
Guidelines" (p.162-64) . The conven-
tion of including both the numeric tag
and its mnemonic equivalent (e.g., per-
sonal author main entry is 100 or
MEP) is continued in this edition,
but again, unfortunately, only the
mnemonic tag is given in examples.
This unnecessarily complicates the
analysis of examples, and one hopes
that future editions will include nu-
meric tags for all examples.

The Transcription Manual: MARC
Typists in this edition is in many ways
the most interesting of the manuals in-
cluded because it indicates that key-
boarding procedures have changed sig-
nificantly at LC but gives no reasons
why. Paper tape devices which were
used initially have been replaced with
IBM MT/ST's. One wonders why, and
hopes that LC wiII at some point write
up and publish its experiences. Exam-
ples of newly designed MARC work-
sheets are included which display a
great deal of experience and judgment
in designing a form to solve a very
complex and nagging problem.

These manuals have proved to be
enormously valuable and indispensable
to anyone developing MARC Programs
and, therefore, it is extremely gratify-
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ing to this reviewer that LC and AI-A
have been so prompt in preparing and
publishing a new edition. The efiort
was considerable. I hope though that
LC will consider issuing future edi
tions of these manuals in a difierent
format (e.g., separately and in loose-
Ieaf form) and supplemenring them
with timely revisions (e.g., dated, num-
bered bulletins similar to the LC Cara-
loging Bulletin).-PauI !. Fasana, As-
sistant to the Director (Systems), Co-
Iumbia University Libraries, New York.

Rationalisierung in W issenschaftlichen
Bibliotheken; Vorschliige und Ma-
terialien. Herausgegeben von der
Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft.
Bonn und Boppard, Germany:
Boldt Verlag, 1970. 184p. ISBN 3-
7646-1540-0.

Contains two separate studies with
recommendations. The first study was
performed by a management consul-
tant who applied the principles and
practices of organizational structure
and business efficiency to libraries. The
second was performed by a cooperative
efiort between librarians of three re-
search libraries. There are similarities.
For instance, the theme of both might
be characterized as "More efficiency
with less work duplication and 'care-

fulness.' "
The two studies were made without

reference to automation but with large
research libraries in mind. This has led
to recommendations which are mean-
ingful to daily library business. Librar-
ians who view libraries as structured or-
ganizations will benefit from applied
management pnnciples. Regional li
braries are included, but functionally
integrated community college libraries
are omitted as too difierent a breed.

How shall we organize our libraries
for optimum use? Part one is a reprint
of a report prepared by Dr. FL von
Kortzfleisch, management consultant
who was retained to investigate and de-
velop standard guidelines for the or-

ganization of research libraries within
conventional parameters, that is, with-
out recourse to electronic data process-
ing techniques. The author applies rhe
rationale of scientific management to
each major library acriviry and to de-
fining functions and work flow in log-
ical statistical terms.

Part two states the problem in sim-
ulated model situation for which three
large German research libraries provid-
ed the given situation. Recommenda-
tions and optimal solutions are provid-
ed as a model for further modification
and not as the only possible solution.
As above, the overriding considerations
were work simplification and the poli-
cies of accuracy and safety of the rec-
ords kept. Sometimes these are in con-
flict with one another. The manage-
ment expert tends toward work simpli-
fication (fewer files containing the
same or overlapping data); the librari-
an toward double-checking of work
for accuracy. Compromise solutions are
presented and tradition-ridden prac-
tices are recognized as more impacted
in libraries than in other organizations.

Each library activity such as acqui
sitions, gifts, inventory control, ex-
changes, cataloging, binding, circula-
tion, interlibrary loan, and photocopy
services is analyzed in that order ac-
cording to the functions and work flow
suited for each. Recommendations in-
clude types of form letters and when
they are applicable, when to use them,
and by whom various work functions
shall be performed. Alternatives are
given and decision points are identi
fied. Needed equipment is listed in de-
tail and meaningful quantitative data
are indicated.

Systems analysis by practicing librar-
ians can only benefit from having in
hand a clearly organized and well-docu-
mented work such as this.-Marietta
Chicorel, Assistant Professor, Graduate
School of Library Science, Queens Col-
lege of the City Uniuersity of New
York, and President, Chicorel Library
Publi,shing Corp.
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International Federation for Documen-
tation. Committee on Classification
Research. Proceedings of First Sem-
inar on UDC in a Mechanized Re-
trieval System, conducted by R. R.
Freeman and Pauline Atherton, Co-
penhagen, 2-6 September, 1968.
R. Miilgaard-Flansen and Malcolm
Rigby, eds. Copenhagen, Danish
Centre for Documentation, 1969.
(FID/CR R.eport No. 9. FID Publ.

Serie-No. 405)

This publication is divided into
three unequal parts. The first part con-
sists of reprints of reports written af-
ter the seminar. The second and largest
part contains twelve seminar papers,
while organizational details of the
meeting are reproduced in the third
part: the day-to-day seminar program,
Iist of participants, and the study ma-
terial distributed before the seminar.

Of the four postseminar reports
which make up part one, the first two
present chronological surveys of the
seminar meetings. Richard S. Angell's
"Survey Report"-a reprint from the
appendix to the Library of Congress
Information Bulletin of 17 Octobe.r
1968-summarizes in three pages the
main contents of the meetings. Lind-
say Corbett's fifteen-page report gives
more detailed digests of papers, tutori-
als, and discussions. On the whole these
two reports are more informative for
a nonparticipant than the selection of
papers reproduced in part two, though
it is not clear why there had to be two
surveys, especially if one of them had
aheady been published in a widely cir-
culated periodical.

The twelve seminar papers which
constitute the central and largest part
of this publication begin and end with
vigorous pleas by G. A. Lloyd and Mal-
colm Rigby, respectively, for the use
of the UDC as the switching language
of a future World Science Informa-
tion System. Robert R. Freeman and
Pauline Atherton's "Final Report of
the Research Project for the Evalua-
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tion of the UDC as the Indexing Lan-
guage for a Mechanized Reference Re-
trieval System" supPorts this plea, but
also raises some questions concerning
UDC revision procedures and the dif-
ference between deep indexing and
"single entry document file organiza-
tion (e.g. conventional libraries)"! Sim-
ilar problems are discussed more clearly
and convincingly in two well-written
and fully documented papers by L. C.
Corbett and H. J. Norris on mechaniza-
tion work carried out in Great Britain.
B. Barnholdt describes and illustraces
the computer-based production of a
UDC-classed catalog at the Technolog-
ical University Library of Denmark.
In a last group of papers, T. W. Caless,

Jean M. Perreault, and J. C. G. Wessel-
ing discuss various problems of subject
analysis and subject representation
which have no obvious relation to the
stated topics of the seminar.

The Proceedings are introduced by
an editorial and a preface. In the edi-
torial Rasmus Miilgaard-Hansen out-
lines the objective of the seminar: "im-
plementing internationally the results
of the American Institute of Physics'
UDC Project . . . 1965-1968." In the
preface Malcolm Rigby, the second
editor, states that "the papers, some
formal, some informal presented at
this meeting were not intended origi
nally for publication." It was decided,
however, to reproduce them in a "semi-
formal publication with a minimum
of editorial changes." This editorial
policy results in a deplorable lack of
editorial supervision which is notice-
able everywhere, but particularly in the
seminar papers. The volume has no
continuous pagination. Each paper has
been reproduced from the original
typescript with its own separate pagina-
tion. Many papers contain references
to appendices and study material which
are missing. The language of some of
the papers, not originally written in
English, is quite obscrtre (see for in-
stance the "Brief Note" by A. Gallizia
and G. Bardone) . Having unsuccessful-
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ly searched for missing references, ex-
amples, and notes, one is forced to ask:
is it not the editors' task to supervise
the transformation of semiformal oral
presentations into more formal publi-
cations? Also, to see that all papers be-
come reasonably clear condensations
from a larger text, not just mechanical-
ly shortened excerpts, full of loose
ends; that appendices and notes men-
tioned in the text as present are includ-
ed; or that such tantalizing references
to nonexisting material are either omit-
ted or replaced by brief explanatory
summaries? The seminar may have
been an interesting expetience for the
participants, but not much of this is
evident in this carelessly put together
reproduction of unedited papers.-
Gertrude London, Associate Professor,
School of Library Science, Uni,uersity
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.

Saheb-Ettaba, Caroline, and McFar-
land, Roger B. INSCR: The Alpha-
Numerical Systern fm Classification
of Recordings. Williamsport, Pa.,
Bro-Dart Publishing Company, 1969.
212p.  $10.00 .

In its introduction ANSCR is de-
scribed as being an easy-to-apply sys-
tem that assists browsers and recognizes
the particular importance of perform-
ance as an identifying feature of re-
cordings. It also claims a technical
standard comparable to those of the
LC and Dewey schemes for books.
Given the prevalence of arbitrary and
idiosyncratic shelf arrangements which
make sense primarily to librarians, this
prospectus should elicit an enthusiastic
reaction, especially from those respon-
sible for public or school district
library recording collections. The con-
tention that "ANSCR was created be-
cause sound recordings are a distinc-
tive medium of communication, and
their classification must be based on
the gualities and limitations which
distinguish them from other media"
(p. xvi) is somewhat worrisome in that

separate systems for motion picture
films, microfiches, video-discs, and
other formats are indirectly endorsed,
and differences between media are in-
terpreted as outweighing substantive
characteristics. In short, rnedia are
more important than messages.

Of course the proof of ANSCR's
worth must lie in its performance. The
following twelve "class numbers,"
constructed in accordance with ANCSR
rules, illustrate the system's capabili
tres:

Thomson: "The Riv-
er: Suite," Stokow-
ski conducting Sym-
phony of the Air.
Vanguard 2095
Hindemith: "Sonata
for Trumpet and Pi-
ano," Benedetti and
Sanders.
Golden Crest GCS-
7029
Hindemith: "Sonata
for Clarinet and Pi-
ano," Kell and Ro-
sen.
Decca 9570
Mozart: "Serenade
No. l0 in B Flat for
l3Wind Instruments,
K.361," Klemperer,
London Winds.
Angel 5-36247
Beethoven: "Sympho-
'ny No. 5," Solti con-
ducting the Vienna
PhilharmonicOrches-
tra.
London 6092
Beethoven: "Sympho-
ny No. 5," Solti con-
ducting the Vienna
PhilharmonicOrches-
tra.
London 6092

(7) V "Pat Boone Reads
BIBLE from the Bible"
PBR Boone, reader.
B 02 Dot E402

( l )  L
THOMS
RIV
s 9 5

(2) Gw
HIND
soN
B 2 9

(3) Gw
HIND
SON
K 7 0

(4) H
}4OZA
SER
K47

(5) zM
BEETHOV
L92

(6) ES
BEET
I)

s92
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"English Medieval
Christmas Carols."
New York Pro Musi-
ca Antiqua.
Counterpoint 5521
Beethoven: "Piano
Trio No. 6, Arch-
duke," Stern, Rose,
Istomin.
Columbia MS O8l9

(10) EC Vivaldi: "Concerto
VIVA for 2 Oboes, 2 Clari
O-74 nets and Orchestra,"
H 92 Haas, London Ba-

roque Ensemble.
Vanguard S-lg2

( l  l )  C  V e r d i :  " R e q u i e m
VERD Mass, in Memory of
R E Q  M a n l o n i , "  N e l l i ,
N 18 Barbieri, DiStefano.

Siepi; Toscanini con-
ducting the NBC
Symphony.

' 
z-Victor LM-6018

(lZa) EC Tchaikovsky: "Con-
TCHA cerro No. I in B Flat
P-l Minor," Graffman:
G E9 Szell conducting the

Cleveland Orchestra.
Columbia MS 7339

(Izb) EC Tchaikovsky: "Con-
TCHA certo No. I in B Flat
P-l Minor," Gilels; Rei
G 39 ner conducting the

Chicago Symphony
Orchestra.
Victor VICS 1039

In each example, the top term rep-
resenrs one of the rhirty-six ANSCR
categories. EA, EB, EC, and ES difier-
entiate between general orchestral mu-
sic, ballet music, concertos (including
concertos for orchestra), and sympho-
nies. Therefore, the Romeo and Juli-
ets of Prokofiev (ballet music) and
Tchaikovsky (genetal orchestral music)
are assigned separate niches because
function is confounded with form. Cate-
gory L is another instance of this con-
fusion (see example l). Virgil Thom-
son's Riuer, Also Sprach Zarathustra
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(trom 2001: A Space Odyssey) , Alex-
ander Nevsky, Exodus, Sesarne Street,
Peter Gunn, and, The Yellou Sub-
rnarine all qualify for L as music writ-
ten or arranged for soundtracks. p
and Q provide national and interna-
tional folk and ethnic music with two
classes while chamber music is re-
stricted to one class (F). J (electronic
and mechanical music) is the obvious
haven for synthesizer compositions.
But what does one do with hybrid
works employing elecffonic, tradition-
al, mechanical, and modified instru-
ments with voices? GW must suffice
for "recordings of music written or
arranged for and performed by a solo
wind instrument, either woodwind or
brass, . . with or without the accom-
paniment of another instrument."
(p.76) If a woodwind is named first
in the title of a duo, the classifier is
instructed to place it in GW and not
in F (chamber music) . The system
cannot clearly distinguish between so-
natas scored for various wind instru-
ments (see examples 2 and 3) . "Clas-
sical" wind pieces scored for more than
nine instruments are put in category
H (band music) along with Sousa,
brass band, and fife and drum corps
music (see example 4) . Examples 5
and 6 illustrate a superfluous double
treatment of Beethoven's 5th as a
ZM (children's music) item and as an
ES, symphonic work for adults.

Musical forms, functions, genres, in-
strumentations; pedagogical purposes;
and listener levels have been given
equal weights as terrn one class head-
ings. It is evident that ANSCR's at-
tempt to encompass the vast territory
of (A) music appreciation, (B-D)
vocal music, (E-G) instrumenral mu-
sic, (H-J) instrument "types," (K-R)
all kinds of popular music, (S-X)
speaking human voices, (Y) sound ef-
fects, and (Z) children's recordings is
too ambitious.

Term two (second from the top in
each of the examples) may be an ab-
breviation of a composer's surrurme

(8) R
NEWY
EMC
N 2 r

(e) F
BE,ET
TRI
s l 9

t
I
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taken from the ANSCR "Table of
Composers' Names" or it may be any
one of ihirteen other entry types-
"author," "performer," "title," "Bible,"
ethnic," "geographic," "Gregorian,"
"instructional subject," "language,"
"person-as-subject," "sounds," or "col-

lections." The classifier may use the
latter category if a recording is broad
in scope and subject eontent. Exam-
ples 7 and 8, ofiered by ANSCR, illus-
trate a "Bible" entry in the V (prose)
category and a "performer" entry in
the R (holiday music) category. An
excerpt from the "Table of Composers'
Names" follows:

Francaix, Jean - FRANC
Franchetti, Arnold - FRANCH
Franck, Cdsar - FRAN
Franck, Melchior - FRAN-M
Franco, Johan - FRANCO
Francoeur, Frangois - FRANCE

Note that the Francks precede Fran-
caix. and that Franchetti follows Fran-
coeur. The Bach family is in similar
disarray; Robert Schumann, Clara
Schumann, and William Schuman end
up in reverse order; Van Hulse and
Vanhal share the same abbreviation
VANH; and there are at least seven
other errors in the table. A partial ex-
planation is given on page 134. "In

some cases, several members of the
same family, or unrelated individuals
with the same surname have followed
the same profession, but one artist in
particular has achieved exceptional re-
nown. An arbitrary pattern is adopted
for the entry of such names, with the
simplest abbreviation used for the most
preeminent artist, and a more ex-
tended entry for others sharing the
same surname." The instructions for
abbreviating composers' names not
found in the table are consistently il-
logical, guaranteeing the augmentation
of alphabetical chaos and overly long
[errns.

For term three, the title indicator,
rhe classifier may pick either an "al-

bum" or "work" title. When using a

musical work title to form term three'
the classifier is advised to "use the ver'
sion of the title which has most poPu-
lar use in current books, journals, pe-
riodicals, documentaries of motion pic-
tures or television, and concert pro-
gram notes." (p.t78) An inefficient, in-

adequate, uncontrolled, and unstable
hodgepodge of possibilities is inevi-
table. In the case of a Beethoven or
Mozart, specific trios (see example 9)
and quintets are not identifiable, and
the rule for concerto labeling can cre-
ate carnage with Vivaldi's output. "If

the instruments are of different types,
indicate the instrument named first in
the title of the work." (p.61) Example
l0 is illustrative.

Term four consists of a one-letter
abbreviation of the record manufac-
turer (or performer, conductor, or
"big" name on the jacket) plus the
last two digits of the record number.
In example I l, Nelli the soloist is

considered more important than Tos-

canini. ANSCR places singers at the

pinnacle of the musical hierarchy fol-

lowed by instrumentalists, vocal

groups, instrumental grouPs, and con'
ductors in descending order. In Verdi's
Requiem, as in many other "conduc-

tors pieces," even the general public
thinks first of Toscanini, Bernstein, or

Barbirolli, not of Nelli, Arroyo or

Caball6. It turns out that this criti
cism is irrelevant because term four's
basic purpose is to insure "a unique

class number for each recorded per-

formance (i.e., version) of a work."

(p.182) But does it? What about ex'

amples l2a and l2b??
Lessons in musical misinterpretation

supplement the classification gafies.
For example, we are told "when a

comPoser has used the word "symphg

ny" in the title of a work, but the musi-

cal form of the wofk is not that of a

symphony, class the work according to

the appropriate musical form" (p.63) '
while parenthetically, ANSCR states
that Stravinsky's "symphony of Psalms"
belongs in C (choral music) and not
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in ES (symphonies) because it is a
work for chorus and orchestra. Stra-
vinsky claims it is a choral symphony.
So Mahler's 2d and Beethoven's 9th
are choral and not symphonic pieces?

ANSCR has created its own argot
to replace library lingo. "Class num-
ber," "musicologist's number," "cate-
gory," and "entry" are ANSCR equiv-
alents for librarians' "call number,"
"thematic catalog number," "class,"
and "class subdivision notation."
ANSCR's terrn two "entries" can also
be interpreted as sloppy substitutes for
Cutter numbers (e.g., the earlier cited
"Table of Composers' Names").

Editorial errors, omissions, and in-
consistencies confirm one's hunch
about the hurried and improvisatory
character of this pubrication. On page
24, the ballet music category is mis-
titled "Concert Music," the ES cate-
gory is absent, and Telemann's Quin-
tets are Presented as an example in
the EF (a nonexistent) category. On
page 133, the reader is referred to a
table of abbreviations "on page. . . ."
Though "entries in the index are ar-
ranged letter by letter," one finds that
Recorder, solo follows Record num-
ber; Bassoon, solo follows Bass ztiol;
and Ethnic entry precedes Ethnic
dances.

Aty prospective purchaser of
ANSCR must be prepared to (l) ac-
cept Bro.Dart's "basic" record collec-
tion-catalog card package deal or
(2) compensate for the ANSCR cate-
gory maze by concocting extraordinar-
ily full sets of cards with analytics and
added entries galore, plus a Baedeker
for the befuddled browser. A logically
structured, computer-compatible, con-
cise, internally consistent, musically
sensitive, and reliable system, conso-
nant with proven cataloging and clas-
sification procedures, is still needed.
ANSCR has none o{ these qualities
and, therefore, cannot be recom-
mended.-Rrchard S. Halsey, School
of Library Science, Case Western Re-
serue U niuersity, Cleueland, Ohio.
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Classification Research Group. Classi-

fication and Information Control.
Papers Representing the Work ol
the Classification Research Group
During 1950-1968. London: Library
Association, 1969. 130p. 30s. (24s.
to members) . (Library Association
Research Pamphlet no. l)

Foskett, Douglas J. Classification for a
General Ind,-ex Language; a Reuieu
of Recent Research by the Classi'

fication Research Group. London:
Library Association, 1970. l0s. (8s.
to members) . (Library Association
Research Pamphlet no. 2)

Dissatisfaction with existing classi-
fication systems came to a head in En-
gland in 1957. At that time the Library
Association was asked to "initiate inves-
tigacions into the possibility of a new
general classification scheme." Funds
were secured from the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) and the
Classification Research Group (CRG)
was asked to undertake the necessary
research. Library Association Research
Pamphlet no. I is a result of that un-
dertaking. Parriphlet no. 2 is a lucid
summary of the contents of no. l.

The first eftort was a conference on
"Some Problems of a General Classifi-
cation Scheme" held in London in

June 1963. A small pamphlet of Pro-
ceedings was issued in 1964. This has
been reproduced in Library Association
Research Pamphlet no. l. Some very in-
teresting studies were discussed at the
conference, and its "Final Statement"
made a number of suggestions for fu-
ture work. It was decided by the Clas-
sification Research Group that imple-
mentation of the suggestions in the
"Final Statement" should be made
through a special pilot project. With
the funds from NATO, Mrs. Helen
Tomlinson and, later, Derek Austin un-
dertook basic research for what came
to be called "the NATO Classification."

Mrs. Tomlinson began with prelim-
inary studies of the biological sciences
using the Colon Classification, but ran
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into difficulties which proved insur-
mountable without restructuring the
Colon system and working out its levels
in far greater detail than then per-
tained. So she turned to the theory of
integrative levels, which had been dis-
cussed at CRG meetings, and discov-
ered that each level did not, as pure
theory required, incorporate all those
lying below it in the series of levels.
Animals, for instance, did not include
plants. The theory did not prove to be
adequate for establishing a sequence
of classes very much difierent from
that used in several existing classifica-
tion schemes.

Mrs. Tomlinson next studied fun-
damental categories and Farradane's
"operators." She was able to identify
categories reasonably well, but the "op-
erators" did not automatically reveal
relationships, and the need for addi-
tional cross-references made these seem
less than useful to a general scheme.
After dealing with the biological sci-
ences, she worked out a similar study,
for comparison, with the geological sci-
inces. Again, the Colon Classification
proved inadequate and the theory of
integrative levels had to be "bent" rath-
er severely to "accommodate necessary
material in the right place."

In developing the concept of an
"entity" for the New Classification
Scheme, it was determined that an en-
tity should be located in the scheme at
a place where "its relations with neigh-
bouring items are a constant." Many
entities are treated in more than one
subject field, but there is only one place
where each one is an entity per se. For
example, the lowly coquina (Donax
variabilis), may be an ingredient of
chowder, the component of a loose
conglomerate rock, a collector's item,
the ingredient of shell art work and so
on, but it is only constantly a bivalve,
and would be permanently listed
among other bivalves. On the other
hand, the same entity may be required
in different positions in different classi-
fication schemes made for difterent

purposes. The attempt to place each en-
tity in a single sequence of levels, as re-
quired by integrative level theory,
proved impossible. Rather, some kind
of branching was required.

The branching plus other considera-
tions are illustrated in a "Table of pro-
posed general categories." There are
five branches for concrete entities, each
composed of levels of comPlexitY
from simple to most complex. There
is an entirely separate line of levels
(unfilled as yet) for "mentefacts,"
Barbara Kyle's useful term for human
mental creations (as opposed to "afte-

facts" for human physical creations) .
Also. there are three columns for
"Properties of entities," "Activities,"
and "Properties of activities." The lat-
ter categories received little treatment
and were studied by Derek Austin. A
level in one sequence is not closely re-
lated to a level in another branch,
though the chart shows them adjacent
in columns.

The table does not include time, but
Mrs. Tomlinson notes that t ime in onc
form or another is important in almost
every subject field. An example of ap-
plication ,of the table to geological ma-
terial has been given (p.38-41). An-
other branch, "systems," has been tem-
porarily outlined, but not included in
the printed table.

The next stage was the application
of the tentative table to various subject
fields: mining, sculpture, physics, and
politics, plus sections on the relation-
ship between geology and mining, and
the distinction between chemical and
physical entities. The applications
form the bulk of Mrs. Tomlinson's
work. The tables accompanying these
various sections are most interesting.
The ones on sculpture and politics are
probably the first ever to be made treat-
ing these subjects as sciences are treat-
ed, though Barbara Kyle was working
in that direction. "Artefacts" through-
out includes raw material as well as
what man has done to it. This spectrum
from marble to Michelangelo's "Da-
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vid" is handled well. One thing missing
so far is a category or subcategory for
such things as type of experimental
method, which is important in physics,
as well as for equations, laws, hypothe-
ses, theories, etc. One looks in vain in
the geology table for uniformitarian-
ism, for example. Also tools have not
been added, such as telescopes, cyclo-
trons, voting machines, etc., but their
output is given. These things apparenr-
ly are expected to come at a further
stage in the work, judging from Mrs.
Tomlinson's approximations given in
her summary @.76-80), and they await
also upon agreement for a definition
of the term "mentefact" which can
cover both an abstract concept such as
hardness and a purely creative one
such as a poem. Undoubtedly "mente-
facts" will have a set of integrative lev-
els or equivalent, probably wirh
branches. too.

The contributions of Derek Austin
are much more difficult to understand,
partly because the exposition leaves
much unexplained. He gives the results
of his labors, but not the steps by
which he reached his conclusions and,
in some cases, no indication of what di-
agrams mean or what is needed to un-
derstand tables. It is recommended thar
the reader skip all the articles by Aus-
tin and read only the summary of his
work (p.I l4-24), plus the rables in
Appendix 2.

Austin has developed properties and
activities to a considerably more ad-
vanced degree than Mrs. Tomlinson.
He made use of Farradane's "operators"
in a modified form and has produced
interesting relative and positional term
schedules. His provisional schedule of
entities is considerably less satisfactory
than Mrs. Tomlinson's in this reviewer's
estimation. The difference between the
two is that hers is analytic in approach
and exicution, creating a classification
of concrete entities to various levels of
complexity and possibly lending itself
to the conventional type of thesaurus
development; while his is organized by
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the systems approach, presumably on
some evolutionary scale, since one
would hesitate to call his various sys-
tems a gradation in complexity. His at-
tribute terms and such would require
a new type of controlling thesaurus.
With neither investigator has there
been enough emphasis on artefacts and
especially mentefacts, though in both
cases this is promised and it is recog-
nized that there are tremendous addi-
tions possible here. Can the concrete
and systems approaches be reconciled?
Both options are intriguing.

In the reviewer's opinion, which
may be incorrect, Austin's "Provisional
schedules of entities," with his systems
outlook, are really organizing princi
ples. Everything in the universe of
knowledge can be a member of one or
more systems, usually several. Mrs.
Tomlinson's "Proposed general cate-
gories" belong with Austin's schedules
because she has differentiated the ac-
tual entities well, but there is conflict
between the two which needs reconcili-
ation. It is not an "either-or" proposi
tion, but both. This "both" characteris-
tic should become more apparent as
work proceeds on the mentefacts an-
gle, which seems the logical next step.
So far rnentefacts have been pretty
well ignored, even though it is quite
obvious in many places that theory has
made the discovery and labelling of en-
tities possible. In some cases, the idea
of a subject or system is what makes
possible the collection or accretion of
its body of knowledge. The proof of
this is the constant development or ev-
olution of "new subjects" which are
mostly new because they embody a new
organizing principle, a new angle of
approach to old material (quantitative
history, for example), a new theory to
explain a new discovery, or a realign-
ment according to a new theory.
Knowledge seems to progress by these
methods rather than by major discov-
ery of totally new areas of previously
unknown entities. The CRG abandon-
ment of the "subject" method of ascer-
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taining main classes recognized this and
appears to be a major advance in the
development of modern classification.

Douglas Foskett's pamphlet (no. 2)
is an introduction to and summary of
the first pamphlet. The reader is ad-
vised to read no. 2, then no. l. and fi-
nally, no. 2 again. Foskett has pulled
the significant parts out of no. I and
explained them. His pamphlet is must
reading for anyone interested about
modern thought in classification. It is
well written and clear, especially with
regard to faceted classification. The
theory underlying the method, with all
kinds of examples and near-relations
in method, is lucidly explained.

The fact that progress in classifica-
tion research has been and is being
made without full development of the
theory needed for explication is an in-
teresting phenomenon of the times.
Foskett plainly shows how far we have
come from the old idea that there was
an "obvious" hierarchial system of
knowledge. The obvious has now be-
come most obscure.

Foskett has added to the work of
Tomlinson and Austin, or perhaps he
has brought out things that are not
clearly described in their work, as ex-
emplified in pamphlet no. l. The
search for an ideal generalized classi-
fication scheme has given way to the
idea of "a universal structural /an-
guage tor all information control pur-

poses" (italics mine) . The idea of pur-

pose tras been added. Mrs. Tomlinson
mentions this briefly and Austin does
in another paper. A series of levels
based on human needs or drives is sug-
gested. This is an interesting develop-
ment and suggests a whole new area
for work in classification.

Other aspects introduced include
"levels of disintegration," "levels of
artefacts," and "levels of mente{acts."
For example, cells, molecules, organs,
etc., make up a pig. Disintegration
makes pork, lard, soap, pigskin, and so
on. Unlike mechanical or even physical
objects, an entity does not necessarily
come aPart the same way it went to-
gether. The levels of artefacts and lev-

els of mentefacts depend upon a hu-

man-determined purpose. They are de-

liberately made or created and do not

occur in nature excePt as a concePt aP-

plied to nature.
Planned experiments for testing

and improving the conclusions to date

are to come in the next few years. The

twenty-one years of the Classification
Research Group have been well spent

and the two coming-of-age pamphlets
may prove to be the most significant
contribution to classifrcation since Ran-

ganathan published t,is Prole gomena.-
Phyllis A. Richmond, School of Li'

brary Science, Case Western Resente
(J n iuersi t^t, C I eve lan d,, O hio

CONFERENCE ON OPERATIONS RESEARCH

On August 2, 3, and 4, 1971, the University of Chicago Graduate Library
School will hold its 35th annual conference at the Center for Continuing Edu-
cation (1307 East 60th Street, Chicago). The topic will be "Operations Re-
search: Implications for Libraries." The conference is expected to be of par-
ticular interest to those concerned with the planning of library services, prob-
lems of operational decisions in library management, and library ed'ucation.
For further information contact the Graduate Library School, University of
Chicago, ll00 East 57th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637.
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DALLAS

HOW ARE national l ibrary
networks developing in

Canada and Britain ? Would
you like to discuss serial

subscription problems w ith
dealers ? Can public service
librarians really help solve
technical service problems ?

What has happened to tele-
facsimile transmission in

l ibrar ies s ince Kansas Ci ty?
Come to RTSD meetings in

Dallas and find outl



New Catalogues from the
Harvard University Library

THEODORE ROOSEVELT COLLECTTON:
Dictionary Catalogue and Shelflist

(LC72-t27844) (SBN G74-B7T7E-6) g2b0.00theset

CATALOGUE OF HEBREW BOOKS

(LC68-224L8) (SBN 674-L}r5o-z) gzb0.00 the set

CATALOGUE qF ARABIC, PERSIAN, AND
OTTOMAN TURKISII BOOKS

(LC 68-29108) (SBN 624-100b0-6) $19b.00 the set

HANVAND UNNMNSITY PNESS
Cambridge, Mass.02188



A new
blanket order plan
that makes it easier
for libraries to acquire
popular new titles
from abroad
in any language

LOOKING FOR

A}[OTIIER

COLLEGE LIBRARY

IOBBER?

FOR COMPLETE

TNFORMATION ON

OUR SERVICES:

WRITE OR CALL

COLLECT: 314-739-3100

ATTN: MR. LESSER

Midwest Library Service

11400 Dorsett Road

Maryland Heights, Missouri 6i]042

POPULAR
NEW TITLES
FROM
ABROAD

r Through PONTA you can ex-
pand your foreign language col-
lection or create a new one with
current  and popular  se lect ions
from Europe and Latin America-
while the books are at the height
of their interest abroad.

I  Through PONTA you can
offer your patrons best sellers and
books of current interest in al l im-
portant categories in French, Ger-
man,  Spanish,  l ta l ian,  Russian,
Po l i sh ,  t he  Scand inav ian  l an -
guages and others-without extra
staff and paper work.

r  Through PONTA you can
maintain your foreign language
collection with a variety of con-
venient arrangements adaptable
to any library's budget or reader
requirements.

Wilte to "Special Services"

. Stechert-Hafner, Inc.
An international booksollet since 1872

31 East 1oth Street, Now York, New York 10003
Branch olfices and a9ent6 all ovet lhe world

mFi F. ut. Fnxott co.,tltc.
'15 Southwest Park

Westwood. Massachusetts 02090
Telephone: 617'3293350
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at your fingertips. ..

the finest tool
for bibliographic
verification
ever published!

New Science Citetion Index@ 1965€9 Cumulation
idmtiffce ovcr g07o of the world'c

publirhed ccientific end techaical literaturc.

What wrs the tit le of that article? The author's coFect name? The
iournal in which it appeared? The year and volume? Whether you're
assisting a l ibrary patron in writ ing a paper, researching a scholarly
study, or borrowing en article from enother l ibrary through an
lnterlibrary loan, it's essntial that you know. And the Scicnca
Gltrtlon lndcx tells you, like no other combination of references
evailable anywhere.'

In study after study, the Sclsncc Gitrtlon Indcx has demonstrated
its sbility to identify rpecific items of the world's scientific and
technical literature with an ease, speed, accuracy, and thoroughness
that make it indispensable to scientif ic, medical, and tcchnical'libraries 

both large and small.
And the naw s-Year Cumulative $Gl@-covering all of th6

scientific disciplines for the years 1965 through 1969 in e single
reference - virtually tuarantoes that you'l l f ind and valldete the
Information about almoet any paper ever publi ihed. So there's no
need lo wrste time looking through all the other indexes it Eight
be in. What's more, the new s-Year SGI tekes less than half the
space of the five annual issues it replaces.

You owe your library patrons, your stafr, and yourself the con.
venienca, the authority, and the unrivaled efiiciency of the new
s-Year SCl. Find out tnore sbout how it can save you tlme and
money. Write for our new brochure.

.wllrb6a J, t.l H@, v. u., .t 3od' d lb @ b tb &bbdr M tm . rbrtbl
hlS $lffi h qHi6,, bM xa * sfr Sbb UniEFlb. &br d fdich.
Ubry .d ]ffibl lrtmth Sio qnw. &hll Micnilri. J.nsry ItD. ZDo

ESE'
hilltutc for Sdontlfic lafomtloa

llrpf I.a!1, tt! Gh.rtlut gi,, PhlL.. P.. 13t0G. T.l3 121!1 g:lt-:ttoo



YOT'R SOI'RCE FOR BOOKS
IN AMERICAN HISTORY &
AMERICAN LITERATT'RE

If you do not already receive
our catalogs, or wish staff copies,
write Dept. LR-l

A n o

!

82.60A AUSTIN ST.
rEw GARDEI{S, N.Y. lltll5

Deliverance

Kneeknock Rise

Freezing Point

are notable

The American Library Association
presents three annual pamphlets
that stimulate reading interest among
adults, young adults, and children.

Notable Books l9?0
32 tit les

Notable Books Council, Adult
Services Division, ALA

Best Books for Young Adults l9'ilo
34 titles

Committee of the Young Adult
Services Division, ALA

Notable Children's Books l97O
47 tit les

Book Evaluation Committee,
Chi ldren's Services Division,
ALA

o all t i t les annotated

o leaflet format for distribution

o stimulates interest in current
books and library use

o suitable for imprinting

o folder to fit a # 10 envelope

o Gopies available 50 $ 3.00

100 $ 5.00 2fi 11.00

500 20.00 1,000 37.50

2,500 90.00 5,000 175.00

AifiRl0fil ilBRIRY tSS0CNnil
50 East Huron Sttoot . Chicago 00611

YOU WILL HAVE-

"c0llFlDEilcP'
In Our Complete

Periodicols Senice-
All Americon ond Foreign Titles

Promptnr33 is o Trodltionol porf
of l|lcGrcAor Scrvicr . . . or woll ot:

o EXPERIENCE
r TRAINED PERSONNEL
o FINANCIAL STABILIW
r AMPLE FACILITIES
o RESPONSIBLE MANAGEMENT

An atlrsctivc btochutc ie
ovorilobfc lot the o*ing,

SUBSCRIBE TO

ilouNt ,$otil3, |ruNol3 atqtl



El{GUSH
LA]IGUAGE

B00KS BY TITIE'. e cernLoc oF L,BRAR. oF
CONGRESS PRINTED CARDS

Although title arnngements of bibliographic materials otten permit simpler, easier, and
faster consultation than the morc common author arrangements, there has until now been no
truly comprehensive published bibliography arranged in titte oder.

The serious need tor such a lool will be met by Gale's lorthcoming English Language
Books by Title, a catafog based on Library of Congress depository cards arranged by title and
reproduced in their entirety (including LC and Dewey numbers and subject tracings). Cards
included pertain to works completely or principally in the English language, regardless ot ptace
ol publication.

THE BASE SET-Covering the years 1969 and 1970, the base set will consist of more than 160,000
en t r i es i n20vo lumes  The f i r s t twovo lumesw i l l  be ready fo r sh ipmen t i nJune ,  1971 ;pub l i ca t i ono f  t heen t i r ese t
wi l l  be completed before the end of  the year.  The base set  is  pr iced at  $380.00.

QUARTERLY SUPPLEMENTS AND ANNUAL CUMULATIONS-Supplements to the base set  wi l l  appear
quarter ly ;  the f i rs t  supplement wi l l  cover January through March,  1971 Each two-volume, paperbound issue wi l l
contain about 20,000 entr ies,  or  about 8O,OOO entr ies a year.  Annual  cumulat ions,  c lothbound, wi l l  be issued about
four months af ter  the c lose of  each year.  The annual  subscr ipt ion to the quarter ly  supplements is  $t5O.O0 per year i
the annual  cumulat ion also costs $ l5O.0O per year.

ADVANTAGES OF THE TITLE APPROACH-ln addi t ion to those al ready ment ioned, some of  the more
prominent advantages of  the t i t le  approach are that  i t  wi l l

.  .  s impl i fy  searching and permit  use of  subprofessionals for  th is funct ion

. ma ke possible the itnmediate prepa ration of cata l09 cards by the Polaroid process or similar methods

.  .  .  inc lude under their  t i t les government publ icat ions and publ icat ions of  corporate authors which
are not  l is ted at  a l l  in  some bib l iographies

.  .  g ive an al ternate point  ot  entry and enable the determinat ton of  LC card order number when the
author is  uncerta in or  incorrect ly  c i ted

.  .  .  help e l iminate conlusion when main entry informat ion in inter . l ibrary loan requests does not  cor-
respond wi th main entry establ ished by the lending l ibrary

.  in general ,  g ive added f lex ib i l i ty  to search and research act iv i t ies which unt i l  now have been handi-
capped by the almost  exclusive use of  author names as the basis for  organiz ing catalogs and indexes

TYPES OF PUBLICATIONS INCLUDED-Included among the 8O,O0O t i t les to be covered annual ly  in
the new Gale publ icat ion wi l l  be the fo l lowing types of  mater ia l ,  many not  covered in any other source provid ing
t i t le  access:  books,  monographs,  and per iodicals;  publ icat ions ot  univers i ty  presses,  inst i tutes,  research uni ts,  etc ;
local ,  s tate,  federal ,  and foreign government publ icat ions;  maps,  reports,  and pamphlets;  repr ints;  publ icat ions
in microform; and other publ ished mater ia ls in Engl ish cataloged by LC, regardless of  publ isher or  country of  or ig in.

FURTHER INFORMATION-Please wr i te tor  a detai led brochure descr ib ing the catalog,  the professional
staff involved in its preparation, and the trial plan unde/ which the catalog may be used free tor 90 days. For im-
mediate answers call Robert Cartwright collect at (313)967.2242.

GALE
BOOK TOWER . DETROIT, MICH.4A226 RESEARGH GOMPA]IY
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SELECIED BOOKS FBOfrI
EABOPA

Gale recent ly  arranged to d ist r ibute in America selected publ icat ions of  the dist inguished Br i t ish
f i rm, Europa Publ icat ions Lrmited The current  and tor thcoming t i t les descr ibed below wi l l  f i l l
serious Saps in the reference collections of American hbraries. Earlier editions of most of these
(eterence works have been cited in such authoritative guides as American Relerence Books Annual,
Walford,  and Winchel l .

PABUCAft0ltS LrD.

AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA, 1971- ls t  Edi t ion.
This new addi t ion to Europa's ser ies ol  regional  reter .
ence sources rs a survey and reference book of all
the countr ies south Qf the Sahara presented in-a con-
tinental perspective. Noted experts in Alrican studies
have contnbuted introductory essays on the economic
and socia l  development of  the contrnent  and detai led
art ic les deal ing wi th the area's recent  h istory,  i ts
physical  and socia l  geography,  and i ts  economy. In.
c luded are stat is t ical  surveys,  d i rector ies,  maps,  and
a "who's who,"  p lus other basic reference mater ia l
(Ready March) About 1,000 pages.  928.50.

THE EUROPA YEARBOOK, l97lt AWorld Survev and
Directoty of Countries and lnternational Organiza.
tions. l2th Edition. "Europa Yearbook is known for
i ts  up. to.date,  accurate and comorehensive cover.
age " (Ametican Reference Books Annuat) The inter.
nalional organization section offers details on oyer
I  500 internat ional  governmental  and nongovern-
ntental  organizat ions,  a l l iances,  associat ions,  etc.
Informat ion furnished on each country in the wor ld
includes general  and stat is t tcal  surveys of  recent  h is.
tory and economy, p lus facts on i ts  government,
industr ies,  communicat ions,  etc (Ready June) Two
Volumes. About 3,400 pages 960 O0

THE FAR EAST AND AUSTRALASIA, 1971. 3rd Edi.
t ion The' f i rs t  part  is  a general  int roduct ion to the
area as a whole and deals wi th such topics as aid.
development,  and resources The rest  of  the volume
rs divrded Into regions.  Devoted to a speci t ic  country,
each  chap te r  con ta i ns  a  de ta i l ed  su rvey  o f  t he
country 's  physical  and socia l  geography,  i ts  h istory,
i ts  economy, etc.  Also included are bib l iographies
Jor each region and country and a "who's who" of
1,600 rmportant men and women (Ready Apri,)
About 1,400 pages.  928.50.

THE INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY OF COMPUTER
AND INFORMATION SYSTEM SERVICES, I97I .2nd
Edrt ion.  This d i rectory presents in conctse {orm lu l l
in format ion about the computer serv ices provided to
outsrde customers by commercia l ,  educat ional ,  and
research establrshments throughout the wor ld L isted
are the names, addresses,  phone nurnbers,  and of{ i .
cers o l  the inst i tut ions,  together wi th such data as

fields of experience, the types of services otfered,
and the type ot computer rnstallation. (Ready June)
About 400 pages.  $15.00.

THE INTERNATIONAL WHO'S WHO, I970.7I. 34th
Edition. This work is not only the standard source
of biographical information about eminent personali-
ties in every country of the world today but it is also
the only place to find details on persons from the
many countr ies having no nat ional  "who's who."
The 34th Edi t ion contains approximately 17,50O l is t -
ings, over a thousand of them brand new; existing
biographies have been revised and updated. All
essential facts are presented. (Ready Now) About
1,775 pages.  $28 50.

THE II'IDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA, I97O.7L.
lTth Edit,on The book includes a review of the year's
developments in the, area and a description of the
physical  and socia l  geography,  Gcial  and l inguist ic
groupings,  re l igaons,  resources,  etc Cover ing 28
countr ies and regions,  the chapters are s imi lar  in
scope and teatures to those of The Far East and
Austtalasia. (Ready Now) 1,005 pages. 923.50

TH€ WORTD OF LEARNING, l97O-71. 2lst Edition
This book is  f i rmly establ ished as the comprehensive,
up-to-date guide to educat ional ,  sc ient i f ic .  and cul-
tural  organizat ions al l  over the wor ld The f i rs t  part
is  an annotated l is t ,  wi th addresses,  of  over 400
inlernat ional  organizat ions.  Arranged alphabet ical ly
by country,  the main sect ion of  the book gives com.
plete in{ormat ion on univers i t ies,  col leges,  l ibrar ies,
r esea rch  i ns t i t u t es ,  museums ,  a r t  ga l l e r i es ,  and
learned societ ies.  "This is  the standard di rectorv on
the subiect." (Amerrcan Reference Books Aniual)
(Ready Nowl About 2.000 pages. 935.00.

ANY TITLE MAY BF ORDERED
ON THIRTY.DAY APPROVAL

GALE RESEARGH GO.
BOOK TOWER r DETROIT, MICH. 48226




